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SUMMARY 
A method for obtaining the complete free molecular solutions for 
internal flow problems is presented. This method consists of determin-
ing the distribution function for all boundaries of the flow field and 
obtaining the macroscopic moments of interest from the corresponding 
definitions. The usefulness of the method is illustrated by obtaining 
the complete free molecular solutions for the two dimensional channel 
and circular tube under the assumption of diffusely reflecting walls. 
These solutions include general expressions for the average flow rate 
and polynomial solutions for the nondimensional wall flux, as well as 
all of the common moments such as density, pressure, velocity components, 
heat flux components, etc. The procedure for obtaining the slit flow 
limits from the tube and channel results is outlined and a few of the 
limits presented. In addition, the method for obtaining the approximate 
results for a constant or linear wall flux variation over the entire 
channel or tube wall is described. To further illustrate the usefulness 
of the approach, the very difficult problem of free molecular flow 
through a rectangular channel is formulated for a few of the lower 
moments under the assumption of diffusely reflecting walls, and the 
general expression for the average mass flow rate and the integral 
equations for the boundary conditions are derived,. 
To obtain accurate numerical results it is necessary to solve the 
integral equations for the nondimensional wall flux. The collocation 
XI 
method was applied and accurate results were obtained in the form of 
polynomial solutions for the two dimensional channel and circular tube. 
It is pointed out that the nondimensional wall flux can be determined 
to any desired degree of accuracy by this method. A series of linear 
segments is then fitted to the numerical results for the nondimensional 
wall flux and the contribution of each of these segments to the moment 
of interest is determined by analytically integrating over each of the 
linear wall flux segments. Any desired degree of accuracy for the 
moments can be attained by increasing the number of linear wall flux 
segments accordingly. The solutions for the two dimensional channel 
are expressed as a series of analytical functions which is suitable to 
numerical evaluation. For the two dimensional limits of constant and 
linear wall flux over the entire channel wall the solutions are 
analytical. However, in order to obtain numerical results for the 
circular tube, it was necessary to perform the integration with respect 
to one of the velocity angles numerically by Simpson's rule. Conse-
quently, the circular tube solutions are expressed as a series of 
integrals which is also suitable to numerical evaluation. 
Numerical results for several of the moments are presented for 
the two dimensional channel and circular tube for several flow 
conditions. Various results for a constant and linear wall flux over 
the entire channel or tube wall are compared with the accurate results 
obtained by linear wall flux segments in order to determine the range 
of validity of these solutions. The results are compared with the 
analytical results from other sources and experimental data, where such 
data were available. 
XI1 
Finally, the local and average.1 mass flow rates for nearly-free 
molecular flow through a two dimensional slit for arbitrary pressure 
ratios are determined by the Willis iterative method. The free 
molecular solution required for this iterative scheme was obtained from 
the general solution for the two dimensional channel as a special case. 
The effect of a finite pressure ratio on the nearly-free molecular 
flow rates is studied, and results for the local and average flow rates 
for various pressure ratios and. Reynolds numbers are presented. 
The results of the investigation may be summarized in the follow-
ing conclusions: 
1. The method presented herein can be used to formulate the 
general problem of obtaining'the local and average flow properties for 
free molecular flow through internal flow geometries, as illustrated 
for the cases of a two dimensional channel, a rectangular channel, and 
a circular tube. 
2. Accurate numerical results for both local and average flow 
properties for free molecular internal flow problems can be obtained 
by using the collocation method to solve the integral equations for the 
wall flux. This method is a great improvement over all previous methods 
if the approximating functions weighted by the kernel can be analytically 
integrated. 
3. The free molecular results obtained by previous investigators 
for the rectangular orifice, two dimensional channel, circular tube, 
and corresponding slit and orifice flows can be obtained as special 
cases of the general results presented herein, which are valid for arbi-
trary length-to-height ratios. 
XI11 
k. The results for a linear wall flux over the entire channel 
length are in worse agreement with the results for linear wall flux 
segments for intermediate values of length-to-height ratios. The 
limits of this range depend on the particular flow property of interest, 
the geometry considered, and the accuracy desired. For all practical-
purposes the linear wall flux solutions are good approximations for 
length-to-height ratios outside this intermediate range. For the 
circular tube case, the linear wall flux solutions for some of the flow 
properties are very accurate for the entire range of length-to-diameter 
ratios. Finally, the solutions for a constant wall flux over the 
entire channel length are accurate for only small length-to-height 
ratios. 
5. The well-known long-channel and long-tube formulas of Clausing 
and Knudsen, respectively, for the average mass flow rate yield accurate 
results for sufficiently large length-to-height ratios. 
6. The theoretical free-molecular values of average mass flow 
rate, as determined for the case of linear wall flux segments, agree 
quite well with the experimental values for the flow of a rarefied gas 
through a circular tube, even for-inverse Knudsen numbers as large as 
one. The corresponding theoretical free-molecular average mass flow 
rates for a two dimensional channel do not agree well with the measured 
values for a rectangular channel whose width-to-height ratio is very 
large, even in the limit of very small inverse Knudsen numbers. 
7. The backflow contribution for nearly-free molecular flow 
through a two dimensional slit is strongly dependent on the pressure 
XIV 
ratio for small pressure ratios, but for large pressure ratios the 
Reynolds number effect is predominant, 
8. The nearly-free molecular flow rate through a two dimensional 
slit is larger than the corresponding free molecular value for all 
pressure ratios considered, and the magnitude of the difference con-
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Discussion and Review of Literature 
Discussion 
Tsien [1] in 19̂ -6 rather arbitrarily divided the entire flow 
regime of gas dynamics into four parts : the continuum, the slip, the 
transition, and the free molecular flow regimes. The parameter used 
to define these regimes was the Knudsen number, which is defined as the 
ratio of the local mean free path to a representative dimension of the 
body under consideration or of the flow field. The continuum regime 
was defined for Knudsen numbers much smaller than unity (Kn < 10 ). 
For this regime the intermolecular collisions are the predominant 
factor in determining the local flow properties and the interaction of 
the gas particles with the solid boundary is considered negligible. 
The slip flow regime was defined for Knudsen numbers less than unity 
but not extremely small (10 < Kn < l). The intermolecular collisions 
are still predominant in deteraiining the local flow properties in 
the core of the gas; however, near the solid boundaries this effect is 
of the same order of magnitude as the gas-surface interaction. For the 
transition flow regime, defined for Knudsen numbers greater than unity 
but not extremely large (l < Kn < 10), both effects are of the same order 
of magnitude in determining the local flow properties. Finally, the 
free molecular regime was defined for large Knudsen numbers (Kn > 10). 
2 
This regime is governed solely by the gas-surface interaction in deter-
mining the loqal flow properties. Once the velocity distribution 
function is known for all boundaries of the flow field the local flow 
properties can be obtained. It should be noted that the term "nearly-
free molecular" refers to that part Of the transition flow region where 
first-order intermolecular collisional effects are considered. 
Making use of the available continuum flow solutions for internal 
flow problems, a reasonable estimate of the transitional results based 
on the free molecular and continuum values can be made for the particu-
lar flow property of interest. It should be noted that the solution 
for the entire flow regime for the flow of a gas through a circular 
tube, two dimensional channel, etc. of finite length represents a 
formidable problem in the realm of the kinetic theory of gases. 
Analysis of the free molecular problem alone was begun in 1909 hy 
Knudsen [2] and to date no complete analysis of the general problem of 
the flow of gas through finite length tubes and channels under free 
molecular conditions exists. Having solutions available for such prob-
lems should prove quite useful in more definitely defining the Knudsen 
number range within which the transition and slip flow regimes fall by 
comparing with experimental results as they become available. 
With a growing interest in rarefied gas phenomena the kinetic 
theory solutions for application in low-density technology become quite 
important. For example, thermionic energy converters sometimes operate 
at conditions quite suitable for free molecular flow in that the mean 
free path of the gas passing through the converter is large compared to 
the distance between the converter walls. Perlmutter [3] has shown also 
3 
that the free molecular heat transfer of the gas is significant when 
compared to that of radiation for nominal operating conditions. Also, 
the problem of neutron diffusion is sometimes approximated by the free 
molecular flow of neutrons through an array of similar geometries such 
as circular tubes, etc. Still more examples of the application of free 
molecular flow solutions are propellent injection ducts for electric 
thrustors and in the realm of vacuum technology. 
Due to the importance of gas dynamic solutions for all flow 
regimes there has been considerable emphasis in recent years on deter-
mining solutions of the Boltzmann transport equation. Unfortunately, 
however, only a few problems have been solved completely for all flow 
regimes, and these solutions have generally been restricted to 
linearized one-dimensional steady and unsteady problems; e.g., Couette 
flow, heat transfer between parallel plates, propagation of sound in 
monatomic gases, Rayleigh problem, etc. The exception is the plane 
shock-wave structure which has been studied by various iterative 
schemes. In an attempt to solve more general flow problems, many 
investigators have chosen to formulate the problem in the free molecular 
regime, obtain the complete solution for this region, and then use this 
solution in conjunction with various techniques for solving the 
Boltzmann equation to obtain the nearly-free molecular solution. The 
advantages of this approach are that a more general class of problems 
can be solved for the nearly-free molecular region and the non-linearity 
of the problem preserved. Since the complete free molecular solution 
is required in order to generate the nearly-free molecular solution via 
the iterative methods, it is desirable to have available methods whereby 
k 
the free molecular solution can be easily obtained. A method which has 
been successful in describing the nearly-free molecular flow regime 
accurately for a variety of problems is the Willis iterative method [4]. 
In view of the application of the free molecular and nearly-free 
molecular solutions for internal flow problems set forth in the preced-
ing discussion, several internal flow problems will be analyzed in this 
work. In the free molecular part the general formulation of flow 
through circular tubes and two dimensional and rectangular channels 
will be presented. As special cases the corresponding orifice results 
can be obtained. In the nearly-free molecular part of this work the 
local and average mass flow rates through a two dimensional slit 
including backflow will be analyzed. The solutions of these problems 
provide rigorous theoretical results which can be used to compare with 
precise experimental measurements as they become available. 
Review of Literature 
Free Molecular Flow. The flow of a highly rarefied gas through 
cylindrical tubes of finite length has been a subject both of 
analytical and experimental interest for many years. In general, the 
various investigations have been concerned with determining the 
relationship between the average flow rate and the pressure potential 
which induces the flow. Only recently have there been any attempts at 
determining the local flow properties throughout the entire flow field. 
It should be noted that it is precisely the latter quantities which are 
of interest to gas dynamic1sts and which are needed for iterative 
schemes such as that proposed by Willis. 
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The relationship between the average flow rate and the pressure 
potential for free molecular flow through very long circular tubes was 
presented by Knudsen [2] in 1909* However, he used an unreliable 
method and some of his results were wrong. Smoluchowski [5] soon 
afterward obtained the general expression for the free-molecular average 
flow rate for very long cylindrical tubes with cross section of any 
nonreentrant shape. The most important assumptions made in deriving 
these expressions were those of small density gradient and diffusely 
reflecting walls. Smoluchowski [5] generalized his work to account for 
part of the particles being reflected specularly from the walls. It 
should be noted, however, that none of these results included end 
effects. Consequently, in 1918 the problem of the short circular tube 
was subjected to thorough study by Clausing [6] in his thesis. This 
same work appeared in the published literature [7] in 1929. In this 
paper Clausing also presented a formula derived by Smoluchowski for 
the free-molecular average flow rate through an infinitely long 
rectangular channel. In 1932 Clausing [8~] presented his findings Tor 
the finite length circular tube of arbitrary length-to-diameter ratio. 
No accurate formula for the average flow rate could be obtained in 
terms of known functions, but he worked out a close approximation and 
presented numerical values for the entire range of length-to-diameter 
ratio. Clausing [8] also presented an approximate solution for the 
free-molecular average flow rate through rectangular channels for 
which the width was much larger than both the height and length and 
the length much larger than the height. Daring the same period 
experimental results were being obtained by Knudsen [2] in 1909 and 
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Gaede [9] in 1913• Both of these investigators studied the molecular 
flow of gases through circular glass tubes and measured the average 
flow rates. Gaede obtained agreement with the long tube formula within 
one per cent for hydrogen and two per cent for nitrogen for large 
Khudsen numbers. Similarly, Khudsen, experimenting with less refine-
ment, got a similar agreement using hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon 
dioxide; in the case of hydrogen he found the formula to hold even for 
Khudsen numbers as small as six-tenths. However, since vacuum tech-
nology was in the preliminary stages of development during this period 
the accuracy of the results for large Knudsen numbers (i.e., low 
pressures) are considered questionable. Gaede [9] also measured the 
average rate of flow through a rectangular slit of 3.^-cm. width, 
O.OO^-mm. height, and 0.12-cm. length. In 1937 Rasmussen [10] measured 
the average rate of flow through a rectanguLar channel of 0.97-cm. 
length, 1.32-cm. width, and 0.019-mm. height. A comparison with the 
theoretical value predicted by Clausing's rectangular channel formula 
showed that the experimental values for large Knudsen numbers were 
approximately twenty-five per cent low. However, since the width of 
the channel is only about one and one-half times the length, a compari-
son with Clausing's formula is questionable. It should also be noted 
that in the experiments of Gaede and Rasmussen the height of the 
channel was of such small dimensions that accurate measurements of 
these dimensions could not be obtained. Since the geometrical dimen-
sions of the channel are the primary factors in determining the 
conductance of a tube or channel in free molecular flow, these experi-
mental results should not be used to prove or disprove the validity of 
the theoretical free molecular formulas. 
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Since the pioneering efforts of Knudsen, Smoluchowski, Gaede, 
Clausing, and Rasmussen numerous analytical and experimental results 
have been reported. Bosanquet and Barrett [11] in l$kk derived 
expressions for the free-molecular average flow rate through infinitely 
long tubes and channels of various cross sections. In 19̂ -6 Brown, 
Di Nardo, Cheng, and Sherwood [12] presented experimental results for 
the average flow rate through straight copper and iron pipes. Data 
were obtained for nominal pipe diameters ra,nging from 5/8 in. to 8 in. 
and lengths ranging from 127 cm. to 1.0̂ 0 cm. They compare the nondi-
mensional average flow rate at large Knudsen numbers through tubes of 
length-to-diameter ratios of 8.8, 4.8, and 2.9 with the theoretical 
free molecular results of Clausing [8], The percentage differences 
based on the theoretical values are 8.3, 20.0, and 6.5 per cent, 
respectively. However, Clausing's results are only approximate and 
overestimate the exact values of average flow rate, as shown by 
Demarcus [13] and again shown by the results of the present investiga-
tion. Since the only special assumption made in deducing these 
theoretical values, in addition to the general results of kinetic 
theory, is that of diffuse reflection by the walls of the tube, the 
latter assumption seems to be definitely confirmed by these experimental 
results. The most complete experimental investigation into the flow 
of gases through various tubes and channels was reported in 1956 -by 
Dong [1^]. Data were obtained for the average flow rate for hydrogen, 
helium, air, carbon dioxide, and Freon-12 for copper tubes and channels. 
These tubes and channels included a circular section with a 3»64-cm. 
radius and 10.5-ft. length, two annular sections formed by inserting 
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cores of 1.905-cm. and 3.17^-cm. radii into the circular section, 
respectively, and a rectangular section 0.32^-cm. by 22.86-cm. and 50 
in. in length. The Knudsen number range was sufficiently large to 
essentially include the free molecule and continuum limits for the 
circular and annular sections., However, the experimental values for 
the rectangular section fall about 30 per cent below the free molecular 
theoretical value, which was determined from the infinite rectangular 
channel formula. Dong also verified that the fraction" of particles 
diffusely reflected from the tube walls was very close to unity for 
all gases considered. Therefore, it can be concluded that the assump-
tion of diffuse reflection for free molecular internal flow problems 
is very good for moderate pressure ratios. Although Dong used only 
copper for the tube and channel walls, the same conclusion has been 
drawn from the work of Adzumi [,15], Knudsen [2], Gaede [9]? and Brown, 
et al. [12], as discussed above, using materials such as glass and iron. 
The most recent analytical work for free molecular internal flow 
problems was begun by Demarcus and Hopper [16] in 1955 and Demarcus 
[13] in 1957* In these two works the emphasis is again on determining 
the conductance of finite length tubes and channels. Demarcus [13] 
uses a variational method to determine values of the conductance for 
circular tubes and two dimensional channels,. He is able to determine 
upper and lower bounds for the conductance and presents results for 
several values of length-to-height ratios. Demarcus also proves 
rigorously that in the limit of very long circular tubes the formula 
of Smoluchowski [5] and Knudsen [2] is correct. In 1956 Dayton [17] 
determined analytically the gas flow patterns at the entrance and exit 
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of cylindrical tubes. This represented one of the first attempts in 
determining results for the local properties;. It might be noted at this 
point that the Monte Carlo technique has also been used by many authors 
to calculate the free-molecular conductance through tubes and channels 
of various geometries. For example, see Levenson, Milleron, and 
Davis [18] and Davis [19 ]• Both of these works appeared in i960. In 
I963 Sparrow, Jonsson, and Lundgren [20] presented their results for 
the circular tube of finite length. These results consisted of the 
nondimensional wall flux, the average mass flow rate, and the 
adiabatic-wall temperature variation for values of the length-to-diameter 
ratio ranging from zero to 25. They utilized the analogy between the 
free molecular problem and the radiation problem.. The results for the 
density, velocity, and temperature fields for free molecular flow 
through a circular orifice were reported in 1961 by Narasimha [21]. The 
corresponding density field for free molecular flow through a 
rectangular orifice was reported in 1961 by Howard [22], and later 
verified by a different method by Gustafsor. and Kiel [23]. These 
authors also presented the results for the circular orifice density 
field. 
Very recently two experimental papers have appeared in the 
literature on the measurement of the local flux of particles downstream 
of short circular tubes. Gadamer [2^] obtained the local flux across 
the diameter of a short circular tube of length-to-diameter ratio of 
unity at two stations just downstream of the exit for upstream Knudsen 
numbers based on the tube diameter of 2.3 and 1.0. A comparison with 
the free molecular solution showed fair agreement even for these 
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moderate Knudsen numbers . It should be noted that Gadamer was unable 
to give accurate error bounds for his results due to errors introduced 
by the use of a McLeod gage in the upstream chamber which was slightly 
inaccurate for the pressure range considered. Cook and Richley [25] 
measured the flux of particles for cesium vapor far downstream of the 
exit of circular tubes, which had length-to-diameter ratios from zero 
to four, for upstream Knudsen numbers based on tube diameter of 0.055 
to 9*5. They also measured the average flow rate through the tubes. 
The measured distribution patterns for the local flux for large 
Knudsen numbers were in good agreement with the free-molecular 
theoretical patterns, which were derived for diffuse reflection from 
the wall, for length-to-diameter ratios of one-half, one, and two, 
and in fair agreement for three and four. The measured average flow 
rates of cesium vapor through the tubes were either equal to or less 
than those predicted by Clausing's free-molecular results for Knudsen 
numbers greater than about eigjit-tenths. 
In I96U a number of papers concerned with free molecular internal 
flow problems appeared. Perlmutter [3] determined several moments of 
the local properties for free molecular flow through finite length two-
dimensional channels, but in order to perform the integrations 
analytically he assumed that the nondimensional wall flux varied 
linearly for the entire channel length. This approximation does not 
insure satisfaction of the boundary condition exactly, and as a result 
the moments are in greatest error at the walls. Since this is the 
region of greatest interest in many cases, a solution which would 
minimize this error, or completely remove it, is desirable. Also, 
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Perlmutter simplifies to the case of an isothermal system in determining 
most moments. It would be desirable to formulate the more general 
problem of arbitrary wall temperatures for all the macroscopic moments. 
Reynolds and Richley [26], [27] have presented numerical results for 
the nondimensional wall flux, the average flow rate, and the flux 
patterns downstream of the exit for free molecular flow through 
converging and diverging slots . They have also presented the results 
for wall flux and average flow rate for converging and diverging tubes. 
The length-to-inlet height ratio was varied from zero to eight. Their 
results for the wall flux are reported to three significant figures, 
but for the larger length-to-height ratios the results for the circular 
tube and two-dimensional channel with parallel walls are in slight 
error, since they do not satisfy the anti-symmetric property exactly. 
Sparrow and Haji-Sheikh [28] calculated the local axial velocity and 
formulated the density for free molecular flow through a circular 
tube. The results for axial velocity were obtained by numerical inte-
gration for length-to-diameter ratios of 0.25, 1.0, k,0, and 10.0. 
Among other results obtained recently are those of Townsend [29] for 
the convection of mass, axial momentum, and. kinetic energy through 
axi-symmetric tubes for free molecular conditions. Radial 
distributions of these flow quantities across the inlet and exit 
planes for several configurations are presented. 
Nearly-Free Molecular Flow. Most of the experimental works 
discussed in the preceding section contain results for the nearly-free 
molecular regime. However, theoretical results to date for this regime 
for two-dimensional internal flow problems are limited. The two 
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dimensional slit and circular orifice are among the few which have been 
considered. Liepmann [30] has pointed out that orifice or slit flow 
offers the possibility of comparing theory and experiment without 
having to assume a particular gas-wall interaction model. Taking 
into account the effects of a finite wall for internal problems 
introduces the difficulty of a variable wall density, which is required 
in defining the velocity distribution function at the boundary, even 
in the free molecular limit, as opposed to a constant wall density 
for a body submerged in a free molecular stream or for free molecular 
flow through infinitely long tubes or channels. The only attempt to 
date, to the author's knowledge, at solving two-dimensional internal 
flow problems including the wall effects has been that of Wu [31]. 
He solves the integral equation for the wall density by matrix theory 
and formulates a probability model by a Markov chain process. Wu 
uses the iterative method of Willis [4] and presents some approximate 
results for the wall density and local density for nearly-̂ free 
molecular flow through two parsJ.lel plates with length-to-height 
ratio of four. It should be noted, however, that a number of 
simplifying approximations are made throughout the entire analysis 
and the free molecular solution used in the iterative scheme is only 
an approximate one. 
As pointed out earlier, the only method to date which has been 
applied with any success to two--dimensional internal flow problems is 
that of Willis [4], The convergence of this iterative scheme has been 
proven for three simple linearized problems by Willis [h~] and Pao [32]; 
however, convergence has not been proven in general. Consequently, it 
is assumed that the scheme is convergent for more difficult problems. 
The final verification, of course, must be based on comparison with 
accurate experimental results. 
In i960 Narasimha [21] a/pplied the Willis iterative method to 
the flow of gas through a circular orifice under nearly-free molecular 
conditions into a vacuum downstream. He made several simplifying 
approximations and obtained an expression for the average mass flow 
rate based solely on the value of the centerline velocity. A 
comparison with the experimental results of Liepmann [30] showed 
reasonable agreement. Narasimha concluded that the departure of the 
average flow rate from the free molecular value was linear in the 
inverse Knudsen number and that nearly-free molecular conditions 
prevailed up to an inverse Knudsen number of approximately unity. 
Willis [33] in 1965 reported his results for the same problem but made 
no simplifying approximations in obtaining the average flow rate based 
on the complete first iteration. In addition he solved the correspond-
ing problem for the two dimensional slit. It should be noted that none 
of these analyses accounted for backflow since the gas was assumed to 
exit into a vacuum. Willis also compared his results for the circular 
orifice with the experimental data of Liepmann [30]. For sufficiently 
small inverse Knudsen numbers for which the theoretical first iteration 
is valid, the scatter in the experimental data was too large to draw 
any definite conclusions. At best he could only claim fair agreement 
with the complete first iterative results. However, it could clearly 
be seen that while Narasimha's results overestimated the average flow 
rate, Willis' results underestimated the flow rate. Very recently 
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Hurlbut, Lord, and Willis [3*0 reported experimental results for the 
average flow rate through a circular orifice at large Knudsen numbers. 
These results compare favorably with Liepmann's but are considered much 
more accurate. The complete first iteration for average flow rate, 
although slightly high, agreed well with these results in the nearly-
free molecular regime. However, the axial measurements of the local 
flow rate did not compare favorably with the results of Willis' 
iteration. Whether or not the discrepancy exists in the theoretical 
or experimental results was not resolved. Other measurements for the 
average flow rate at large Knudsen numbers through circular orifices 
and very short circular tubes have been reported recently by 
Sreekanth [35 ]> Smetana, Sherrill, and Schort [36], and Cook and 
Richley [25]. 
It should be noted at this point, in view of the above 
discussion, that the effects of the tube or channel walls and the 
backflow on the local and average flow rate through internal flow 
geometries have not been treated theoretically to date. Although 
these effects are considered to be small for very large pressure 
ratios and very thin orifices and slits, it would be helpful to deter-
mine for what range of variables the effects are considered 
significant. 
Purpose 
The purpose of the present work is: 
1. To present a new approach which can be applied in a rather 
straight-forward manner to obtain all moments for internal free 
molecular flow problems by determining the distribution function for 
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the entire flow field and obtaining the moments directly from their 
definitions. 
2. To illustrate the usefulness of this approach by obtaining 
solutions for the free molecular flow of gases through various tubes and 
channels, and to compare the theoretical results with the results of 
previous investigators and experimental results, where such results are 
available. 
3. To study the effects of a finite pressure ratio on the 
local and average mass flow rates for nearly-free molecular flow 
through a two dimensional slit using the Willis iterative method. 
CHAPTER II 
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW THROUGH A TWO DIMENSIONAL 
CHANNEL OF ARBITRARY LENGTH 
Statement of the Problem 
The physical problem consists of the flow of gas between two 
reservoirs which, respectively, contain gas in equilibrium atP , T 
1 1 
and P j T , as shown in Figure 1. The wall temperatures are taken as 
2 2 
constant at T , upper plate, and T , lower plate. The mean free path 
U L 
of the gas is assumed to be sufficiently large in comparison to the 
geometrical dimensions of the channel so that the effects of collisions 
between particles are negligible. It is also assumed that the gas 
particles which interact with the channel walls are completely 
.accommodated to the appropriate wall temperature and are diffusely 
reflected. Therefore, by satisfying the boundary condition that there 
be no net flow normal to the channel walls at the walls, the local wall 
density can be determined for the gas particles leaving the channel 
walls and the corresponding distribution function can be obtained. The 
distribution functions for the gas particles leaving the channel walls, 
as well as for the gas particles emerging from the two reservoirs, are 
thus the equilibrium Maxwellian distribution functions. Since the 
reservoir temperatures and densities are constant, the corresponding 
Maxwellian distribution functions are independent of the physical 
coordinates. However, since the wall densities are not constant, the 
y 
*- X 
Two Dimensional Channel 
Tl 
Velocity Space 
Figure 1. Schematic of the Two Dimensional Channel and 
Division of Velocity Space for a General 
Point (x,y) of the Flow Field, 
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wall distribution functions do depend on the physical coordinates. 
Having determined the velocity distribution function for all boundaries 
in the flow field the distribution function for any arbitrary point, 
(x,y), as shown in Figure 1, is known since the distribution function 
is constant along a particle path in free mclecular flow. The latter 
property enables one to trace each particle to a boundary where the 
distribution function is known. The flow field is therefore divided 
into four regions as illustrated in Figure 1. The corresponding 
velocity space is also presented in Figure 1 and the appropriate 
distribution function for each region is shown. By introducing the 
definitions for density, velocity, and higher moments the flow 
properties of interest at any point in the flow field can be determined 
by integrating the appropriately weighted distribution functions over 
the entire velocity space. 
Since the wall distribution functions vary with the angle a9 
as illustrated in Figure 1, it is necessary to know the exact analytical 
expression for the wall density variation in order to determine the 
exact analytical expressions for the moments. However, the wall density 
must be obtained from an integral equation, which evolves from satisfy-
ing the boundary condition that there be no net flux of particles 
normal to the channel wall at the wall. Since the exact solution of 
the integral equation is not known, it becomes necessary to satisfy 
the integral equation for the boundary condition approximately, and 
then use these results to evaluate the moments. 
The results presented in this chapter are only valid for the 
region defined by 0 < y < d and - oo < x < °°. The results for the 
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other parts of the flow field can be obtained from the results here by 
eliminating the appropriate -wall effects and changing the limits of 
integration in velocity space. However, the results for slit flow are 
valid for the entire flow field. It should be noted that the two 
dimensional results presented in this chapter are special cases of the 
more general problem of free molecular flow through a rectangular 
channel. To illustrate the usefulness of the method to be presented 
herein, the general expressions for the density and velocity components 
were formulated for the more difficult problem of free molecular flow 
through a rectangular channel. In addition, the integral equations for 
the nondimensional wall fluxes and the general expression for the 
average mass flow rate were derived. The general formulation of these 
results is presented in Appendix A. 
General Formulation 
In the following sections the distribution functions for the 
flow field are determined, the integral equation representing the 
boundary condition is derived, the moments for density, velocity, 
pressure, etc. are determined in general by making no assumptions re-
garding the wall density variation, and the general relation for the 
average mass flow rate is derived. The results for slit flow are also 
presented as limiting cases by setting the length of the channel equal 
to zero. 
Distribution Functions 
Referring to Figure 1 it can be seen that the distribution 
function at any point in the flow field is composed of four separate 
Maxwellian distribution functions which are as follows: 
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•where x and y are the nondimensional physical coordinates given "by x/L 
and y/d, respectively, and 




Tan or0(x,y) = ^ (6) 
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The molecular velocities in the x,y., and z directions are denoted by §> 
T|> and £, respectively. The length-to-height ratio is given by T> and 
the number densities of the tanks and walls are given as n , n , n_ (x"), 
and nT(x');> respectively. The upper and lower nondimensional wall 
J_i 
coordinates, xM and xT, respectively, are functions of x and y, the 
point of interest within the flow field, and the direction of the 
velocity vector, a. Referring to Figure 1 it can be seen that the wall 
coordinates can be expressed in terms of the field coordinates and 
velocity coordinates by 
Tan a = ^ = ^ (Lower Wall) (9/ 
T(X - x') ? 
and 
Tan a = - ^ " ̂  - = J (Upper Wall) (10) 
T(X - x") 5 
The angle a is the direction of the velocity vector of the particles 
leaving the channel walls at x' or x" and passing through the point (x5y) 
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and, consequently, its tangent can "be replaced with the ratio of 
molecular velocities, as shown in equations (9) and (10). Once the 
expressions for nT(x') and YL (X" ) have "been established, equations (9) 
and (10) can be used to eliminate the variables x1 and x" in favor of 
the angle <y, which turns out to be the pola.r angle in cylindrical 
velocity coordinates, and the physical coordinates of the point in the 
flow field, x and y. 
Boundary Condition 
Introducing the definition for the velocity in the y-direction, 
v(x,y), the boundary condition that there be no net flux of particles 
normal to the walls at the walls can be expressed as follows for 
0 < x < 1: 
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where p(x,y) is the local density and m is the molecular mass of the 
particle. By substituting equations (l) through (k) into equation (ll), 
integrating over the appropriate regions of velocity space, which are 
illustrated in Figure 1, and introducing the nondimensional wall mass 
flux, defined as 
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and R is the gas constant, the following single integral equation is ob-
tained for the boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = 1: 
1 
Sw(x') ~F( x') + J g (x1') K(x», x") d£" 0 w (16) 
where 
and 
F(x») = | 1 TX' 
V T
2 ; < 2 + i 
(17) 
K(x',x") = 
2[T2(X' - x") 2 + l ] 3 / 2 
(18) 
The details of the derivation of equation (16) are presented in Appendix 
B. 
The function g, (x1) possesses the following property: 
&,(*') = 1 - «(1 -x') (19) 
2k 
Therefore 
g ( " ) = o 
W c d 
These relations are satisfied for all values of T. In the limit of T = 0 
and T = oo the solution of the integral equation is linear. However, the 
exact solution for arbitrary T is not known. 
Moments for Arbitrary Wall Flux 
Density. By definition, in terms of cylindrical coordinates, 
p(x,y) 
co c» 2TT 
r 
= m f(x,y,a,Sr,C) c^rdi-rdG (20) 
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where | is the total molecular velocity in the ^ - T| plane and oi is the 
polar angle measured from the ^-direction. Substituting equations (l) 
through (k) into equation (20) yields 
p(x,y) = 
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wh ere p.. and p are the mass densities of the tanks. The angles a-. , 
otp, etc. are functions of x and y, "but the functional notation is 
dropped for simplicity. Since 
oo 
1 e -ax dx = •ya 
and 
(22) 
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equation (21) can be written as 
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where pT (a) and pTT(a) are used to denote the wall mass densities. The 
wall densities can "be expressed in terms of the nondimensional wall 
flux "by combining equations (12) through (15) as 
PT. TT(^) = IP! V T ~ L,U L,U 
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Substituting equation (25) into equation (2^-) and rearranging gives 
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Equation (26) is a general expression for the local density in the flow 
field in terms of the nondimensional wall flux defined "by equation (12). 
Consider the two limits of equation (26) at x = - 00 . As x -* + 00 , 
an and a approach zero and <yn and ov approach 2rr. From equation (26) 
it is apparent that p(°°>y) = p p . Similarly, as x-*-°°, a-,-, au, a_,
 a n d 
cw approach TT. Again it is apparent from equation (26) that p (-0°, y) 
= Pi • It can also "be shown that for an isothermal system, T = T.. = 
T pj the density distribution is anti-symmetric, or 
p(l - x,y) - p,, p(x,y) - p, 
Po Pn - P 
= 1 (27) 
2 J 
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Similarly, the density, as well as all the other moments, is symmetric 
about the centerline y = 0.5. As a final check, consider the slit flow 
limit of equation (26). Setting T = 0 and noting that a = cy, and a = 
ov, the density variation for a zero thickness slit is obtained as 
p(x,y) - p, 
P i " p2 
= 1 + ^r K - <V 
TT 
for — < a-. < 2TT (28) 
and 
p(x,y) - p, 
Pi " P2 = 2S
 (<*1 " V for 0 < a, < - | (29) 
Velocity Components. The x-component of velocity, in terms of 
cylindrical coordinates, is defined as 
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Substituting the distribution functions from equations (l) through (̂4-) 
into equation (30) gives 
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and equation (22), substituting for the wall densities using equation 
(25)j and introducing the definitions given in equations (12) through 
(15), equation (31) can be written as 
p(*iyM*>y) ̂  1 
(1^ - m 2) 
Sin of-, - Sin Q^ + (33) 
*2 % 
g (a) Cos a da + g (a) Cos a da 
a 
Taking the limits for x = - °° , it is obvious that u (+ » , y) = 0. Simi-
larly, setting T = 0 for slit flow and noting that a = a, and a~ = a^, 
equation (33) becomes 
29 
p(£,y)u(x,y) m 1 r sin , Sin 1 (3l+) 
(\ - *"2) 
The y-component of velocity is similarly defined as 
oo oo 2lT 
u 
o o 
p(x,y)v(x,y) = m J J J f (x,y,a,5r,05r
2 Sin a da d^&Q (35) 
Following the same procedure as outlined for the x-component of velocity 
the following equation is obtained: 
p(*?y)v(x,y) _ 1 
Cos Q) - Cos a± + (36) 
J g (a) Sin adff + gL-M s i n a dQr J 
ax a3 
Again it can be seen that the limits for x = - » , v ( - < » ,y) = 0, are 
satisfied. In the limit of T = 0 the following relation is obtained 
for slit flow: 
PfoyM ;»fl 1 [ Cos » •• Cos ax ] (37) 
(rî  - m2) 
Both velocity components are symmetric about the centerline, y = 
0.5, and satisfy the following relations: 
30 
p(x?y)u(x?y) _ p(l - x,y)u(l - x,y) (38) 
(m1 - &2) (m1 - m2) 
and 
p(x?y)v(x,y) == _ p(l - x,y)v(l - x,y) 
(rr̂  - m2) (m^ - m^) 
(39) 
Normal Pressure Components. By definition, the normal pressure 
component in the x-direction is 
00 00 2TT 
Pxx^^) = m J I f f(*>y><x>%.rflr
3 C o s 2 « dc* d ^ r
 dC " 
-00 Q 0 
(ho) 
p(x,y)u (x,y) 
Substituting equations (l) through (k) for the distribution functions 
into equation (ho) and continuing as before, the normal pressure 
component in the x-direction becomes 
P (x ,y) - P 0 
x x \ ?*/ / 2 
P - P 
1 2 
1 + 
W T - P2) 
-P2 j ^ l [ 2 ^ - ô ) + (Ul) 
(Sin 20^ - Sin 2o^)J + P 2 I 1 - \ | r p j [ 2 ( ^ - c^) + 
(Sin 2a0 - Sin 2a 0 ) ~y + P 
2 ' J 2 
>Tu P i 
T JT 
2 2 
2 ( Q ^ - o?3) + 
31 
T IT \ 




Cos CK da + 1| 
/T /T 
P A-pil, 
1 V T r2 V T J 
"1 
°l 
•2 / a 
g (a) Cos a dot 
w 
_ o 
. p(x,y)u (x.y) 
(pi - v ^ 
Similarly, the definitions for the other two normal pressure components 
are 
oo oo 2TT 
PyyC^y) = m f J J f(x,y,c*,5 r,(;)g; r
3 Sin2 a dc* d | p d£ - (42) 
-°° 0 0 
and 
- -> 2 - -
p ( x , y ) v ( x , y ) 
oo oo 2:177 
p
z z ( ^ y ) = m J Jf(x,y,Qf,§r,C) C
2 ? r ctod§rdC 0+3) 
-oo 0 
Again introducing the distribution functions from equations (l) through 
(h) and carrying out the required integrations, the following final forms 
are obtained for equations (̂-2) and (k-3) : 
P (x,y) - P0 
yy ? 2 P - P 
1 2 
1 + 
4TT(P1 - P2) 
T \ 
P - P \l — 1 ? \ T 2(Oj_ - Q^) - (^) 
/ T.r 
(Sin 2 ^ - Sin 2c^) | + P2 1 - ^ ~ [2(c*3 - c^) -
32 
(Sin 2a - Sin 2<*2) j + ?2 
' % TL * 
. T VT 
* 2 2 ' 
2(o^ - ĉ 3) -
(Sin 2o^ - Sin 2aJ + ** 
1 2 ' a 
<X-
K<«> Sin a da 
1 
+ h v iJL P I^U * *
k 
1 V T 2 V T 
I -1" 1 "2 / a w 
•J 
(a) Sin a da 
_ p(x?y)v (x.y) 
(Pl-V 
P z z r x ^ } - P2 
Pl " P 2 
= 1 + 
2TT(P1 - P2) 
P - P J — 1 2 1 T 2 , (d^ - Q^) + 0+5) 
/ T. 
1 - J - U a 3 " a?) + p2 
"U 
2 ^ | H - ^
 + 
[^ p [ M ? M 
V T" - P2 V T" J g w W 
1 2 / o3 
da + 
TL TL * 




g (a) da 
w 
It can be shown that equations (^l), (^0? and (̂ 5) have the appropriate 
upstream and downstream limits, Similarly, the slit flow limits can be 
obtained by setting T = 0, a = a and a^
 := a^. 
Static or Thermodynamic Pressure. The definition for static or 
thermodynamic pressure is 
33 
p(x,y) = i- [ P^foy) + Pyy(x>y) + pZ2(x>y). ] (
46) 
Substituting equations (4l), (hk), and (̂ -5) into equation (k6) yields the 
following expression for the thermodynamic pressure : 
(x ,y ) - P, 
P - P 1 2 
= 1 + 2"(pi - V 
P - P \l — 1 2'T9 , 




(°3 " "2) + P2 
' % P L 1 
. T T 
\ x2 2 / 
(c^ - o?3) + 
fT (T \ °2 / IT |T \ °^ 
\ ^ T 7 - P 2 V T 7 J \ («> d a + P ^ T 7 - P 2 V T T J
g
w
( a ) d o 
1 2 ' a, ' 1 2 ' a. 
3(|('l^o) [u
2S.y) + v2(x,y)' 
Since each of the normal pressure components satisfied the upstream and 
downstream limits, it is apparent from equation (U6) that equation (U7) 
will also satisfy the limits. In the slit flow limit equation (k-T) 
reduces to 
p(x,y) - P, 
P - P 
1 2 
= 1 + b (<v %) - 3(gf:%)' !>
a<^> + v (x,y) (1+8) 
TT for - < c^ < 2TT, and 
3̂  




2^ (*1 - % ) • 3(Pi -P g) L
 U (*'^ + V (*'?) 
2, 2/ 
(̂ 9) 
for 0 < Of, < ~. 
Thermodynamic Temperature. The thermodynamic temperature can be 
obtained from its definition or from the equation of state, since the 
pressure and density are already known. Since the two methods are 
equivalent, the latter method is chosen. From the equation of state 
the temperature can be written as 
T(x,y) = 
R p(x,y) 
or, in nondimensional form, 
T(x,y) - T, 
T - T 
1 2 
_ _ P(x,y) T 
(Tl " V L R p(x,y) 2 J 
(50) 
where the density and pressure are given by equations (26) and (k-7), 
respectively. The upstream and downstream limits for equation (50) 
are unity and zero, respectively. Since p(x,y) and p(x,y) already 
contain the correct upstream and downstream limits, it is obvious that 
equation (50) contains the correct limits. The temperature distribu-
tion for a two dimensional slit (T = 0) can be obtained by substituting 
the appropriate equations from equations (28), (29)? (̂ -8), and (h$) 
into equation (50). 
35 
A particularly simple form for the temperature distribution occurs 
for the case of an isothermal system. Setting all known temperatures 
equal to the common temperature T.. and combining equations (26), (^7), 
and (50) yield the following : 
T(x,y) = T1 - ~ 
2 - - 2 - - "1 
u (x,y) + v (x,y) J (51) 
This form of the temperature distribution is similar to that of 
continuum flow. 
Shear Stress Components. The yx-component of the shear stress 
can be written in cylindrical coordinates from its definition as follows 
00 00 2 T T 
n n n Q 
P (x ,y) s m f ( x , y , a , e , G ) § / Cos a Sin a dad§ d£ - (52) 
y j c «J «J 0 1 1 1 0 0 
p ( x , y ) u ( x , y ) v ( x , y ) 
In t roduc ing equat ions ( l ) through (k) for t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n func t ions 
i n t o equat ion (52) and performing t h e i n t e g r a t i o n s y i e l d 
V*J) = 27 P - P „ 
1 2 V T, 
2 2 
Sin a-, - Sin av 
+ p2 h- - r , 
^ I 2 ' 
. (53) 
2 2 
Sin or- - Sin a 
+ p
2( "? -»? I [
sin% " sin% ] + 
'2 2 ; 
I TJ 
p i V F 
, 1 
TT \ ?2 
P1V F" " P2 V T^ J ^ ^ S i n a ° O S <* dc* + 2 
"2 ' a 
T 
P J I . 




TTT \ > 
O-
g (a) Sin cv Cos a da 
w 
- p(x,y)u(x,y)v(x,y) 
The shear stress must vanish for x = _ oo . Assigning the correct limits 
to the angles and noting that v(x,y) and u(x,y) approach zero for both 
limits, then it can be shown that equation (53) contains the correct 
upstream and downstream limits. The slit flow limit can be obtained 
by following the procedure outlined for the other moments . The xy-
component of the shear stress is identical to the yx-component due to 
the symmetry of the pressure tensor. All other components of the 
shear stress are zero everywhere in the flow field. 
Heat Flux Components. The heat flux components are defined in 
terms of cylindrical velocity coordinates as 
oo oo 2 lT 
q ^ X j y ) = m t t J [ ? r
 c ° s Qf - u ( x 5 y ) J j [ § r Cos a - u ( x , y ) ] + (5*0 
0 0 
§ r Sin a - v ( x 5 y ) J + Q J- f ( x , y , p? ,§ r , Q) ^da&^Q 
and 
oo oo 2TT 
Jq^(x,y) = m _ ? r




lr Sin a - v ( x 5 y ) ] + Q
2} f (x",y,or,§ r , c ) ? r dodg^C 
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Expanding equations (5^) and (55) and using the previous definitions, 
the following relations are obtained: 
q^fcy) = - | | p(x,y)u(x3y) + Px x(x,y)u(x3y) + P (x,y)v(x,y) + (56) 
P" p(x ,y)u(x ,y) u (x,y) + v (x,y) •I 
00 00 2 T T 
-°° 0 0 
f(x 3y 3a 35 r ,C) 
00 00 2 T T 
5 Cos3 a da dg..d£ + [ [ f f (x 5 y 3 a ,e ,C )L Cos a Sin
2 a da d§ d£ 
0 0 
00 00 2TT 
+ I J f(^'y'a '? r 'C)5 r
 Cos a C dod^dj 
- 0 0 0 0 
and 
qy(x,y) = - { I P(x,y)v(x,y) + P (x,y)v(x,y) + P (x",y)u(x,y) + (57) 




f (x ,y 3 a 3 5 r ,C) 
h 2 § Cos a Sin a da d£ d£ + 
oo co 2TT 
f(x,y,of ,§ r ,C)§ r^ Sin
3 a da d§ rd£ 
0 0 
00 00 2TT 
f* f* f» 
f (x 3 y 3 Q/, | r ,C)? r
2 Sin a f2 dod^dC 
0 0 
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The problem of determining the heat flux components has now been reduced 
to that of determining the integrals appearing on the right-hand side 
of equations (56) and (57). Substituting equations (l) through (k) for 
the distribution functions into equations (56) and (57)? carrying out 
the resulting integrations, and simplifying yield the following results 
for the heat flux components : 
^ S i ) = - {| p(x,y,)u(x,y) + Pxx(x,y)u(x,y) + P (x,y)v(x,y) + (58) 
\ P(x,y)u(x,y) [ u2(x,y) + v2(x,y)] } + - - M [ p ^ R T ^ 3 / 2 -
p2(2RT2)
3/2 |^]] (Sin 
T, 
a± - Sin vk) + p2(2RT2)
3/2 [ 1 - ^ 
T „ T., 
(Sin a3 - Sin Q?2) + P2 (2RT 2 )




Sin tf3) + [ p1(2KT1)




2 ' " a. 
g (a) Cos a da 
w 
T„._ Zh 
[ P ! ( 2 ^) 3 / 2 (T-)- P2(2RT2)
3/2 (£ ] ] J g > ) Cos a d.} 
2'" a. 
and 
qy(x,y) = - { g ]£x,y)v(x,y) + Pyy(x,y
,)v(x.,y) + P^ (x ,y )u (x ,y ) + (59) 
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3 /2 | ^± ] ] (Cos ^ - Cos c^) + p2(2RT2)
3 /2 [ l - J i j . 
m n 
(Cos a2 - Cos o?3) + p2(2RT2)
3 /2[ ^ - ~ ] (Cos ^ - Cos c^) + 
TT * 2 
"P l(2RT l)
3 / 2 [-&)- p2(2RT2)
3/2 ( i ) ] J g^cO Sin a d* 
2 " a, 
OA. T„.-, 2+ 
" P l ( 2 R T l )
3 / 2 [-£) - p2(2RT2)
3 /2 [ ^ ] ] J gw(a) S i n a d a } 
2 'J a 
3 
The z-component of the heat flux vector is 2:ero since the problem is 
two dimensional. By letting x approach positive and negative infinity 
it can be shown that equations (58) and (59) contain the appropriate 
limits of zero for the heat flux components,. Similarly, setting o?p = 
a-. , ou = ov, and T = 0 in equations (58) and (59) > "the slit flow 
limits are easily obtained. 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
In order to obtain the average mass flow rate the axial mass 
velocity is averaged over the height of the channel. The following 
definitions are therefore introduced: 
p(x,y)u(x,y) s p(x,y)u(x,y)dy (60) 
4o 
and 
yY(x jT) = tiLxMLxl ( 6 l) 
(m1 - m2) 
Equation (60) can now be expressed as 
1 
7Y(X,T) = J fiiLzHLzi dy (62) 
o (r\ - V 
Note that the nondimensional average mass flow rate, A(X,T), is 
expressed as a function of x, the axial coordinate. It must be shown 
that the final form for the average mass flow rate is independent of x 
and dependent only on the length-to-height ratio, T. This result is 
necessary in order to insure steady state conditions and the satisfaction 
of the conservation of mass principle. 
Substituting equation (33) in equation (62) and performing the 
necessary integrations yield 
- _ _ ± 1 .
 a
2 
J\(X,T) = VT x + 1 - TX + - g (a) Cos a da + (63) 
<- v. L «J "W 0 a1 
% 
a, 
g (a) Cos a da 
w 
dy 
Note that the angles a, , ou, etc. are functions of x and y. Since x 
and y are fixed, it can be seen from equations (9) and (10) that the 
variable a can be transformed to the wall coordinates, x' and x". 





Tdx1 = y Csc'~ o> do1 (Lower Wall) 
- - o 
Tdx" = (y - l) Csc'" a da (Upper Wall) 
C s c
2
 a = Il!Li^iOll_£Ll (Lower Wall) 
y 
C s c2 a „ \r-(x - x") + (y - lJ_J (Upper fell) 
(y - i ) 2 
Cos a = y—p—= A p (Lower Wall) 
V T (x - x*) + y 
Cosa= T ^ " x") r (Upper Wall) 
V T
2 (x - x")2 + (y - l ) 2 
equation (63) can be expressed as 
1 1 
2- r" ", 
A(x,T) - MS x
2
 + x - Tx + 1 { r [ j gw(x.) 2 7 { f ^ , / a *' «*> 
k2 
Finally, combining the integrals of equation (6̂ -) by defining one common 
variable of integration, x', and carrying out the integration over y, 
the following equation is deduced for the nondimensional average mass 
flow at x: 
r1 
A ( X , T ) = G (X) - T g (x») F (x,x') cbE' (65) 
0-x D x'-x 
where 
a (x) = V7~i 2 + 1 - TX" (66) 
0-x 
and 
=i &>) - T(x". - x) [ — ^ — .-j^-^-r— I W F 
X " -X |T(X - X')| "VT 2(X - x')2 + 1 J 
It was mentioned earlier that it is necessary to show that _/\( XJT), as 
given by equation (65), is independent of x. Therefore, differentiating 
equation (65) with respect to x and combining the resulting expression 
with the integral equation for the wall flux in equation (16), it can be 
shown that 
>A(X,T) == 0 (68) 
CK 
Therefore, _/Y(X,T) must be a function of T alone , and the nondimensional 
average mass flow rate can be obtained from equation (65) for any value 
The author is indebted to Professor James H. Hubbartt for his dis-
cussions concerning this point and for the proof of equation (68). 
^3 
of x ranging from zero to unity. Following the normal procedure and 
evaluating equations (65) through (67) at x = 0 gives 
r1 
A ( T ) = 1 - T g(x') F (0,x') cb? (69) 
0 x' -0 
where J\{09T) has been replaced with J\_{T) and F (0,x') can be 
x'-0 
obtained from equation (67). Note that in the slit flow limit, T = 
0, equation (69) yields the correct limit of unity. 
Consider equations (65) through (67). The function G (x) 
0-x 
represents the fraction of the net flux crossing the channel height at 
x which came from the reservoirs at x = 0 and x = 1. Similarly, the 
function F_ (x,x') represents the fraction of the flux originating 
x' - x_ 
at the walls at x' which crosses the channel height at x. Combining 
the two quantities yields the net average mass flow rate at x. Con-
sequently, equation (65) could have been derived strictly by 
considering the fluxes as just mentioned. The derivation of the 
average mass flow rate by other authors has been based on this approach, 
but only the station at x = 0 is considered and an equation identical 
to equation (69) is obtained. 
Solution Technique for Linear Wall Flux Segments 
Discussion 
The general formulation for the flow properties was set forth in 
the first part of this chapter. In order to determine analytical 
expressions for these properties in terms of known quantities it becomes 
kh 
necessary to describe the wall flux variation. A convenient representa-
tion is given by a series of linear segments for the wall flux (or 
density, since the wall temperatures are constant). The constants re-
quired for this representation can be obtained from the solution of 
the integral equation representing the boundary condition. Since all 
the moments can be evaluated analytically for a linear wall flux, the 
flow properties can be expressed in terms of a series of analytical 
expressions for the wall contribution, where each term of the series 
represents the results for a linear wall flux segment. The accuracy 
which can be attained depends on the accuracy with which the integral 
equation for the boundary condition can be solved and on the number of 
linear wall flux segments taken. 
It was mentioned earlier that the solution of the integral 
equation for the boundary condition is linear in the limits of length-
to-height ratios, T, of zero and infinity. The zero limit solution is 
a constant. Consequently, in view of the nature of the solutions in 
these limits it is expected that a constant wall flux assumption will 
yield fairly accurate results for the moments for very small T, and 
a linear wall flux for the entire channel length will yield fairly 
accurate results for small and very large T. 
In the following sections a polynomial solution of the integral 
equation for the boundary condition is presented, and the results for 
the moments for arbitrary wall flux variation, which were presented in 
the first part of this chapter, are determined in analytical form by 
integrating the wall contribution for the assumption of linear wall 
h5 
flux segments f Expressions for the average mass flow rate based on the 
assumptions of linear wall flux segments and a constant or a linear 
wall flux over the entire channel length are also given. The other 
results for a constant or linear wall flux over the entire channel 
length are presented as special cases. 
Polynomial Solution for Boundary Condition 
Equation (l6) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. 
Its kernel, which is given by equation (l8), is continuous and has 
continuous derivatives. For x" = x' it can be seen from equation (l8) 
that the kernel takes on the value of T/2. For other values of x", 
-2 
however, the kernel is proportional to T . Consequently, for large 
values of T the kernel is similar to a delta fu.nction in that it is 
very small everywhere except near x" = x', where it takes on its maxi-
mum value of T/2. It is this character of the kernel which makes 
numerical integration of the integral part of equation (l6) very 
difficult for large values of T when a reasonable degree of accuracy is 
required. 
Several methods are available for obtaining numerical values of 
x*) from equation (l6) . Two of these methods yield good results 
for small values of T. The first method consists of replacing the 
integral of equation (l6) with a numerical integration formula, 
evaluating the function to be found, g (x1), at the same values of x' 
w 
as used for x" in the numerical integration, and solving the system 
of equations for the unknown values of g (x')« The second method, 
w 
which has been used by most investigators, is that of successive 
«.< 
k6 
substitution. This method consists of substituting some initial guess 
for g (x") into the integral of equation (l6), evaluating the integral. 
w 
either numerically or analytically, and solving for the new function, 
g (x1 )• The process is repeeited until successive approximations 
w 
satisfy some preassigned tolerance which has been specified for g (x1) 
w 
at discrete points. Since several iterations are required, it becomes 
convenient to use a digital computer for the computations. The 
integral is then evaluated numerically for each, approximation, since 
analytical evaluation is usually not possible. For values of T 
greater than about five the computational time required to obtain 
values of g (x*) to four-place accuracy becomes exceedingly large since 
w 
it becomes necessary to take a large number of points to evaluate the 
integral. Consequently, the collocation method was used to obtain 
solutions of equation (l6). This method of solution is discussed in 
Hildebrand [37]. The advantages of this method over the two 
previous methods are that the integrations for each order of approxi-
mation can be performed analytically for a polynomial, which 
satisfies some preassigned tolerance at discrete points in the interval. 
The polynomial solutions are useful in evaluating the moments. 
In order to obtain accurate results by the collocation method 
it is necessary to choose a polynomial to represent g (x1) which 
w 
satisfies all the properties of the solution of equation (l6) and is 
integrable when weighted by the kernel. Such a polynomial approxi-




(x') = x' + > : 
fe=l 
(T) cp (x') (70) 
2k-1 2k-1 
where 




and the coefficients, B -,(T)3 are functions of T and can be obtained 
by satisfying the integral equation at discrete points over the 
interval 0 < x' < —. Note that equation (70) satisfies the anti-
symmetric property of equation (19) and has the value of - at x' = 
1 
2' 
By substituting equation (70) into equation (l6) the following 
equation is obtained: 
M 




& (x') * F(x') + $ (x')-x* (72) 
2k-1 J -1 
where $ (x') and $ (x') are defined as 
2k-1 -1 
1 
$ (x') = 
>k-l 









The coefficients, B -,(T), can be obtained from equation (72) by 
evaluating the equation at M points in the interval 0 < x' < —. The 
latter range has been chosen since g, (x') satisfies the condition that 
g (;T) = 7? £°T all T, and since g (x') is anti-symmetric about the 
W c. c. "W 
value of r a t x ' = —. 
The success of t h e c o l l o c a t i o n method in a c c u r a t e l y d e s c r i b i n g 
t h e exact s o l u t i o n of t h e i n t e g r a l equat ion for a r b i t r a r y T i s due 
wholly t o t h e a n a l y t i c a l eva lua t i on of equat ions (73) and (7*0 • The 
d e t a i l s of t h e i n t e g r a t i o n s a r e p resen ted in Appendix B. The 
r e s u l t s a re : 
$ (£') = i - f" A,(T,X"') + TX' A ( T , X ' ) 1 (75) 
_1 2 T L 1 0 -J 
2k-1 , - , l v i 
* f>~\l l ^ l i r * (yJ') k ^ <76> 
2k-1 . _ \ , T 2 k - l - i 
i=u 
where 
T r r / i _ t \ n 2 k - 2 - i r - , n 2 k - 2 - i 
( T ' i , ) B I a ^ i T , T l y ' I*IF - (77) 
>i - i 12^-3-1; LyT2 ( 1 . x>) + 1 V T
2 J - 2 ^ 1 
and 
(2k -2 - i ) A ( T , X ' ) } ( 2 k - l - i ) > k 
2 k - 3 - i J 
A ( T , i . ) % / 9
T < X " ^ + - T T ^ (78) 
0 V T 2 ( 1 - x ' ) 2 + 1 V T 2 x ' 2 + 1 
k9 
1 1 
1 ' V T
2
X '
2 + 1 V T
2 ( l - x ' ) 2 + 1 
(79) 
A ( T , X ' ) = LN 
2 
V T 2 ( 1 - X ' ) 2 + 1 + T ( I - X ' ) 
V2-.2 
V T V ' 
T XT + 1 - TX 
- A ( T , X ' ) 
0 
(80) 
A ( T , X ' ) = V T
2 ( 1 - x ' ) 2 + 1 - V"7x"'2 + 1 - A ( T , X ' ) (81) 
3 l 








(n - i)lil 
If one specifies the number of terms, M, to be taken in the series of 
equation (70 ), then equation (72) can be evaluated at the M points in 
the interval 0 < x' < —. For example, if M = k then the points could 
be taken as equally spaced and given by x' = 0 , 0.125, 0.250, and 
0.375. Once equation (72) has been evaluated at the appropriate 
points, and the known functions evaluated by using equations (17), 
(7l), and (75) through (8l), the only unknowns left are the M coeffi-
cients, B01 -,(T). Having solved the M x M system of equations for 
the coefficients, the polynomial solution for g, (xT) can be obtained 
from equation (70). It should be noted that as the accuracy desired 
for g (x') is increased more terms are required in the series of 
w 
equation (70) and, consequently, the larger the system of equations 
50 
to be solved for the coefficients. Also, the integral equation has been 
satisfied for a prescribed tolerance at only M discrete points. It is 
necessary, therefore, to test the accuracy of the solution for a large 
number of points over the interval 0 < x' < — in order to be assured 
that the accuracy of the solution has some uniformity. 
The coefficients, B , -,(T)? can in 'theory be expressed in 
analytical form as functions of T. However, the labor involved in 
solving a system of equations larger than three-by-three does not warrant 
the accuracy obtainable. Numerical values for the coefficients can be 
obtained for each value of T by numerically solving the system of 
equations. Once the coefficients are known for a given T? then the 
series solution of equation ('70) is known for the same value of T. If 
a large degree of accuracy is desired, then the numerical evaluation of 
the coefficients is recommended since a large system of equations must 
be solved. The analytical expression for the coefficient, B_(T), is 
given by equation (B-46) of Appendix B. 
In order to derive analytical expressions for the moments, 
linear wall flux segments are used. The linear segments are fitted to 
the results for the polynomial solution as follows: 
gv(x') = a (T)X' + b (T) for x' < x' <x' (82) 
i i i i+1 
where 
a 
V T ) " s» M' 
. 1 1+1 . 
(T) == ' (83) t „,. t 
X" . - X . ,n 
1 1+1 
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Ulw (T)X' -gw(T)x' ] 
b (T) = —i±i—i i—i±L. (84) 
i [xT - x' ] 
i i+1 
and g (T) denotes the value of the wall flux: at x1.. The subscript i 
w. i 
l 
varies from zero to N, -where N is the number of linear wall flux 
segments. Expressing g, (x') in terms of the polar angle a will prove 
useful in the following development. Thus, combining equations (9) and 
(10) with equation (82) yields 
L L 
g, (a) = [a (T)X + b (T) ] - a (T) ̂  Cot a for a < a < a (85) 
1 1 1 • 1 1+1 
and 
,- x U U 
g (o?) = [a (T)X + b ( T ) ] - a (T) ±ZZU- Cot a for a < a < 01 (86) 
where 
Tan Q/L = —-£ (Lower Wall) (87) 
T ( X - X \ ) 
and 
Tan Q- = - & l i i — (Upper Wall) (88) 
i T(x~x"i) 
Since N denotes the number of linear segments, it can be seen from equations 
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(87) and (88) that aQ = a±, o^+1= ap, aQ = c^, and aN+1 = ay Note 
that each of the angles is a function of the coordinates, x and y. 
Moments for Linear Wall Flux Segments 
In the following sections the wall contribution for all the 
moments is determined by using linear wall flux: segments and analytically 
integrating to obtain the contribution for each segment. The total 
wall contribution for each moment is then determined by summing up the 
contributions of all the wall flux segments. 
Density. The density distribution for an arbitrary wall flux 
variation is given by equation (26). The integrals for the wall contri-
bution can be evaluated by introducing equations (85) and (86) for the 
nondimensional wall flux at the lower and upper walls, respectively, and 
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Replacing the integrals of equation (26) with the expressions in equa-
tions (89) and (90) yields the final form for the local density, 
Velocity Components. The integrals for the wall contribution of 
the velocity components, as presented in equations (33) and (3^) for 
arbitrary wall flux variation, can be evaluated by substituting equa-
tions (85) and (86) for the nondimensional wall flux at the lower and 
upper walls, respectively, and performing the necessary integrations 
for each segment. The results can be expressed as follows: 
ar N a±+l N 
Tg (a)Cos a da = Y \ g (a) Cos a da = V \[ a.(T)x + b.(T) T (91) 
.' W /_J .J W Li W_ 1 1 J 
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g (a) Cos a dcr = ) g (a) Cos cr da = ) -f a.(r)x + b.(T) * (92) 
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gw(a) Sin a da == V J &w(
a) s i n a da = ) j a±(T)x + b^TH- (94) 
« « i + 1 i=0 
u (Cos a.,-, - Cos a". ) - a.('i-) U N / N ( y - 1 ) , „ . U „ . U 
• i+1 
(Sin a . - Sin a. 
i + 1 ' 
The final expressions for the velocity components are obtained by replac-
ing the integrals of equations (33) and (36) with the appropriate 
integrals of equations (91) through (94). 
Normal Pressure Components. The general expressions for the 
normal pressure components are given by equations (4l), (44), and (45) 
for arbitrary wall flux variation. Following the same procedure as out-
lined for the other moments, the integrals for the wall contribution can 
be expressed as follows : 
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*2 t* 
N «i+l N 
CV-, 
g^(cv) Cos cv dcv = 2, J L StfW
 C o s cv dcv == W l a±(T)x + b±(T) ' 
i=0 i i=0 
(95) 
2(a
L - c*L. ) + (Sin 2aL - Sin 2c? ) 
i+1 1 i+1 i ' 
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g^(cv) Cos cv dcv - 2, J S ^ ) Cos ' :" cv dcv = W a^nOx + ^ ( T ) ! ' (96) 
cv, i=0 a
U . + . 
1 + 1 
i =0 
2 (cvU, - cvU,^n ) + (Sin 2cv
U. - Sin 2 a J . , J x
 I l+l I I+ I 




Sin cv U i+1 
+ 2 (Cos cv ± - Cos oi ± + 1 ) 
22 
CV-, 
N cv i+1 N 
gw(cv) S in
2 cv dev = ^ J g^cv) S in 2 cv da = ^ ' { [ a ^ n O x + b ± ( T ) ] • (97) 
i==0 cv 1=0 
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2 (<xLi+1 - a
L
± ) - (Sin 2c*
L
i+1 - Sin 2c/\ ) 
a±(T) * 2(Cos
2 Qf^ - Cos2 aL±+1 ) ] } 
QA. N a 
U 
N 
J g^Ca) Sin2 a d<* - ^ j g^a) Sin a da = ^ { ai(T)x + b_L(T) ]• (98) 
a i«0 o^+1 i=0 
2 (aU± -0f
U
1+1 ) - (Sin 20?^ - Sin 2a
U
i + 1 ) ^ 
( T ) ^ [ 2 ( C o 8 2 « U 1 + l -
C o B 2 « U i ) ] } 
The integrals for the wall contribution of the z-component of the normal 
pressure are identical to the integrals appearing in the density, which 
are given by equations (89) and (90)» The final expressions for the 
normal pressure components are obtained by substituting the appropriate 
integrals of equations (89), (90)> and (95) through (98) for the 
integrals of equations (hi), (kk), and (^5). 
Thermodynamic Pressure and Temperature, The general expressions 
for the thermodynamic pressure and temperature for arbitrary wall flux 
variation are given by equations (k-7) and (50). The integrals for the 
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wall contribution are identical to those obtained for the density, which 
are given by equations (89) and (90). Therefore, the final expressions 
for the pressure and temperature can be obtained by combining the 
integrals of equations (89) and (90) with the general expressions of 
equations (h-7) and (50). 
Shear Stress Components. The general expression for the shear 
stress is given by equation (53) for arbitrary wall flux variation. 
Substituting equations (85) and (86) for the wall flux variation over 
each segment of the lower and upper walls, respectively, into the 
integrals of equation (53) and performing the necessary integrations 
yield the following: 
« 2 
g^(a) Sin Q' Cos a dot = ) %j^ S i n a C o s a ^a = (99) 
a-, i-O a. 
N 
£ {[a.(T)5 + b.(T)] [2(Sin2 a£+1 - Sin
2 Q £ ) ] -
i=0 
ai(T)T [ 2 ( a i+ l " «i
} + (Sln 2°W " S l n 2^i} ]} 
ah N a? 
J SLCa) sin Q- Cos a da = ) ^(^ Sin a Cos a da = (10°) 
°3 i =° °?+l 
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N 
][ { [ a . ( T ) x + b ^ T ) ] [ 2 (S i n
2 cF± - S in
2 cF±+1) ~ -
i=0 
a . ( T ) ^ [ 2(o? - cF±+1) + (Sin 2a\ - Sin 2 o £ + 1 ) ] } 
Substituting the expressions from equations (99) and (100) for the 
integrals of equation (53) yields the final expression for the shear 
stress. 
Heat Flux Components. The heat flux components are expressed in 
general for arbitrary wall flux variation by equations (58) and (59)• 
The wall contribution is composed of the same integrals which appeared 
in the velocity components. Therefore, the final expressions for the 
heat flux components are obtained by replacing the integrals of equations 
(58) and (59) with the appropriate expressions of equations (91) through 
w-
Moments for Constant or Linear Wall Flux Over Entire Channel Length 
The expressions for a constant or linear wall flux over the 
entire channel length can be obtained as special cases of the results 
presented in the last section for linear wall flux segments. In order 
to determine the exact range of T for which these approximate solutions 
are applicable, it is necessary to compare the results of the approxi-
mate solutions with the results of the accurate solution for linear 
wall flux segments. This comparison will be made in a subsequent 
section. 
Constant Wall Flux. For the constant wall flux case a.(T)> 
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defined by equation (83), and N, the number of linear wall flux 
segments, are set equal to zero. Noting that the index i is equal to 
zero and referring to equations (87) and (88), it can be seen that x' = 
x~ = 0 and x' = x" := 1. Since for the constant wall flux case the 
nondimensional wall flux is assigned its value for T = 0, which is l/2 
(i.e., g (T) = g (T) = l/2), b.(T) of equation (8*0 becomes l/2. Sub-
wQ wx 1 
stituting all of these values into the appropriate moments of interest, 
as presented for the case of linear wall flux segments, yields the 
moments for a constant nondimensional wall flux of l/2. 
Linear Wall Flux. The expressions for a linear wall flux over 
the entire channel length can be obtained by setting N equal to one and 
noting from equations (87) and (88) that x' = x" = 0, x' = x" = l/2, and 
x' = x" = 1, since i varies from zero to one. Substituting these values 
into equations (83) and (8̂ -) and making use of the anti-symmetric property 
of equation (l9)? a.(T) and b.(T) can be expressed in terms of g (T), the 
1 1 w Q 
nondimensional wall flux at the channel inlet. The inlet value of the 
wall flux, g (T), can be obtained from the polynomial solutions for the 
W0 
boundary condition. Therefore, the accuracy of g (T) depends on the 
W0 
order of the polynomial used to represent the wall flux. For example, 
for a first order polynomial solution (i.e., linear) g, (T) is given by 
gj-r) = - 5- B (T) (101) 
wQ 2 1 
where B (T) is given by equation (B-46) of Appendix B. Thus, the final 
expressions for the moments, based on a linear wall flux variation over 
the entire channel length, are obtained by substituting the results 
6o 
presented above into the corresponding moments for linear wall flux 
segments. 
Perlmutter [3] has also derived expressions for a linear -wall 
flux over the entire channel length for the density, velocity 
components, temperature, and wall shear stress for an isothermal 
system. All of these expressions can be obtained as special cases of 
the general results obtained by following the procedure outlined in 
this section. 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
The average mass flow rate for the assumption of linear wall flux 
segments can be obtained by combining equations (67), (69), and (82). 
Performing the necessary integrations yields 
1 M 
A(T) - 1 +£ {b.(r) 
i = 0 
\-f2 - ^ ' 2 i + l + 1 " T * ' i + 1 (102) 
V T X . + 1 - TX' 
a ^ T ) 
~ 2 T 
LN 
V T 2 X ! 2 . + 1 - TXJ 
a + 1 i + l 
V ^ + 1 - TX' 
T X : + I | V T
2 i , i + 1 + l TX i + l - TX. 
2-,2 
T X. + 1 - TX 'J]} 
In order to obtain the results for the constant wall flux assumption 
set N = 0 and a.(T) = 0 in equation (102). Noting that x' = 0, x' = 
1, and b (T) = l/2, one obtains 
6l 
A ( T ) = i;["^? + i - T + 1 ] (103) 
Similarly, setting N = 1 in equation (102) yields for the case of a 
linear wall flux over the entire channel length, 
A(T) = [ 1 - ̂  (T)]+ |̂ r{[ 1 - 2 ^ (T)] L N I V A ^ - T + (104) 
T ( Vr2 + 1~ - T)} 
where g (T) is the nondimensional wall flux at the channel inlet and 
W0 
can "be determined from any of the different order polynomial solutions 
for the wall flux, as discussed in the last section. Taking the limits 
for T = 0 and T =•«, one obtains _/\_(0) == 1 and_/\_(°°) = 0, respectively, 
for each of equations (102) and (l0^). Equation (103) yields 7Y(o) 
= 1 and A(°°) = 1/2. 
Computational Procedures 
Nondimensional Wall Flux 
The nondimensional wall flux can be determined by the series 
approximation of equation (70) once the coefficients, B0, -,(T), are 
idK.— -L 
known. The coefficients are obtained by evaluating equation (72) at M 
points and solving the resulting M x M system of equations. In order 
to evaluate the nondimensional wall flux for a prescribed tolerance, 
the following procedure can be used: 
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(1) For a given number M the M x M system of equations resulting 
from evaluation of equation (72) at M equidistant points in 
the interval 0 < x' < l/2 is solved for the M coefficients 
and the nondimensional wall flux calculated. 
(2) M is replaced by M + 1 and the procedure outlined in (l) is 
repeated, 
(3) The results for the nondimensional wall flux of (l) and (2) 
are compared at several points in the interval 0 < x' < l/2. 
If the results satisfy the prescribed tolerance then the 
nondimensional wall flux is taken to be that of (2) ; if 
not, then the process is repeated until the tolerance is 
satisfied. 
The tolerance for the computations of this work was taken to be 
-h -3 
10 for T < 100 and 10 for T > 100 and was satisfied at ten 
equidistant points in the interval 0 < x' < l/2. For the tolerance of 
-k 
10 , the number of terms, M, for the polynomial varied from one for 
_3 
small T to thirteen for T = 100. For the tolerance of 10 , M varied 
from one for small T to a maximum of seven for T of the order of 100, 
h 
and then dropped to five for T = 10 . 
Local and Average Flow Properties 
The local and average flow properties for the case of linear wall 
flux segments have been expressed in terms of a series of analytical 
functions, which represents the wall contribution, and a single analyti-
cal expression, which represents the contribution of the two reservoirs. 
The accuracy of the final results depends on the accuracy with which the 
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wall contribution is evaluated. Having specified some desired degree of 
accuracy consistent with the accuracy of the nondimensional wall flux 
results, the wall contribution of the flow properties can he evaluated 
hy the following scheme : 
(1) A single linear wall flux segment is used for the entire 
channel length by setting N equal to one, and the wall 
contribution is calculated. 
(2) The procedure outlined for (l) is repeated for two linear 
wall flux segments by setting N equal to two. 
(3) The results of (l) and. (2) for the wall contribution are 
compared. If the results satisfy a prescribed 
tolerance, which is consistent with the accuracy desired, 
then the value of the wall contribution is taken to be 
that of (2); if not, then the process is repeated by 
successively adding wall flux segments until the tolerance 
is satisfied. 
The flow property is then determined "by combining the value 
obtained by the above procedure for the wall contribution with the 
value obtained for the reservoir contribution. 
The approximate expressions for the cases of a constant or linear 
wall flux over the entire channel length can be evaluated directly since 
the wall contribution for each consists of a single analytical expres-
sion. 
The tolerance for all local flow property calculations of this 
-h 
work was chosen as 10 . For the average mass flow rate calculations, 
-k -3 
the tolerance was 10 for T < 100 and 10 J for T > 100. 
6k 
All numerical calculations were performed using a Burroughs B5500 
digital computer. 
Results 
Results are presented for three methods. For reference to the 
different results the following key is introduced: 
Method 1 Results are obtained by using linear wall flux 
segments. 
Method 2 Results are obtained for a linear wall flux over the 
entire channel length. The nondimensional wall flux 
at the inlet, g (T), is determined by evaluating the 
0 
nondimensional wall flux expression of Method 1 at 
the inlet. 
Method 3 Results are obtained for a constant wall flux over 
the entire channel length. The nondimensional wall 
flux is assigned the constant value of l/2. 
In general? the local flow properties are plotted versus the axial 
coordinate for constant values of y. This enables one to study the 
development region of the flow and slip velocity along the wall with 
relative ease. 
Nondimensional Wall Flux 
The results for the nondimensional wall flux for various values 
of T are presented in Figure 2. For T < k.0 the results were in agree-
ment with the results of Reynolds and Richley [26] to all three 
significant figures which they present. For T > h.0 the results of 
Reynolds and Richley [26] do not satisfy the anti-symmetric property 
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0 .1 .2 .3 .k .5 
x'-Nondimensional Wall Coordinate 
Figure 2. Nondimensional Wall Flux for Free Molecular Flow 
Through Two Dimensional Channels for Various 
Values of T. 
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exactly to all three significant figures. For T > 12.0 there are no re-
sults available with which to compare.lt c^n be seen that the approach 
to the linear solution for infinite T is very slow. It should also be 
noted that for large T the results deviate from a linear variation in 
the region near x' = 0 . 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
The results for Method 1 are presented in Figure 3 for T ranging 
-3 3 from 10 to 10 , The results for T < 10 were compared with the results 
of Demarcus [13]> which represent the most accurate calculations of 
_/\_(T) to date. Demarcus used a variational technique to determine the 
upper bounds for the values of _/\_(T) ̂ or T < ^• ^le comparison showed 
that the results of Method 1 agree with the results of Demarcus within 
+ -h 
- 2 x 10 . For T > 5 the results of Method 1 were always less then 
the values given by Demarcus. 
A comparison of the results of Method 2, Method 3? and Clausing's 
long channel formula with the results of Method 1 is also shown in 
Figure 3. It can be seen that Method 2 predicts JL\_(T) within 3 per 
cent for T < 10 and Clausing's long channel formula predicts J\_(T) 
within h per cent for T > 10. Therefore, analytical expressions which 
predict the average mass flow rate within h per cent for the entire range 
of T are available. In addition, the very simple expression of Method 3 
predicts ./V(T) within 3 per cent for T < 1.0. 
A further comparison of the results of Method 2 and Clausing's 
long channel formula with the results of Method 1 for large T is shown 
in the inset of Figure 3. It can be seen that Clausing's formula and 
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Method 1 are in excellent agreement for large T, and that Method 2 is 
slowly approaching Method 1 as T increases. 
Velocity Components 
The velocity components have been expressed in universal form by 
dividing by the average mass flow rate as defined in equation (60). 
Due to the symmetric and anti-symmetric properties, as illustrated in 
equations (38) and (39), the results are presented for only half of the 
channel length. 
The axial mass velocity component, as determined by Methods 1 
and 2, is presented in Figures h through 7 for T equal to 0.1, 2.0, 
10.0, and 50.0, respectively. It should be noted that the results for 
the singular points, (x,y) = (0, 0) and (x,y) = (0, l), are not shown. 
The comparison between Methods 1 and 2 is excellent for T — 0.1 but 
becomes progressively worse as T increases. It can be seen in Figure 
k that for small T the axial mass velocity is almost constant in the 
axial direction for points within the channel. For larger values of T 
the axial variation becomes large as the wall effects become predomi-
nant. A more vivid illustration of the mass velocity profiles in the 
y-direction is shown in Figure 8 for several axial stations and several 
values of T. It can be seen that for large T the velocity profiles do 
not vary significantly across the channel for points away from the inlet 
and exit regions. For points near the inlet or exit, as illustrated 
for the cases of T = 0.1 and T = 2.0, the mass velocity profiles are 
essentially flat everywhere except near the walls, where a large 
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Figure 5» Nondimensional Axial Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Two Dimensional 
Channel with T = 2. 
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Figure 6. Nondimensional Axial Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Two Dimensional 
Channel with T = 10. 
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x - Nondimensional Axial Coordinate 
Figure 7. Nondimensional Axial Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Two Dimensional 
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comparison between Methods 1 and 3 for T = 0.1 was within approximately 
1 per cent. 
The vertical mass velocity component, as calculated by Methods 1 
and 2, is presented in Figures 9 through 11 for values of T of 0.1, 
2.0, and 10.0, respectively. The results for T = 50.0 are not presented 
since the vertical mass velocity is essentially zero for x > 0.05. For 
small T the vertical velocity is always positive, as illustrated in 
Figure 9* However, as T increases it can be seen that the maximum 
vertical mass velocity occurs just upstream, of the inlet and that for a 
portion of the channel the vertical velocity becomes negative before 
finally vanishing at x = 0.5» The comparison between Methods 1 and 2 
is again excellent for T = 0.1 but becomes progressively worse for 
larger T. In fact, Method 2 even predicts the wrong direction for the 
vertical mass velocity for large T and x greater than approximately 
0.075. Consequently, for intermediate and large values of T it can be 
seen that the linear wall flux assumption leads to large errors in 
predicting the vertical mass velocity. Finally, although the results 
are not shown, a comparison between Methods 1 and 3 for T = 0.1 
revealed that the results of Method 3 for y > 0.05 were within 5 per 
cent. However, the results for 0 < y <0.05 became progressively 
worse as the wall was approached. 
Pressure and Temperature 
The results for pressure, as calculated by Method 1, are presented 
in Figures 12 through 14 for T = 0,1, 2.0, and 50.0, respectively, 
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Figure 10. Nondimensional Vertical Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Two Dimensional Channel 
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Figure 11. Nondimensional Vertical Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Two Dimensional Channel 
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Figure 12. Nondimensional Pressure for Free Molecular Flow 
Through a Two Dimensional Channel for T = 0.1, 
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Figure 13. Nondimensional Pressure for Free Molecular Flow 
Through a Two Dimensional Channel for T = 2.0, 
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Figure ik. Nondimensional Pressure for Free Molecular Flow 
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k.0. 
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temperatures have been taken as equal in order to illustrate the wall 
temperature effect. The pressure has been normalized so that the up-
stream and downstream limits are unity and zero, respectively. For 
small T the pressure is essentially constant within the channel, as 
illustrated for T = 0.1 in Figure 12. For intermediate values of T 
(e.g., T = 2.0) the pressure is essentially linear along the channel 
for points within the channel, but the hot and cold wall results exhibit 
a definite inlet and exit effect. There also exists a distinct 
pressure profile across the channel, for the hot and cold wall cases, 
while the results for the isothermal case reveal an almost constant 
pressure across the channel. For large T, as illustrated for T = 50.0, 
the pressure is essentially constant across the channel everywhere 
except near the inlet and exit for all three cases of hot, cold, and 
isothermal walls. However, for all three cases the variation along the 
channel is essentially linear with the magnitude of the results for each 
case being quite different. In conclusion, it is apparent that the 
assumptions of linear pressure variation along the channel and constant 
pressure across the channel are quite good for long channels. 
The results for the temperature, as calculated by Method 1, are 
presented in Figures (15) through (17) for T equal to 0.1, 2.0, and 
50.0, respectively. The wall and tank properties are taken such that 
the ratios are the same as for the pressure results. Since the tank 
temperatures are equal, the results are normalized with the temperature 
of the tanks. Consequently, the upstream and downstream limits are 
unity. The axial variation for small T, as illustrated in Figure 15 
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for T = 0.1, is again quite small for points within the channel. Since 
the channel is very short, the temperature of the gas at the wall is 
nowhere near the wall values* For a larger value of T (e.g., T = 2.0 
in Figure 16), the axial variation is quite pronounced for the non-
isothermal cases, and the temperature of the gas at the wall is some-
what closer to the wall values than in the previous case. However, a 
large temperature jump at the wall still exists. For the case of 
T = 50.0 in Figure 17 the temperature of the gas becomes essentially 
constant along the channel everywhere except near the inlet and exit, 
and the temperature of the gas at the wall is very close to the wall 
values. However, a definite temperature jump still exists. This is as 
expected since there is a finite gas velocity at the wall in the axial 
direction for all values of T. It should be noted that the isothermal 
results for T = 50.0 are constant at unity for all practical 
considerations. For smaller values of T the variation is still quite 
small but the magnitude is slightly different from unity. Since for 
the isothermal caae all temperatures at the boundaries are equal, the 
deviation of the temperature from unity can be attributed directly to 
the kinetic energy of the gas. 
Although the results for the density are not presented, the 
density for the corresponding pressure and, temperature at any point in 
the flow field, as presented in the preceding figures, can be obtained 
directly from the equation of state. 
Although the results for Method 2 are not presented, a comparison 
was made with the results of Method 1 for T = 0.1, 2.0, 10.0, and 50.0, 
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P1/P = 2 .0 , T-j/Tg = 1.0, and T / ^ = 0.25, 1.0, and 4 . 0 . The density 
and pressure were within one per cent for the isothermal case and 
within one and one-half per cent for the non-isothermal case. The 
temperature was essen t ia l ly i de n t i c a l . 
Results for density, pressure, and temperature were also obtained 
for a pressure ratio of 5.0. The results for Method 1 were 
qualitatively the same in that the variation for different values of T 
was similar. However, the agreement between Methods 1 and 2 was not 
quite as good, indicating that the linear wall flux assumption becomes 
worse as the pressure ratio is increased. 
Shear Stress 
Results for the wall shear stress, as determined by Method 1, 
are presented in Figure 18 for T = 0.1, 2.0, and 50.0, P^/Pp = 2.0, 
Tn/T_ = 1.0, and TTT/Tn = 0.25, 1.0, and k .0. The shear stress has been 
-L id W i. 
nondimensionalized with the upstream pressure. It can be seen that the 
wall shear stress depends quite strongly on T and the wall temperature. 
For T = 0.1 the wall shear stress is essentially constant along the 
channel, but the magnitude is different for each wall temperature. As 
T is increased the wall effect becomes significant and a large 
variation occurs for thehot and cold wall c;ases. For the case of a 
long channel (e.g., T = 50.0) the wall shear stress varies consider-
ably near the inlet and exit but remains essentially constant over the 
major portion of the channel. 
Although the results are not presented, the variation of the 
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Figure 18. Comparison of Wall Shear Stress for 
Free Molecular Flow Through Two Dimensional 
Channels of T = 0.1, 2.0, and 50.0 for 
P-^Pg = 2.0, Tx/T2 == 1.0, and T / ^ = 0.25, 
1.0, and 4.0. 
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the wall variation. A comparison of the results for the shear stress 
and the vertical mass velocity for identical conditions indicated that 
the variation of the local shear stress is quite sensitive to the local 
vertical mass velocity. Therefore, a comparison of the results of 
Methods 1 and 2 is not expected to "be as good as for the pressure, 
density, and temperature. Although the results of the comparison are 
not shown, this was found to be the case. Since the magnitude of the 
shear stress is small for points near the centerline (the shear stress 
vanishes at y — 0.5 due to symmetry) and the results have been 
calculated to only four-place accuracy, a comparison based on 
percentage differences can be misleading. Therefore, the following 
discussion will be restricted to the wall shear stress values, which 
are normally the largest values in the channel, A comparison of the 
results of Methods 1 and 2 revealed the following: 
(1) For T /T = 1.0 (i.e., the isothermal case) the results 
were essentially identical for T < 2.0. For T = 10.0 
and T — 50.0 the maximum percentage differences were six 
and sixteen, respectively. 
(2) For T /T - 0.25 and ̂ +.0 the agreement was again excellent 
W -L 
for T < 2.0. However, for T = 10 „0 and T = ^0.0 the results 
agreed in general within five and nine per cent, respec-
tively, for the cold wall case and within seven and twelve 
per cent, respectively, for the hot wall case. 
It should be noted that for T = ^0.0 the magnitude of the shear stress 
-3 
nondimensionalized with the upstream, pressure is of the order of 10 . 
-4 
Since the accuracy attained in the calculations is of the order of 10 , 
the comparison "based on percentage differences for this value of T 
should not "be taken as absolute, "but rather as a relative comparison. 
Heat Flux Components 
Results for the heat transfer to the wall, as calculated "by-
Method 1, are presented in Figure 19 for T = 0.1, 2.0, 10.0, and 50.0, 
P,/P0 = 2.0, Tn/T0 = 1.0, and TTT/T, = 0.25, 1.0, and 4.0. The heat 1' 2 V 2 W 1 
flux components have "been nondimensionalized with the upstream 
equilibrium heat flux, Pr\/2RT' . Since there is a jump of (P (x,0)/P )• 
(u(x,0)/y2RT ) in the y-component of the heat flux vector at the wall 
this quantity must be added to q (x,0)/P ~\j 2RT in order to determine 
the nondimensional heat transfer to the wall. For T = 0.1 the heat 
transfer to the wall is approximately constant along the channel. In 
contrast, for T = 50.0 the heat transfer is essentially zero over the 
major portion of the channel and varies rapidly near the inlet and exit. 
The heat transfer to the wall for the isothermal case is essentially 
zero for all values of T. 
Although the results are not presented, the variation of the y-
component of the heat flux vector for values of y not equal to zero is 
quite similar in that the heat flux component in the y-direction varies 
quite rapidly in the inlet a,nd exit regions . Due to the symmetry of the 
problem q (x,y) vanishes at y = 0.5. Following the same line of reason-
ing as discussed for the shear stress, only the wall values of the 
nondimensional heat flux component will be compared for Methods 1 and 2. 
Again, these results are not presented. For TTT/T =1.0 the y-component 
w 1 
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Figure 19. Comparison of Heat Flux to Wall for Free 
Molecular Flow Through Two Dimensional 
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of the heat flux vector is essentially zero for the moderate pressure 
ratio considered here. For the non-isothermal cases, a comparison of 
the results of Methods 1 and. 2 revealed the following: 
(1) For T /T, = 0.25 the comparison was excellent for T < 2.0, 
W -L ~ 
and for T = 10.0 and T = 50.0 the agreement was within 
one and two per cent, respectively. 
(2) For Ty/T-, = U.O the comparison was again excellent for 
T < 2.0, and for T = 10.0 and j = 50.0 the agreement was 
within two and five per cent, respectively. 
The same comments concerning the comparison of the shear stress for T = 
50.0 are applicable here for comparisons made at large values of T. 
Finally, results for the x-component of the heat flux vector 
were obtained by Methods 1 and 2. Although the results are not 
presented, a comparison of the results of the two Methods was quali-
tatively the same as for the y-component, but the magnitude of the 
differences was larger. As expected, the x-component of the heat flux 
vector is essentially constant for small T and for large T varies 
rapidly at the inlet and exit before becon.ing essentially zero for the 
major portion of the channel. 
Comparison of Average Mass Flow Rate With Experiment 
It was pointed out in Chapter I tha/t the only experimental data 
available for comparison with free molecular results is average mass 
flow rate measurements. Results for rectangular channels have been 
obtained for a large Knudsen number range by three different investi-
gators : Gaede [9]? Rasmussen [10], and Dong [1̂ 4-]. In all three 
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experiments the rectangular channel used was of such dimensions that the 
flow through the channel was assumed: to be two dimensional for all 
practical considerations. However, the results of the experiments of 
Gaede [9] and Rasmussen [10] were reported in 1911 and 1937? respec-
tively. Since vacuum technology was not nearly as advanced as at 
present, the accuracy of the results for large Knudsen numbers, or 
very low pressures, is somewhat in question. In addition, the 
geometries of the channels for both experiments were of such small 
dimensions that accurate geometrical measurements could not be per-
formed. Since free molecular flow depends strongly on the geometry of 
the flow field, it was decided that the results of Dong [1^]? which 
were reported in 1956, would be used for a comparison between experiment 
and theory. It should be pointed out, however, that a final verifica-
tion of the comparison with experiment should be based on measurements 
of local flow properties and not averaged results. 
The apparatus of Dong's experiment consisted of two parallel 
steel plates, 0.324 cm. apart. The width of the channel was 22.86 cm. 
The inlet and exit were 127.00 cm. apart; however, the initial pressure 
tap and final pressure tap were 6l.0 cm. apart, located 33.0 cm. from 
the inlet and exit, respectively. After the gas was treated and passed 
across two flowmeters it entered a header through a series of needle 
values. The header was constructed from l/2 in. semi-circular steel 
plates. The gas entered pez'pendicular to the direction of flow, passed 
through a fine-mesh screen which distributed the gas, and proceeded to 
the test section through a slit in the flange. The dimensions of the 
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opening of the header at the inlet and exit of the channel were 2 in. by 
10 in. 
In order to compare with the theoretical results the pressures 
inside the headers must be known. Since these pressures were not 
monitored, it is necessary to make some assumptions concerning the 
pressure variation in order that a comparison between theory and experi-
ment can be made. The length-to-height ratio for Dong's experiment is 
400 and the system is essentially isothermal. Referring to Figure ik 
it is apparent that the isothermal pressure variation for long channels 
is essentially linear over the entire channel length. Therefore, the 
difference in the inlet and exit pressures can be obtained by knowing 
the measured pressure difference in the center portion of the channel 
and assuming the pressure variation is linear. Based on this 
assumption the comparison with Dong's results for several gases is 
presented in Figure 20. The results are normalized using the theoreti-
cal free molecular value for the average mass flow rate of A^ M (T) = 
J? .Mo 
0.015 based on a value of T of 400. The value for ,, (T) was 
i? . M . 
obtained from Figure 3« Expressed in the nondimensional form, 
A( T)/A T ? M (T), the results for different gases in the free 
" »i i • 
molecular limit should be indistinguishable. However, for small values 
of the inverse Knudsen number there appears to be significant scatter 
in the results. It should be noted that the probable error of the 
experimental data for 5 < 0,01 is - 10 per cent. 
Although the comparison between the experimental values and the 
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remembered that a number of assumptions has been made. For example, 
assuming a linear pressure variation from the inlet to the exit intro-
duces errors which are difficult to estimate. Since the difference in 
header pressures used for non-dimensionalizing the experimental data is 
larger than the actual difference which is used for the theoretical 
values, the experimental values presented in Figure 20 are smaller than 
the true values. It is also questionable as to whether or not the 
equilibrium distribution functions were reached in the headers for 
large Knudsen numbers, and whether or not the headers are large enough 
to satisfy the infinite reservoir assumption of the theory. Finally, 
it is also questionable as to whether or not two dimensional free 
molecular flow is attained in the experiment since the inverse Knudsen 
number based on the width of the channel is approximately 100 times the 
inverse Knudsen number based on the height of the channel. Thus, for a 
comparison based on the width-inverse Knudsen number the experimental 
results are still in the transition flow regime. Consequently, the 
comparison between theory and experiment, as presented in Figure 20, 
should be construed as qualitative, and nothing more. 
CHAPTER III 
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW THROUGH A CIRCULAR TUBE 
OF ARBITRARY LENGTH 
Statement of the Problem 
The physical problem consists of a circular tube connecting two 
reservoirs which, respectively, contain gas in equilibrium at P.. , T1 
and P , T0, as illustrated in Figure 21. "Che physical coordinates are 
c. d 
now chosen such that the z-coordinate is coincident with the axis of 
the tube and the y-coordinate is taken as measured radially outward. 
The wall temperature is specified as constant at T . The reflection 
w 
process is again taken as diffuse and the particles which encounter 
the tube walls are completely accommodated to the wall temperature. As 
in the two dimensional case, the mean free path is taken sufficiently 
large so that free molecular flow prevails,, Therefore, once the 
distribution functions are known for all boundaries of the flow field 
the free molecular flow properties can readily be determined from their 
definitions. 
Consider an arbitrary point embedded within the flow field as 
shown in Figure 21. The flow field is now divided into three regions 
by the surfaces ) and ) . The corresponding surfaces of discontinuity 
in velocity space for the distribution functions are shown in Figure 22. 
It can be seen that the velocity space is similarly separated into three 
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flux of particles normal to the tube wall at the wall an integral equa-
tion for the wall flux can "be obtained. Since the wall temperature is 
constant, the local wall density can be determined for all points along 
the tube. Consequently, the Maxwellian distribution functions are 
known for all boundaries of the flow field and the local flow properties 
can readily be obtained. The results obtained in this chapter, however, 
are valid only for the region defined by 0 < y < R and -co < z < ». The 
results for the other regions of the flow field can readily be obtained 
from the results presented here by eliminating the appropriate wall 
effects and changing the limits of integration over velocity space. 
However, the circular orifice results are valid for the entire flow 
field. 
Just as in the other cases already considered, the wall distri-
bution function varies with the wall coordinate. Since the wall coordi-
nate can be expressed in terms of the physical coordinates specifying a 
point in the flow field and the angles 0 and cp, which are the polar and 
azimuthal angles, respectively, for spherical velocity coordinates as 
shown in Figure 22, the wall distribution function depends on the 
velocity direction through the angles 9 and cp as well as on the molecular 
velocity components. It is this point again which complicates the 
evaluation of free molecular flow properties for internal flow problems. 
It should be remembered that the wall density appearing in the wall 
distribution function is given by an integral equation for which the 
exact solution is not known. 
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General Formulation 
In the following sections the distribution functions for the flow 
field are determined, the integral equation for the boundary condition 
is derived, the moments for density, velocity, pressure, etc. are de-
termined in general by making no assumption regarding the wall density 
variation, and the general relation for the average mass flow rate is 
derived. The results for orifice flow are also presented as limiting 
cases by setting the length of the tube equal to zero. 
Relations Between Physical and Velocity Coordinates 
Consider the transformation equations for cylindrical and 
spherical coordinates as shown in Figure 22. The following relation 
can be written directly: 
| = Cot cp (l) 
3r 
where £ is the z-component of molecular velocity and § is the total 
molecular velocity in the j] - § plane. For a particle leaving the tube 
wall at z* and passing through the point with coordinates y and z the 
following relation can be derived by equating the direction of the 
particle in physical space with the direction of the velocity vector: 
Cot ^ s liLzJsll (2 ) 
P (e) 
where T is the length-to-radius ratio, L/R., Z is the nondimensional 
z-coordinate, z/L, and z* is the nondimensional wall coordinate, z'/L. 
Equation (2) follows directly by using equation (l) and referring to 
Figures 21 and 22. The nondimensional distance J3 (0) is illustrated in 
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P (9) = y Sin 9 + 1 (1 - y 2 Cos2 6) (3) 
where y is the nondimensional y-coordinate, y/d. It should be noted 
that the angle 9, as shown in Figure 21, is also the polar angle in 
velocity space, as illustrated in Figure 22. 
The relations defining the surfaces of discontinuity for the dis-
tribution function, ) and ) , can be obtained directly from equation 
(2) by setting z' equal to zero and unity, respectively. Denoting the 
limiting azimuthal angles for surfaces ) and ) by ^(9) and cpu(0), 
respectively, for a fixed point in the flow field, the following rela-
tions are obtained from equation (2): 
Cot % (9) = =^~ (4) 
^ B(6) 
Cot -(e) = liL^l (5) 
2 e(e) 
Equations (h) and (5) will prove quite useful in defining the limits of 
integration for the evaluation of the flow properties. 
Distribution Functions 
The Maxwellian distribution functions for the three regions of 
velocity space, as shown in Figure 22, are as follows: 
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£-iU>T\>0 = L 
(2TTRT ) 
3/2 
9 9 9 
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2 2BT 
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o < cp < cp1 ( e ) 
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Cp2 ( e ) < Cp < TT 
0 < 9 < 2rr 
(6) 
(7) 
fw(y , 2 , 5 ^ 0 = 
n ( z« ) - ^ + T1





3/2 ' w 
9L ( e ) < cp < cp0 ( e ) cp ^ cp2 
(8) 
0 < 0 < 2rr 
wh ere n.. and n are the number densities in the upstream and downstream 
tanks, respectively, and n (z') is the number density of the gas leaving 
the tube wall at z'. 
Boundary Condition 
The boundary condition that there be no net flux of particles 
normal to the tube wall at the wall can be obtained by setting the 
radial component of mass velocity equal to zero at the tube wall. 
Introducing the definition for the radial mass velocity in terms of 
spherical velocity coordinates, the boundary condition can be expressed 
as follows for 0 < z ' < 1: 
» PJTTT 
p ( y = l , z ' ) v ( y = l , z * ) - m f f r f ( y = l , z » , e , c p , ? ) ? 3 S i n 2 cp S i n 9 dcpdGd? = 0 (9 ) 
xm p P p 
where p(y,z) is the local mass density, v(y,z) is the radial component 
of average velocity, m is the molecular mass of a particle, and 1* is 
K 
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the total molecular velocity, as illustrated in Figure 22. Substituting 
the distribution functions given by equations (6) through (8) into 
equation (9) and performing the necessary integrations the integral 
equation for the unknown wall flux can be derived. The details of the 
derivation are presented in Appendix C. By introducing the definition in 
equation (12) of Chapter II for the nondimensional wall flux: for-^r 
circular tube and replacing x' with z', the integral equation for the 
boundary condition can be written as 
gw(£') = F(z') + Td J gw(z")K(z', z") a?' (10) 
where 
2 - ? 
T, z''~ + 0.5 
F(z') -••* " Tdz 
V T ^ > +1 
d 
(11) 
K(z', z") = 1 - | T,(Z - z') 
2 Td
2(i' - z"f + 3 
2[Td
2(z-' - z"")2 + 1 ] 3 / 2 
(12) 
and T, is the length-to-diameter ratio, L/d, and is equal to T/2. It 
can be shown that the nondimensional wall flux has the following 
property: 
Sjz*) = 1 - Sw(l ~ z*) w  (13) 
10k 
which is satisfied for all values of the parameter T . Setting z' equal 
to l/2 in equation (13) it is apparent that 
*w v2 ; 2 
for all T ,. Unfortunately., the exact solution of equation (10) for 
arbitrary T, is not known. However, it can be shown that the solutions 
for the special cases of T -, = 0 and T^ ~ °° are linear. 
cL d 
The relation between the wall density and the nondimensional wall 
flux will prove useful in the later text. Referring to equation (25) 
of Chapter II the following result can be written directly: 
Pw(e,cp) - I Pi Air
1 - P 2 V T " ) s ^
9 ' ^ + P2A 
T2 
T~ (Ik) 
W W ' W 
The functional notation of equation (ik) has been expressed in terms of 
the spherical velocity coordinates, 0 and cp. 
Moments for Arbitrary Wall Flux 
Density. In terms of spherical velocity coordinates, as given in 
Figure 22, the density is defined as 
°° 2rr TT 
p(y ,z ) = m f F f f (y \z ,9 ,cp ,5 ) 5 2 S i n 9 dcpdGdg (15) 
Substituting equations (6) through (8) for the distribution functions 
into equation (15) and integrating over the appropriate regions of 
velocity space yield 
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2TT r ^ ( 9 ) 
(y ? z) s ^ 7 p J e
 2 R T l L 2 d 5 [ de [ Sin cp dcp + 
















p (9?cp) Sin cp dcp 
where p.. and p are the mass densities in the upstream and downstream 
tanks, and the angles cp, (0) and cp (6) are given by equations (h) and 
(5). Integrating over the angle cp and replacing the angles cp-, (e) and 
cpu(e) with the expressions of equations (k) and (5)? and introducing the 
integration formula given "by equation (32) of* Chapter II, the density 
can be expressed as 
p(yjz) = 2 { 9± 
2TT 
i-h 
T z dfi 
b V T 2 Z2 + p(e)2 




T ( Z - 1 ) d6 
VT
2 (z- i ) 2 + p(e)2 
£ ?TT 
1 • > 
2 T T , de 
9 2 (
Q ) 
Pw(9?cp) S in cp dcp j 
cp;L(e) 
io6 
where (3 (0) is given by equation (3). Introducing equation (lk) into 
equation (17) and rearranging give 
r p(y>z) - p n 
pl " P2 
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g (8,cp) Sin cp dcp 
Consider the upstream and downstream limits of equation (l8). For z = -» 
the angles cp, (©) and cpu(9) take on the value of TT and p(y,z) becomes 
p, . Similarly, cp, (0) and cfu(8) are zero for z = + oo and p (y,z) becomes 
P2> 
For the case of an isothermal system, T_ = T_ = T , the following 
1 d w 
property can be derived from equation (l8) : 
rp(yjz) - p9n rP(y>
 1 " z) ~ Pon 
Pl _ P2 Pl " P2 
= 1 (19) 
Velocity Components. The z-component of velocity can be defined 
in terms of spherical coordinates as 
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» 2TT rr 
m 
0 0 0 
p(y,z)w(y,z)sm J j J f(y,z,9,cp,? )? 3 Cos cp Sin cp dcpd9d§ (20) 
Using equations (6) through (8) for the distribution functions, equation 
(20) can "be expressed as 
S. 2. ^ 
p(y,z)w(y,z) - . - ^ 3 / 2 J e
 2 H T1 ?p
3d|p J d9 ^ 
( 2 ^ ) -
Cos cp Sin cp dcp + (21) 
0 0 
2rr TT 
( 2 T T R T 2 )
3 / 2 "O 
2 R T 2 | 3 d | f de f Cos cp Sin cp dcp + 
0 0 «J <J 
o tp (e) 
2 
1 T 2RT . 3 , -
-<m\e w 5 p d ? P J (2"*V ' 0 
2„ % ( 9 ) 
d9 p (0>cp) Cos cp Sin cp dcp 
0 cp (6) 
1 
The integrations over m and ? can readily "be performed. Introducing 
p 
equation (lA) for the wall density and making use of the definitions 
for the equilibrium fluxes in the upstream and downstream tanks, m and 




cp ( e ) 
1 
g (9,cp) Cos cp Sin cp dcp 
It can be shown that equation (22) contains the correct limits of zero 
+ 
for z = _ oo, 
The y-component of velocity is similarly defined as 
co 2rr TT 
p ( y J z ) v ( y , z ) = m J J ^ f(y. ,z,9,cp,? ) ?
 3 Sin* cp Sin 9 dcpdGd? (23) 
0 0 0 
Following the same procedure as outlined for the axial component of 
velocity yields 
p(y?z>(y ?z) = L f r
n -1 
2n{J Sin 9 Tan 
0 





TZ§(9) Sin 9 
0 [ T 2 Z 2 + 3(9)2] 
2TT 








It can also be sho-wn that equation (2̂ -) contains the appropriate up-
stream and do-wnstream limits of zero. 
The following two properties can be obtained readily from 
equations (22) and (2̂ -) : 
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p(y,z)w(y,z) = p(y? i --zMy? 1 - z) 
(rî  - m2) (m1 - i&2) 
(25) 
p(y,z)v(y,z) __ _ p(y, 1 - z)v(y, 1 - z) 
(n^ - m2) (&]_ - * 2) 
(26) 
Normal Pressure Components. The normal pressure components are 
defined as follows : 
oo 21717 
P z z ( y , z > m 
000 
f (y?z ,e ,cp ,§ )? Cos cp Sin cp dcfdGd? - p ( y , z ) w 2 ( y , z ) (27) 
OC>2T7TT 
P ( y , z > m 
•^ otfb 
f(y>z,6,cp,5 )? S in 3 cp Sin 2 9 dcpcLGcLg - p ( y , z ) v ^ y , z ) (28) 
» 2TT TT 
p x x ( y » z ) s m J J J f(y,z>e,cp,g ) § ' S in 3 cp Cos2 9 dcpd9d| 
0 0 0 
(29) 
Substituting equations (6) through (8) for the distribution functions, 
replacing the wall density using equation (l^), and carrying out the 
necessary integrations yield the following: 
p
zz(r>
;> - p2 
P ! - P 2 
= H^i^T^k-^T-r (30) 
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2TT 
A"3 de _ p f ! _̂ | J I 
2-2 . = , ^ 2 - 3 / 2 2 ' M m [ " + 6(*r]-
2TT 
T 3 ( z - l ) 3 de 
[ T 2 ( Z - D 2 + p (e ) 2 ] 3 / 2 
31-1IT7 Pi — 
2 V T 2 
9 (e) 
2TT 2 
de g (9,cp) Cos cp Sin cp dcp J 
9 (e) 
I 
_ _ 2 - -
a(y.z)v (y,z) 
(P x - P2) 
r V * 5 ) - pg -
P - P 
1 2 
1 + 2 V" ' 2n(P.L - P ) 
^ 2n 
w 
P - P \ — , 
i 2 V T 2 U O 
Sin 6- (31) 
T
3 " 3 
T Z 
3TZ 
[ T 2 z 2 + g ( 6 )
2 ] 3 / 2 V T 2 Z 2 + i (9)
2 
de - P, 1 - w 
2TT 
s i n2 e [ T3(Z-I ) 3 . _ ^ 1 d e + 3 [ P ^ 
LI-T2(Z--I)2+ B(e)l3 / 2 - V ^ z - i ) ^ B(e)2 J l l V T i 
2n 
cp^(e) 
•2^1 T2" ) J Sin2 9 dQ J g w ( e 5 ^ Sin3 ^ dcp ]i 
2 ° *L<e> 
- - p - -
p(y»z)v ( y , z ) 
( p x - p 2 ) 
I l l 
[ 
P x x ^ - P 2 1 1 
P - P 
1 2 
] = H1 + 2^TO[lv^TT)K
e 







+ e - (e)
2 ] 3 / 2 " ( 3 
3TZ 





[ T 2 ( Z " - I ) 2 + p ( e ) 2 ] 3 / 2 
3 T ( Z - 1 ) 
VT*(Z"-1)* + faf J
 d e + 3 ( M Tf " M 
2TT 
— ) r ~ 2 T 2 / J 0 cos e de 
9 (e) 
2 
J g^CBjCp) S i n cp dcp J J 
cp ( e ) 
I 
It can readily be shown that equations (30) through (32) contain the 
appropriate upstream and downstream limits of unity and zero, 
respectively. 
Static or Thermodynamic Pressure. The static or thermodynamic 
pressure is defined as an average of the three normal pressure 
components; i.e., 
p(y>z) s j P (y,z) + P (y,z) + P (y,z) 
x x w yy zz w ' \ 
(33) 
Substituting equations (30) through (32) into equation (33) and rearrang-
ing yield 
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-p(y,z) - Pr 
P - P 
1 2 
= 1 J 1 r 1  
2 I ' 2 ^ - P 2 ) L 
p - PA 
1 2 N 
2TT 
TZ d e 
T2 J OVT 2 Z' 2 + 3(e)2 
(3*0 
2TT m — " _ m I m 
p I I - M - 2 . 1 f T(Z - i^ de i n w -J w 
21 ^2]1oi7inFTJW I I V T I 2 H 
6 
2,- -, . 2, 
2 n <P2
(9) 
d9 J gw(6,cp)Sin cp cUp ]}- P(y'
g?l[w'(y,£) *v*(y,£)] 
tf̂ Ce) 3 ( P X - P 2) 
Since the normal pressure components contain the correct upstream and 
downstream limits, it is apparent that equation (3̂ +) also contains the 
correct limits . 
Thermodynamic Temperature. The temperature distribution can be 
obtained directly from the equation of state. The temperature is 
expressed in nondimensional form by equation (50) of Chapter II. By 
substituting equations (l8) and (3̂ +) in equation (50) of Chapter II the 
nondimensional temperature is obtained. Also shown following equation 
(50) of Chapter II is a particularly simple form for the temperature 
distribution for the case of an isothermal system. The same relation 
holds true for the circular tube when the coordinate x is replaced by z 
Shear Stress Components. By definition, the yz-component of 
shear stress is given as 
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« 2TT TT 
P y z ( y , z > m 
t i t 
k 2 
f (y>z,Q,cp?5 ) 5 Sin cp Cos cp Sin 9 dcpd9d| - (35) 
r r H 
•p(y>z)w(y,z)v(y,z) 
Introducing equations (6) through (8) for the distribution functions 




Pyz^'z) _ ^_ | |n .̂-vl jr | f Sin 9 B(e)
3 dQ 
[T2 Z 2 + 3(9)' ]372 P j
1 V T 2 ; 
(36) 
2n 
Sin 9 6(e) d9 fl _w £l 
i [T 2(Z"-1) 2 + p(9)2]3/2 ' "I ' Tl Pl ' T2 / b 
2TT 
W 





/„ N „. 2 _ . \ p(y,z)w(y,,z)v(y,z) 
g (9,cpj Sin cp Cos cp dcpj 
It can be shown that for z = .. oo the shear stress given by equation (36) 
has the appropriate limits of zero. The zy-component of shear stress 
is identical to the yz-component. The other shear stress components 
are zero everywhere in the flow field. 
Heat Flux Components. The heat flux components are defined as 
follows in terms of spherical velocity coordinates : 
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q z ( y . z ) = - { | p ( y , z ) w ( y , z " ) + P (y , z )w(y , z ) + P ( y , z ) v ( y , z ) + (37) zz 
2 p(y 5 z)w(y ,z ) |̂ w ( y , z ) + v ( y , z ) } »f 
oo 2TT TT 
L 0 0 0 
f ( y j Z j 9 j c p , 5 ) 
p 
2Trrr 
£5 Sin cp Cos 0 dcpd0d§ + ITf f (y , z , e , cp ,5 ) ? 5 Sin cp Cos 0 Sin 20 dcpd0d£ + 
000 
°° 2rr TT 
[ f f (y , z , e , cp ,? )? 5 S in 2 cp Cos2 cp Cos 0 dcpd0d§ 
J J J D O 
0 0 0 
PJ 
<^.(y,z) = - { | p ( y 5 z ) v ( y , z ) + P ( y , z ) v ( y , z ) + P y z ( y , z ) w ( y , z ) + (38) 
o p ( y ^ z ) v ( y 5 z ) 
2 2 
w (y 3 z) + v ( y , z ) 
m 
+ 2 
co ^ T T TT 
0 0 0 
f ( y 5 z , 0 , c p , | ) 
5 h 2 
| Sin cp Cos 0 Sin 0 dcpd0d§ 
00 2 r r TT 
+ [ J ' f (y ,z , e , cp ,§ )§ 5 Sin cp • 
'0 0 0 p p 
co 2TT TT 
Sin-3 0 dcp£0d§ + [ f ( y , z , e , c p , | )? Sin cp Cos cp Sin 8 dcpded^ 
0 0 0 P P 
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Introducing equations (6) through (8) into equations (37) and (38), re-
placing the wall density with equation (l4), and performing the 
necessary integrations yield 
q J y , z ) = - f | p (y ,z)w{y,z)+P(y ,z5w(y,z)+P ( y , z ) v ( y , z ) + | p ( y , z ) - (39) 
z L ^ zz / z d. 
r 2 2 
w(y,z) w (y^z) + v (y , z ) 
2TT-3/2 
3/2 3/2 T n 




. ^ ( 9 ) Sin2cpL(e) n 3/2 r T - p r cpu(e) 
-i^— - ;,.,vf.., j d9 - p2(2RT2) [ l - ^ J I Cos 9 ^ 







W - p2(2RT2) 5 - j cos e de g (e,cp)Sin cp dcp 
V y , z ) = - { | p ( y , z ) v ( y , z ) + P y y C y ^ M ^ z ) + P (y , z )w(y , z )+ |p{y a z ) - ( ^0 ) 
3/2 3/2 T 
v ( y , z ) . [ w " ( y , z > + v ^ ( y , z ) J ' } + . — i - ^ { [ p 1 ( 2 R T 1 ) - p2(2RT2) ^ J • 






Sin 9 I 
r cp^Ce) s i n 2Cp1(e) 
ae - P2(2RT2) 





r 9 2 ( 6 ) 
t 




ae + [ P 1 ( 2 R T 1 ) / ^ - P O ( 2 R T 2 ) / ^ J s i n e aejgw(e5cp)sin
2cpacp} 
1 C' 2 ° cp (e) 
I 
Again it can be shown that equations (39.) ana (̂-0) contain the appropri-
ate upstream ana downstream limits of zero. 
Orifice Limit 
The results for orifice flow for y < 1 can be obtained directly 
from equations (15) through. (ho) by setting the length of the channel 
equal to zero. However, for y > 1 the limits of integration are 
different and the results cannot be obtained from equations (15) through 
(>>o). 
Consider the flow through a circular orifice. For a point 
located at y > 1 the geometry of the flow field and the surfaces of 
discontinuity for the distribution functions in velocity space are 
illustrated in Figure 23. The following parameters will prove useful: 
-1 
91 = Tan V, y " - i (in) 
-l 
9 = rr + Tan - V p - i (te) 








Circular Orifice Geometry 
Velocity Space for Orifice 
Figure 23. Geometry and Velocity Space for Circular Orifice 
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i2(e) = y Sin 9 + "Vl - y
 2 Cos2 9 (kk) 
Since for a given value of 9 there are two values of the angle cp, as can 
be seen readily from Figure 23, it is apparent that the integration for 
each moment must be performed again in order to obtain the results for 
y > 1. As an example consider the density variation for a circular 
orifice. For y < 1 and all z the result can be obtained directly from 
equation (l8) by setting the length of the tube equal to zero. Noting 
that 9^(9) = cpp(0) the density becomes 
p(y>z) - P. 
pl " P2 
1 r. z d 9 
-H } y < 1 and all z (̂ 5) 
where z is the z-coordinate nondimensionalized with the radius of the 
r 
tube, R. In order to obtain the results for y > 1 the integration over 
velocity space must be performed using the new limits as shown in Figure 
23. Referring to equation (l6) and simplifying to the case of orifice 
flow, and changing the limits of integration to correspond to the limits 
shown in Figure 23 the following is obtained: 
£ 
p(y5z ) = 07^ 
(2TTRT r ^ fc 
9, cp'(e) 
PT?T ? P P 
e ! g d % d9 S i n cp dcp + 







e I elf 
p *p L 
de 
o o 
TT 'TT 92 1 
(e) 
Sin cp dcp + d.0 Sin cp dcp + d9 Sin cp dcp + 
e2 o 9-
2 TT 





Sin cp dcp 
for z > 0 , and 
r — 
cpi(e) 
p(y,z ) = 
2RT, 
( 2 T T R T 2 )




2RT, '1 2 e § cl§ 
P PL 
* i " 
de 
O «J 
e 2 TT TT TT 
r* r* "* f  f  
Sin cp dcp + d0 Sin cp dcp + de Sin cp dcp + 








S i n cp dcp d 9 S i n cf) dcp 
for z < 0. The angles cp'(e) and cp' (e) are given by-
Tan cp' (e) = 
1 
MG) 0*8) 





•where Bn(9) and 3p(0) are given by equations (43) and (44) , and the 
Lgles 0 and 9 are given by equations (4l) 
integrations in equations (46) and (47) gives 
angl -, and (42). Performing the 
r-
(y,zr)-p2 1 
Pi " p 2 
e, 
l r 
IT= ! ^TTT- ? -nr? ? d9 y > ! ̂ d z >0 (50) 
. LVz5 Bn(e)2 VO- Me) J 
and 
•p(y,zr)-p2 
Pi - P 2 -J 
= 1 + 
^UVz-^pO^ "Ve+L(e)
2-
d9 y>l and zr<0(51) 
In a similar manner the results for the velocity components for circular 
orifice flow can be obtained. For y < 1 the results can be obtained 
directly from equations (22) and (24) by setting cp, (0) equal to cpp(9) . 
Thus 
p(y>zrV(y,zr) _ 1 
(^ - m 2) " -
L ' 2TT 
2TT " 2 , A z d9 
r 
o [z'r




(^ - m2) 
2TT 
-1 
Sin 9 Tan Mel de -
z 
2£ zre(9) Sin 9 d6 
0 [z"r
2 + i ( e ) 2 ] 
(53) 
for y < 1 and all z . For y > 1 and all z the results are 
— r — r 
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9 2 p(y,z )w(y,z ) 
£ — = h \ cos- cp» (e) - cos^ cp« (e) f de (5*0 
/ • • \ ' - I T «J k. JL <— J 
( m i - m 2
)




 rCcp*(e)- cp'(e)] [ s i n 2cp'(e)-sin 2cp'(e)]-
r sin ej— ~ - ke(55) (^ - m2) \ L 2 1+ 
It has been shown that the results for the density and velocity compo-
nents, as given by equations (U5) and (50) through (55)? are identical 
to the results given by Narasimha [21] and Willis [33] for free 
molecular flow through a circular orifice. 
The results for circular orifice flow for the other moments can 
be obtained in a similar manner as outlined for the lower moments. 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
The average mass flow rate is obtained by averaging the local 
axial mass velocity over the height of the channel. Introduce the 
following definitions: 
7V.(s,Td) - £ ^ i M L I ) ^ 2 J 2I1JMLII y dy (56) 
(\ - mj Q ( ^ - m2) 
Just as in the cases of the rectangular and two dimensional channels, 
the average mass flow rate must be independent of the axial coordinate, 
z. This is necessary in order to satisfy the conservation of mass 
principle. 
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A ( z , T d ) = l - i - r y[ r g l ^ k -
 2 H S > < P ) C ° S cp Sin cp dcpjdy (57) 
U D T Z + 6 ( 6 ) n / ^ \ 
1 2TT 2_ 2 2TJ 2 
ft [T zS.p(e)-| - <̂  (g } 
1 
Equation (57) is the general expression for the average mass flow pass-
ing through the tube. Following the normal procedure by evaluating 
equation (57) at z = 0 and replacing ±\_ (0,j ) with J/\.(T,)J equation 
(57) reduces to 
1 2TT Y 2 9o(e) 
A ( T d ) = 1
 + \ J y dy J d e J e^C^qOCos cp Sin cp dcp (58) 
0 ° cp°(e) 
where cpL (0) and cp?(0) denote the angles cp-, (0) and cp (0), given by 
equations (k) and (5), evaluated at z — 0. Equation (58) represents the 
general expression for the average mass flow rate through circular tubes 
for arbitrary wall flux variation. It is interesting to note that when 
the wall contribution of equation (58) is removed _/\_(T-,) takes on the 
value of unity, which corresponds to orifice flow. 
It should be noted that the variable of integration, cp, of equation 
(58) can be replaced with the wall coordinate, z', by introducing equa-
tion (2). Since no simplification results, as for the rectangular and 
two dimensional channels, this operation has not been performed here. 
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Solution Technique for Linear Wall Flux Segments 
Discussion 
In order to determine expressions for the flow properties, 
which were presented in general form in the first part of this chapter, 
it is necessary to make some assumption regarding the wall flux 
variation. A convenient representation is again given by a series of 
linear segments for the wall flux. The constants required for this 
representation are obtained from the solution of the integral equation 
for the boundary condition. The results presented here are not given 
solely in terms of analytical expressions, as was possible for the two 
dimensional case, since the integrations with respect to the velocity 
polar angle could not be performed analytically. The accuracy which 
can be attained with the present development depends on the number of 
linear wall flux segments taken, the accuracy with which the integral 
equation for the boundary condition can be solved, and the accuracy of 
the numerical integration with respect to the polar velocity angle. As 
will be seen in the following development, a desired degree of accuracy 
can be specified and the final results obtained accordingly. 
In the following sections a polynomial solution of the integral 
equation for the boundary condition is presented, the results for the 
moments for arbitrary wall flux, which were presented in the first part 
of this chapter, are expressed in terms of single integrals by integrat-
ing the wall contribution for the assumption of linear wall flux seg-
ments, and the expression for the average mass flow rate based on the 
assumption of linear wall flux segments is given. It should be noted 
12̂ + 
that the results for a constant or linear wall flux over the entire 
channel length can be obtained directly from the following results by 
setting the appropriate terms equal to zero. 
Polynomial Solution for Boundary Condition 
In order to evaluate the flow properties it is necessary to 
determine the wall flux variation. The nondimensional wall flux is 
obtained from the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind given 
by equation (10). Since the exact solution of this integral equation 
is not known, a polynomial solution is obtained. The method used to 
solve equation (10) is the same as that used for the two dimensional 
case of Chapter II. The comments made there concerning the difficulties 
of obtaining an accurate solution are also appropriate here. It should 
be noted, however, that the kernel, given by equation (12), for the 
circular tube integral equation is continuous but has discontinuous 
derivatives at z' = z". It will be seen that this causes no difficulties 
in obtaining an accurate solution using the collocation method. 
In order to obtain accurate results by the collocation method 
it is necessary to choose functions to represent g, (z') which satisfy 
all the properties of the solution of equation (10) and are integrable 













and the c o e f f i c i e n t s , B (i- ) , a re funct ions of T , and can be ob ta ined 
2K.--1 Q d 
by satisfying the integral equation at discrete points over the interval 
0 < z'< 1/2. 
By substituting equation (59) into equation (10) the following 




* (TV,,Z') + §" (T.,Z') 
"- 2k-1 u 2k-1 
(61) 
(z') + f" §+ (Td,Z*) + *" (Td,Z*) J " | 
-1 -1 
where the following definitions have been introduced: 
\ (T H,Z') 
2k-1 
(1-z') 
Td r [f + (z* 
'0 
2k-l 
5") ] K (?) d* (62) 
2k-1 
( V z - - ) = T. 
2'k-l -




(V£-) ~ J K (?) d5 (64) 
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0 
(T„,Z») ^ ^ \ K_(5) d? (65) 
.1 d 2 J 
-z 
The variable of integration, %, is given by 
5 = z" - z' (66) 
and the functions K (5) and K (5) are obtained from the kernel of equa-
tion (12) by introducing the transformation of equation (66), removing 
+ 
the absolute value signs, and defining the kernel for g > 0 as K (§) 
and for § < 0 as K (§). Thus, 
Td? Ta* 
K (?) - 1 - " — - = - - ^ W I > 0 (67) 
V 7 V +1 s[Td
2 ?2 - i ] 3 A -d 
K"(S) " 1 + -/ /*! = < i T f , /g 5 < 0 (68) 
The coefficients, B -I(T, J., can be obtained from equation (6l) by evalu-
elk -.L d 
ating the equation at M points in the interval 0 < z' < l/2. 
In order to obtain accurate results using the collocation method 
it is necessary to evaluate the integrals of equations (62) through (65) 
analytically. The details of the integrations are presented in Appendix 
C. The results are : 
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/ ( V Z ' ) -?{TA1-Z') - ^ " d
2 ( l - z ' ) 2 + l + i [ l + , M X _ „ 1 }(69) 
-1 d 2 L d d 2 L " V T ^ ( I - Z ' ) + 1 
- 1 








(zT - | ) 1 A ( T , , Z ' ) k > 1 (71) 
2k- l - i u 
2k-1 







(z* " \ ):1 A (T ,Z*) k > 1 
2k- l - i u 
(72) 
- ,x2k- i 
Td ( l-Z _ , ) < + 1 -
A (T z * ) - — - C ( T H , Z ' ) - | B ' (T , Z ' ) (2k-l- i )> 0(73) 
2k- l - i (2k - i ) 2k-1 ^ 2k-i a 
- » ^ 2 k - i 
A ( T , , z ' ) = - - +C ( T , , Z ' ) + ^ B (Td,z*) (2k-l- i)>0 (7U) 
2k-i Vd
: 
2k- l - i " (2k - i ) 2k-i d ' 2 
and 
B ( T , , Z ' ) = 
2k- i 
d' z ; ~ (2k-2-1) 
2k-1-1 
fl-*') - M z l z i l . 3 ( - , ) 
VT




2 k j V
z ' , ) = = ( 2 k ^ I 7 
2k-l - i 
(-*') + (2k-l- l ) 
VT 2 Z~' 2 41 
L d 
2k-2-i 
( V Z " ' ) (2k-i)> 3(76) 
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2 k - l - i 
C ( T d ' z " , h 2 w{(
1 - Z " , ) ^ 1 - Z " , ) 2 + 3 - " ^ T ^ L c (Td,Z"')}(2k-i)>3 (77) 
2k - i 2k -2 - i 
2 k - l - i 
C " ' V Z " , ) = ( 2 F i y ! ! - " Z , ) ^ ' 2 + 1 + i g !4z i i-c"(1^»)}(2k-i)>3 (78) 
2k - i d 2 k - 2 - i 





( i ^ )
2
 + i 
(79) 
B ( T , , Z ' ) = 
1 a •V 2~'2" 
- 1 (80) 
T , Z* + 1 
d 
+ 
B ( v * ' ) = r ^ L N | T . ( I - Z " ' ) +V77CL-Z-')
2+ I i - , ( 1 ' ; ' > -
2 L T d d V T 2( l -z" . )
2
 + l 
d x 
(81) 
B ( T , , Z ' ) = -
2 
- LNlVT2?2 + i - T z ' I +
 n 
L T. ' d d • V 2-,2 
(82) 
T, Z* + 1 
d 
C ( V z ' ) = ["VTd
2(l - z ' ) 2 + 1 - 1 ] (83) 
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C~(Td,Z-') = [ 1 - V T / Z " ' 2 + 1 ] (81*) 
C(T ,z ' ) = \ [ ( l -£ ' jV T
2 ( l - z - ' )
2 + 1 - ^ M|Td( l-z- ' )+ 'VT2(l^ ' )
2
+ l | ] (85) 
2 d 
cC-Trf.z1)- i |~z~' " ^ T / Z " ' 2 + 1 + i LN|VT 2 z l 2 + 1 - Tdz"'| 1 (86) 
d. 2 d' ' 2 
'2k-i 
and . is the binomial coefficient. Tlie procedure for obtaining an 
accurate solution for the nondimensional wall flux is identical to that 
outlined for the two dimensional case. Once the coefficients, B (T^)J 
2k-1 
have been obtained to some desired degree of accuracy, the polynomial 
solution is known from equations (59) and (60). As pointed out for the 
two dimensional case, it is necessary to solve a M x M system for the 
unknown coefficients, B̂ , -.(T-,)? for each value of T-,. For the case of 
' 2k-lv d d 
a linear wall flux assumption the single coefficient, B (T-,), can be 
expressed explicitly in terms of T.• The result for B (T,) is given by 
equation (Q<-7l) of Appendix C. 
Having determined the polynomial solution for the nondimensional 
wall flux, it is now necessary to express these results in terms of 
functions which are readily integrable. Since we have already chosen to 
represent the wall flux as a series of linear segments, the nondimen-
sional wall flux for each section can be expressed as 
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?(z')= a, (TJZ' + b (T J z' <z* <z* (87) 
w i d . l a l — — . , 
where 
• O ^ " «*..,, (Td)] 
a. (T J - — — (88) 
t5'i " z"'i+l 3 
ts'i " z"'i+i 3 
b. ( T J = — ^ ± (89) 
l a 
and g_ (T, ) denotes the value of the nondimensional wall flux at z1. . 
i 
It will prove helpful in the subsequent work to express g (z1) in terms 
of the velocity coordinates, 9 and cp. Substituting equation (2) for z1 
into equation (87) gives 
s^(e,cp) = A i ( ^ T d ) - B ± ( T )p(e) cot cp cp (e) < cp < cp (e) (90) 
i i+1 
where 
A ± (z ,T d ) =
 a i ( T d ) z + b i ( T d ) (91) 
w • ^ (92) 
ML Tan cp (9) = $±21 (93) 
i T(Z - z r ± ) 
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Note t h a t cp (Q) = cp (G) and cp (e) = cp ( o ) , where cp (9) and cp (9) a re 
0 1 N+l 2 1 2 
given by equat ions (k) and ( 5 ) , and N i s t he number of l i n e a r wa l l f lux 
segments. 
Moments for Linear Wall Flux Segments 
In the following sections the wall contribution for each of the 
moments is determined by using linear wall flux segments and 
analytically integrating with respect to the azimuthal angle, cp> to 
obtain the contribution for each segment. The total wall contribution 
for each moment is then determined by summing up the contributions of 
all the wall flux segments. 
Density. The density is given by equation (l8) for arbitrary 
wall flux variation. Introducing equation (90) for the nondimensional 
wall flux and performing the necessary integrations for each segment, 
the integral for the wall contribution can be expressed as 
2TT C P 2
( 6 ) N2TT \H] 
d Q J g w ^




* ( e ) i = ° cp (G) 
N 2 T T 2TT 
) [ A (z ,T d ) J [Cos cp (e)-Cos cp (0)]d9-B ( T d ) [ p ( e ) [ S i n cp(G)-Sin cp(G)]dG ] 
t i i + i i '0 
i=0 i+1 
Replacing the double integral of equation (l8) with the expression in 
equation (9*0 yields the fina,l form for the local density. 
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Velocity Components. 'Che integrals for the wall contribution of 
the velocity components, as presented in equations (22) and (2̂4-) for 
arbitrary wall flux variation,, can be evaluated by substituting equation 
(90) for the nondimensional wall flux and performing the necessary 
integrations for each segment., The results can be expressed as follows: 
cp ( e ) 
2TT 2 
A 
cp ( e ) 
N 2TT i + l 
d-0 S (9?cp)Cos cp S i n cp dcp = ) d9 I g (9,cp)Cos cp S in cp dcp = 
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The final expressions for the normal pressure components are obtained 
by substituting the appropriate integrals of equations (97) through (99) 
for the double integrals of equations (30) and (32). 
Thermodynamic Pressure and Temperature . The general expressions 
for the thermodynamic pressure for arbitrary wall flux variation is 
given by equation (3̂ )« The wall contribution of the pressure, as 
represented by the double integral of equation (3̂ -)? is identical to 
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the corresponding contribution for the density, which is given by 
equation (9^)» Therefore, the final expression for the pressure is 
obtained by combining the double integral of equation (9k) with equation 
(3̂ -) . The corresponding expression for the temperature is obtained by 
combining the equation of state with the final expressions for the 
density and pressure. 
Shear Stress Components. The general expression for the shear 
stress is given by equation (36) for arbitrary wall flux variation. 
Substituting equation (90) for the wall flux variation over each segment 
of the tube wall into the double integral of equation (36) and perform-
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Substituting the result of equation (100) for the double integral of 
equation (36) yields the final expression for the shear stress. 
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Heat Flux Components. The heat flux: components are expressed in 
general for arbitrary wall flux variation by equations (39) and (^°)• 
The -wall contribution for the y-component of the heat flux vector con-
sists of the same double integral which appeared in the y-component of 
the velocity. The expression for this integral is given by equation 
(96). The wall contribution for the x-component of the heat flux 
vector can be written directly from equation (96) by comparing the 
double integrals of equations (39) and (ko). The result is 
9 (e) cp (e) 
2TT 2 N 2 n i+1 
Cos 9 d9 ] g. (9,cp)Sin ^ dcp = ) J Cos 0 dQ g (e,cp)Sin cp dcp = (101) 





0 i+1 i i+1 
^ [ ^ A i ( z , T d ) J Cos 0 [2(cp_ (9) - cp(9) ) - (Sin 2 cp_ (9) -
i=0 
2rr 
1 s in 2 cp (e) ) ] ae - £• B . ( T , ) f cos e pCe)[cos
2 cp (e ) -cos 2 cp (e)]de 
i d a i i i+1 J 0 
The final expressions for the heat flux components are obtained by re-
placing the double integrals of equations (39) and (ko) with the 
appropriate expressions from equations (96) and (101). 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
The average mass flow rate for the assumption of linear wall flux 
segments can be obtained directly from the general formulation given by 
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equation (58). Noting that the double integral for the angles 9 and cp 
is identical to the double integral of equation (95) when the latter is 
evaluated at z =* 0, the average mass flow rate can be obtained by com-
bining equations (58) and (95). The final result is expressed in terms 
of integrals for the polar angle, 9, and the normal coordinate, y, which 
must be evaluated numerically. 
Moments for Constant or Linear Wall Flux Over Entire Channel Length 
The expressions for a constant or linear wall flux over the 
entire tube length can be obtained as special cases of the results 
presented above for linear wall flux segments by following the procedure 
outlined in Chapter II for the two dimensional case. It should be 
noted, however, that completely analytical expressions are not 
obtained for the circular tube as in the case for the two dimensional 
channel since the polar angle integration could not be performed 
analytically. Therefore, the only advantage of these approximate 
solutions is that the results for the integration with respect to the 
azimuthal angle, cp, for the wall contribution can be represented by a 
single expression instead of a series, as presented for the case of 
linear wall flux segments. In order to determine the exact range of T 
for which these approximate solutions are applicable, it is necessary 
to compare the results of the approximate solutions with the results 
of the accurate solution for linear wall flux segments. This comparison 
will be made in a subsequent section. 
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Computational Procedures 
Nondimensional Wall Flux 
The nondimensional wall flux can be determined by the series 
approximation of equation (59) once the coeffielents, B n ( T , ) 5 are 
known. The procedure used to determine these coefficients is identical 
to that used for the two dimensional channel and presented in Chapter 
-k 
II. The tolerance for the computations was taken to be 10 for Tn< 30 
d— 
-3 -h 
and 10 for T, > 30. For the tolerance of 10 , the number of terms, 
M, for the polynomial varied from one for small T, to a maximum of ten 
-3 
for T, £s30. For the tolerance of 10 , M varied from one for small 
d 
T-, to five for T-, ~ 30, and then dropped to one for T-, greater than 
approximately 100. 
Local and Average Flow Properties 
The local and average flow properties for the case of linear wall 
flux segments have been expressed in terms of a series of integrals, 
which represents the wall contribution, and a single expression in 
terms of an integral, which represents the contribution of the two 
reservoirs. The accuracy of the final results depends on the accuracy 
with which the wall contribution and the integrals are evaluated. 
Having specified some desired degree of accuracy consistent with the 
accuracy of the nondimensional wall flux results, the wall contribution 
of the flow properties can be evaluated by the procedure outlined in 
Chapter II for the two dimensional case. However, a numerical 
integration with respect to the polar angle, 9, must be performed for 
each wall flux segment. Since the results of the numerical integration 
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can be obtained to any desired degree of accuracy, the procedure for 
obtaining the wall contribution is essentially the same. The flow 
property is then determined by combining the value obtained for the wall 
contribution with the value obtained for the contribution of the 
reservoirs. It should be noted that the latter quantity is obtained by 
numerically integrating with respect to the polar angle, 0. 
The approximate expressions for the cases of a constant or linear 
wall flux over the entire channel length can be evaluated directly by 
numerically integrating with respect to the polar angle, since the wall 
contribution consists of a single expression. 
The tolerance for all local and average flow property calculations 
-3 
of this work was taken as 10 
Results 
The presentation of the circular tube results will be quite simi-
lar to that given for the two dimensional channel in Chapter II. The 
same key for reference to the different results (i.e., linear wall flux 
segments and linear or constant wall flux over the entire tube 
length) is used here. However, the inlet value of the nondimensional 
wall flux, g (T.,)? required for Method 2 is now determined from equa-
wQ d 
tions (C-7l) and (C-72), and not from the polynomial expression used in 
Method 1. Again all numerical calculations were performed using a 
Burroughs B5500 digital computer. 
Nondimensional Wall Flux 
The results for the nondimensional wall flux for various values 























z' - Nondimensional Wall Coordinate 
Figure 2k. Nondimensional Wall Flux for Free Molecular Flow 
Through Circular Tubes for Various Values of T,. 
iia 
essentially linear over the entire tube length. Thus the approach to 
the linear solution for infinite T-, is quite rapid, as illustrated by 
2 
the results for the case of T-, = 10 . Although the results for T, = 
d ; c d 
10' are not presented, the results were almost identical to the 
infinite T-, solution. This is in contrast to the results obtained for 
d 
the two dimensional case where the approach to the linear solution for 
infinite T. is quite slow. Although the results are not shown, a 
comparison of the results presented in Figure 2k with the results 
obtained for a linear wall flux over the entire tube length, with the 
inlet value of the wall flux: given by equation (C-72) of Appendix C, 
showed that the results were identical to three-place accuracy for 
T. > 200, and for 80 < j < 200 the results agreed within 1 x 10 . 
Results for the circular tube wall flux have been reported by 
several sources for limited ranges of T, . Sparrow, Jonsson, and 
Lundgren [20] have reported graphiceil results for 0 < T , < 2k. Reynolds 
and Richley [26] have tabulated their results to three significant 
figures for T, < 8. Both sources used a successive approximation scheme 
for solving the integral equation for the wall flux. The disadvantages 
of this method were discussed in Chapter II. For the larger values of 
T, the results of Reynolds and Richley [26] do not satisfy the property 
that g (l/2) = l/2 for all T,. Therefore, their results for the larger 
values of T, are not exact to three significant figures. Taking this 
into account the results obtained here agreed with the results of both 
sources to the accuracy attainable from their results. For Tn > 2k there 
d 
are no results available with which to compare. 
1̂ 2 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
The results for Method 1 are presented in Figure 25 for r rang-
-3 3 ing from 10 to 10 . As expected the average mass flow rate through a 
circular tube is less than the corresponding average mass flow rate 
through a two dimensional, channel, as can readily be seen by comparing 
Figures 3 and 25. In particular, even for very small T. the effect of 
restricting the flow in all directions can readily be seen to be 
significant in comparison to the two dimensional results, and the 
approach to the orifice results is much slower than for the two dimen-
sional case. This effect is illustrated best by comparing the results 
of Method 3 with the results of Method 1 for the two dimensional 
channel and circular tube. Referring to Figure 25 > it can be seen that 
for Tn = 1.0 the circular tube results of Method 3 are in error by 
thirteen per cent. For the two dimensional channel the agreement between 
the two methods is within three per cent for the same value of T,. 
Since the effects of the wall are much smaller for the two dimensional 
channel, the approximate results for a constant wall flux are accurate 
over a larger range of length-to-height ratio. Also shown in the inset 
of Figure 25 is a comparison of Methods 1 and 2 with Knudsen's long tube 
formula. It can be seen that Method 2 coincides with the results of 
Method 1 for T-, > 50> and the results for the long tube formula of 
Knudsen appear to be approaching the results of Method 1 for large 
T-,. For Tn > 100 a direct comparison of the results of Method 1 with d d 
the results of Knudsen's formula showed that the differences between the 
two results to three-place accuracy aire diminishing. Since the results 
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Average Mass Flow Rate for Free Molecular Flow Through Circular Tubes for Various 
Values of T,, and Comparison of Results for Three Different Methods for Large T,. 
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of Method 1 have been obtained to only three-place accuracy, due to the 
limited accuracy of the wall flux results, this is the only comparison 
which could be made. Although the results for Method 2 are not presented 
for the entire range of T,, the results agreed within one per cent for 
T d less than approximately 3.5 and greater thafl approximately 75. The 
maximum difference in per cent was about five and occurred for T-. 
approximately equal to 20. 
The most accurate results to date for the average flow rate 
through circular tubes have been reported by Demarcus [13] for 0 £ T-, < 
10. He establishes upper bounds for the values of _A_(T,). The results 
d 
of Method 1 to three-place accuracy were always equal to or l e ss than 
the corresponding values of Demarcus. Demarcus also proves rigorously 
that in the limit of very large T the long tube formula of Knudsen is 
indeed correct. In proving this result Demarcus presents the upper and 
lower bounds of the average flow rate in terms of series, the leading 
term in each series being Knudsen's formula and the second terms being 
negative correction terms . By defining the upper and lower bounds for 
_A_(T-,) for large T. as the first two terms in each of these series and 
evaluating these expressions for several large values of T,, it is found 
that the results of Method 1 fall between these two limits for T-, < 100. 
d — 
For T-, > 100, _/.L(TH) is needed to four-place accuracy in order to 
determine whether or not the results of Method 1 fall between the two 
limits. However, the upper and lower limits and the results of Method 
1 all agree to three-place accuracy. Regardless of the results of a 
comparison for T 1 > 100, it is evident that for T-, < 100 correction 
d d — 
ll+5 
terms are needed for Knudsen's formula in order to bring the results 
into agreement with Method 1. For example, for j = 50 the upper limit 
is approximately 0.0258, the lower limit is approximately 0.0231, and 
the Knudsen value is 0.0267. The result for Method 1 is approximately 
0.0233' Note that the lower limit falls very close to the result of 
Method 1. 
The results of Clausing [8] have not been presented here. However, 
a comparison with the results of Method 1 and Demarcus' results showed 
that Clausing's results are consistently high. .Although Clausing's re-
sults are for a linear wall flux over the entire tube length, his 
solution differs from that presented here for Method 2 in that Clausing 
modified the linear wall flux sothat A_(T-,) contained Knudsen's limit 
v d 
for tubes of reasonable length. 
Velocity Components 
The velocity components have been expressed in universal form by 
dividing by the average mass flow rate as defined in equation (56). Due 
to the symmetric and anti-symmetric properties, as illustrated in equa-
tions (25) and (26), the results are presented for only half of the 
channel length. 
The results of Methods 1 and 2 for the axial velocity component 
for T = 0.1, 2.0, 10.0, and 50.0 are presented in Figures 26 through 29, 
respectively. It should be noted that the results for the singular 
point, (z,y) = (0,1), are not presented. 
The results for Methods 1 and. 2 for T, = 0.1 and T, = 2.0 for the 
d d 
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Figure 29. Nondimensional Axial Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Circular Tube with 
T, = 50.0. 
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as illustrated in Figures 26 and 27. For T, = 10 the results of Method 
d 
2 are in fair agreement with the results of Method 1 everywhere except 
in the inlet region. For T-, = 50 the results of Method 2 for the axial 
velocity component are in better agreement with the results of Method 1 
than for the case of T, - 10, as can be seen by referring to Figures 28 
and 29» It might be noted that this is not surprising in view of the 
close agreement between the correct nondiniensional wall flux and that 
predicted by a linear wall flux over the entire tube length for T-, > 50. 
The results of Method 1 for the axial velocity component for 
T = 10 were compared with the graphical results of Sparrow and 
Haji-Sheikh [28]. The results were in good agreement. Sparrow and 
Haji-Sheikh compare their results for T, — 10 with a formula for doubly 
infinite tubes as derived by Lundgren and reported in the same work. 
This formula, written in terms of the universal velocity notation as 
used in Figures 26 through 29? is simply 3 E (y)/̂ > where E (y) is the 
complete elliptic integral of the second kind. The results for this 
formula appear in Figures 27 through 29 for T = 2.0, 10.0, and 50.0, 
respectively. Although fair agreement is obtained with the results of 
Method 1 for T-, =10, the comparison is worse for smaller and larger 
values of T-, • Based on this comparison it is apparent that the validity 
of this long tube formula is questionable, 
The results for Methods 1 and 2 for the vertical velocity compo-
nent for T = 0,1, 2.Q, and 10.0 are presented in Figures 30 through 32, 
respectively. It can be seen that for all practical considerations the 
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Figure 30. Nondimensional Vertical Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Circular Tube with 
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Figure 31• Nondimensional Vertical Mass Velocity for Free 
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Figure 32. Nondimensional Vertical Mass Velocity for Free 
Molecular Flow Through a Circular Tube with 
d = 10.0. 
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T, = 10.0 the results of the vertical velocity component, as predicted 
by Methods 1 and 2, are in fair agreement for points outside the tube 
but do not even predict the same direction for z greater than 
approximately 0.05. Although the results for the vertical component 
for j = 50 are not presented, the agreement between Methods 1 and 2 
was quite good for the entire flow field. This indicates that the 
linear wall flux assumption is quite good for T less than approximately 
five and greater than approximately fifty, since it has been successful 
in describing the flux normal to the walls for these ranges of T-,. 
Pressure and Temperature 
The results for pressure, as calculated by Method 1, are presented 
in Figures 33 through 35 for T, = 0.1, 2.0, and 50.0, respectively, 
P, /P0 = 2.0, T /T = 1.0, and T /T, = 0.25, 1.0, and k.0. The tank 1 2 1 2 w 1 
temperatures have been taken as equal in order to illustrate the wall 
temperature effect. The pressure has been normalized so that the up-
stream and downstream limits are unity and zero, respectively. In 
general, the effects of the wall temperature and the length-to-diameter 
ratio are the same as discussed for the two dimensional case of Chapter 
II, It might be noted that the assumption of a linear pressure 
variation along the tube and constant pressure across the tube for 
large T-, , as utilized by many earlier investigators, is quite good, as 
illustrated in Figure 35 for T-, = 50.0. 
d 
The results for the temperature, as calculated by Method 1, are 
presented in Figures 36 through 38 for the same conditions as for the 
pressure. Since the tank temperatures have been taken as equal, the 
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Figure 33. Nondimensional Fressure for Free Molecular Flow 
Through a Circular Tube for T = 0.1, Pn/Pp = 
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temperature is normalized with the common tank temperature. Thus, both 
upstream and downstream limits are unity. Again, the effects of wall 
temperature and length-to-diameter ratio are qualitatively the same as 
discussed for the two dimensional case of Chapter II. It might be noted 
that as expected a definite temperature jump occurs at the tube wall 
for all cases. 
Although the results for Method 2 are not presented, a comparison 
with the results of Method 1 revealed that excellent results can be 
obtained for the density, pressure, and temperature for a linear wall 
flux over the entire channel length. The agreement was within one per 
cent for length-to-diameter ratios of 0.1., 2.0, 10.0, and 50.0. The 
largest discrepencies occurred for i- = 10.0. As in the two dimensional 
case, the temperature results were essentially identical. 
Shear Stress 
Results for the wall shear stress, as determined by Method 1, 
are presented in Figure 39 for T. = 0.1, 2.0, and 50.0, P-̂ Pp = 2.0, 
Tn /lL =1,0, and T /Tn == 0.25, 1.0. and k .0. The shear stress has been 1' 2 w 1 
nondimensionalized with the upstream pressure. The dependency of the 
shear stress on wall temperature is quite strong. For small T, the wall 
shear stress is essentially constant. For very large T, the wall shear 
stress is again essentially constant for the major portion of the tube, 
but near the inlet and exit the variation is quite large. 
As pointed out for the two dimensional case, the shear stress is 
very sensitive to the variation of the vertical velocity. Therefore, 
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agreement with the results of Method 1 as for the pressure and tempera-
ture. Although the results of Method 2 are not presented, a comparison 
with the results of Method 1 for the wall shear stress showed that the 
differences were largest for the case of T, = 10. The maximum 
d 
difference in per cent for T ./Tn = 0.25? 1.0, and 4.0 was approximately 
W -L 
f ive. 
Comparison with Experiment 
An immense volume of results has been obtained for the measured 
average flow rate through circular tubes for conditions approaching free 
molecular conditions. As discussed in Chapter II, the experimental 
results of Dong \_lh~] have been chosen for a comparison between theory 
and experiment. Again it should be pointed out, however, that a final 
verification of the comparison with experiment should be based on 
measurements of local flow properties and not averaged results. 
The apparatus of Dong's experiment for the rectangular channel 
was discussed in Chapter II. The physical set-up is essentially the 
same except that now a circular tube of 3»&+ cm.-radius and 10.5 ft-
length is inserted in place of the rectangular channel. The pressure 
was again monitored at two points a distance of 5.005 ft. apart in the 
center of the tube. In order to compare with experiment the pressure 
was assumed to vary linearly over the entire tube length. Since T, = 
kh for these results, a comparison with Figure 35 for Tn — 50.0 offers 
d 
justification for this assumption. Nondimensionalizing the experi-
mentally measured average flow rates with the theoretical free molecular 
i6h 
limit of Figure 25, M (Td) = 0.027, the results are presented in 
Figure UO for a large range of 6, the inverse Knudsen number. The com-
parison with the experimental values, which appear to have reached a 
constant value for 6 slightly less than unity, is very good. 
Comparison of the local flux for flow at large Knudsen numbers 
downstream of short circular tubes as predicted by the free molecular 
theory and measured in experiments has been made by Gadamer [2̂ -] and 
Cook and Richley [25]. These works have already been discussed in 
Chapter I, and the comparison of the experimental and free-molecular 
results is fair, in general, even for upstream Knudsen numbers which 
are normally considered well in the transition region. It is precisely 
this type of comparison which is needed for more general problems in 
order to establish the range of validity of the free molecular solutions 
for internal flow problems. 
"i i 1 1 1 n r i i i i > i I r 
Free Molecular Limit 
(Method l) 
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Figure k-0. Comparison of Circular Tube Theoretical Value for Free Molecular Average 
Flow Rate with Experimental Data from Dong [1^] for the Flow of Several 
Gases Through a Circular Tube0 
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CHAPTER IV 
NEARLY-FREE MOLECULAR FLOW THROUGH A TWO 
DIMENSIONAL SLIT FOR ARBITRARY PRESSURE RATIO 
In this chapter the iterative method of Willis [k"] is used to 
determine the local and average mass flow rates for nearly-free 
molecular flow through a two dimensional slit for arbitrary pressure 
ratio. As discussed in Chapter I, the free molecular solution is re-
quired in order to determine the results for the nearly-free molecular 
problem via the iterative method. For the problem considered here, the 
free molecular solution was obtained as a special case from the general 
solution presented in Chapter II for the two dimensional channel. 
Statement of the Problem 
The physical problem consists of the flow of gas between two 
reservoirs which, respectively, contain gas in equilibrium at P, , T 
and P , T , as shown in Figure kl. The opening; between the two reser-
voirs is in the form of a two dimensional slit and the walls separating 
the two reservoirs are of infinitesimal thickness. For all practical 
considerations the thickness of the walls is assumed zero; their only 
purpose is the separation of the two reservoirs. Although the reser-
voirs are assumed infinite, for all practical purposes they may be 
finite so long as their dimensions are very large in comparison to the 
slit height. The walls of each individual, reservoir are assumed to be dif-
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Figure Ul. Schematic of the Two Dimensional Slit and Illustration of 
Velocity Coordinate System. 
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The velocity distribution function in each reservoir is assumed to be 
the Maxwellian distribution function corresponding to the appropriate 
reservoir densities and temperatures. However, forthe purpose of the 
theoretical analysis the gas is assumed to have these equilibrium 
distribution functions at infinity. 
The analysis presented, in this chapter is specifically designed 
for the mean free path of the gas approximately equal to or larger than 
the slit height. Since this is the only finite physical dimension 
appearing in the problem, it is apparent that the Knudsen number for 
this problem should be based on the slit height. 
Formulation of Problem 
In the following sections the boundary conditions are presented, 
the iterative form of the Boltzmann equation used for this analysis is 
derived, and the corresponding forms for the local and average mass flow 
rates are determined for points in the plane of the slit for an isother-
mal system (i.e., T, = T ). 
Boundary Conditions 
As discussed in the preceding section, the boundary conditions 
for the velocity distribution function are specified as Maxwellian. The 
corresponding densities and temperatures required for these equilibrium 
distribution functions are taken as the reservoir densities and tempera-
tures. Thus, the equilibrium distribution functions for the boundary 
conditions are simply 
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f(TlT = °>,a,$,T\,0 = fn(S,T|,C) s ^ e
 2 R T1 - ^ < a < ^ ( l ) 
(2TTRT ) 0 / 
„ LefV+C2! 
f(T1T = »,Qf, 5,T|,0 = fp(^Tl,C) = " ^ 7 9 e 2RT2 ? < a < ^ ( 2 ) 
(2TTRT0)
:>/ ^ 
where f]' a nd ^ denote polar coordinates with origin at x = 0 and y, as 
shown in Figure kl, f(fj' jQ1^?T|JG) i s the velocity distribution function 
at the point f]' J ct3 and f*-, ( gsTla C)
 a nd ^o ( §J T] J C) a r e ^ h e Maxwellian 
distribution functions. The velocity components are again taken as § , 
f|5 and £ in the x,y,and z directions, respectively, and n and n denote 
the number densities in the upstream and downstream tanks, respectively. 
The gas constant is given by R. 
Referring to Figure kl it is apparent that for points in the 
plane of the slit the velocity space is divided into two half-spaces. 
The effects of the upstream chamber on flow properties in the plane of 
TT TT 
the slit are confined to the half-space given by - — < a < — , while 
the effects of the downstream, chamber are confined to the half-space 
, TT . ^ 3TT 
given by - < a < — . 
Iterative Form of the Boltzmann Equation 
The Boltzmann equation for steady state conditions with no 
external forces can be written in the following form for the two dimen-
sional case if the total collision cross section is finite: 
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S ' •? = " fD(f,?) + P(f,?J (3) 
r 3s 
where f(s,§ ) has been replaced with f for simplicity and represents 
—• -* 
the local distribution function, s is the spatial coordinate, § is the 
molecular velocity in the § - T| plane, P(f3§ ) represents the production 
of molecules of velocity § due to collisions, and fD(f,§ ) represents 
the loss of molecules of this class due to collisions. The iterative 
scheme as proposed by Willis [k~] is derived from equation (3) • As 
represented by Willis the scheme is given by 
_ _(n+1) (n+1) (n) _ (n) _ 
§ - ^ = - f D(f ,§) +?(f ,? ) (h) 
ds 
Thus, given the n-th iteration for the distribution function, the 
(n + l)-th iteration can be obtained by solving the differential equa-
tion given by equation (k). For large Khudsen numbers (i.e., nearly-
(n) 
free molecular flow) the obvious choice of f is the free molecular 
solution, which will be denoted by f and referred to as the zero-th 
iteration. 
Consider the solution of equation (k) for the (n + l)-th itera-
tion. By integrating along a path which coincides with the particle 
velocity direction, equation (h) can be expressed as a first order 
differential equation in f '' with | , the magnitude of the molecular 
velocity in the § - T| plane, as a parameter. Note that it has been 
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assumed that f ^ is specified and therefore D(f^ n \ % ) and P(f^5f* ) 
are known. Introducing an integrating factor the formal solution of 
equation (h) for f becomes 
/"• -• \ /-• —» \ r d s ' r /-•. \ 
f (s,§ ) = f(s ,§ ) + ^§- P (s1) - (5) 
(o) 
f(so,5r)D (s') 
-f 2 ^ 1 ^ 
e -, 
where ds' and ds" are differential quantities measured along the line 
specified by the angle a, and P (s') and D (s') are shorthand nota-
/ (o) -* \ / (o) ~* \ "• "• 
tion for P(fx , § ) and D(fx , § ) , respectively. The vectors s, s', 
and s" are as shown in Figure 4l, and f(s ., § ) is the distribution 
function at the boundary point s . 
The calculation of P (s1) and D (s1) can be greatly simpli-
fied by replacing the Maxwell-Boltzmann collisional operator by the 
simple statistical operator suggested by Bhatnager, Gross, and Krook 
[38]. This model will be referred to as the B-G-K model in the follow-
ing text. For this model lrC'(f3% ) and P^°'(f,f ) are given by the 
simple expressions 
(o) 






O r ^ -on2 « 3/2 - hu[fr - ry 
(7) 
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•where h = (2RT ) , v i s a c o n s t a n t , and n , w ° and T a r e t he l o c a l 
number density, macroscopic velocity, and temperature, respectively. 
o ~*o o 
For the nearly-free molecular problem considered here, n , w , and T 
are given by the free molecular solutions of Qhapter II. 
Introduce the following definitions : 
1 
N° - Si , B°. S j£ , c. ̂  h
2 . f , (8) 
in. l h. ? l l r ? 
l I 
c 2 . s h. I2 , C2. = h. [S2 + C2] , 
l l ^ r 5 i. i L D r toJ ' 
and 
1 1 
2 o 2 1 
W° = h . w , 6. = vn.h . ~ , h 2 . =^2m. , .(9) 
1 I ? l i. l 2 i v i ? v 
iS - S 
n' = •*—:— , n 
= 1?' -s"l 
d 
where the subscript i is either 1 or 2 denoting the upstream and down-
stream tanks, respectively. The parameter 6. is the inverse Knudsen 
number based on one-half the slit width. Substituting equations (6) 
through (9) into equation (5) and applying equation (5) for each of the 
boundary conditions given by equations (l) and (2), the following form 
for the first iteration of the distribution function is obtained: 
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(1) ° t 3/2 
f. (y,a,C±) = t±(C±) {l- 2 6± J ^ N ^ d i S a ^ d i S ^ B ^ d l S a ) • (10) 
00 1 
7,1 H° (T,",«) 
-B" On',cO[Ci - r . On
1,*) r + c£, 1 -2 6. . 
1 1 .L 1 - l j e 0 i J 
"̂1 
where i = 1 for - — < a < ~~ and i = 2 for — < Q' < -r- . It should be 
2 ~~ 2 c. ~~ ~~ d. 
noted that the functions N . (T]'?"*)? B . (7)', a) and W . (j)'? a) depend on 
the nondimensional spatial variable y, but the dependency has been omit-
ted for simplicity in writing the equation. There is no dependency on 
x since only points in the plane of the slit are considered. The 
equilibrium distribution functions for the boundary conditions, as given 
by equations (l) and (2), are denoted by f.(C.) for i = 1 and i = 2, 
respectively. Equation (10) can be expressed in terms of the Reynolds 
number by introducing the Chapman-Enskog viscosity based on the B-G-K 
model into the definition of Reynolds number, and simplifying the result-
ing expression by introducing 6. of equation (9). The constant v appear-
ing in the definition of 6. is obtained by the method used by Narasimha 
[21]. This method consists of equating the number of collisions per 
unit volume per unit time as obtained for the Maxwellian distribution 
function to the same quantity as predicted by the B-G-K model. Thus, 
the Reynolds number can be expressed as 
Re. = 2V2 6. (11) 
1 1 v 
17^ 
and equation (10) in terms of Reynolds number becomes 
W - r Rei p *n' o r o o 3/2 
f ± (y,a,C.) = f.(C.) {l + = i f SL ^(Tl'.aJ^dl'.ajB^di'.er) -(12) 
1'_o 
o - -o 2 ? Re „ N ,(t|",a) 




± _ J e-^l~\ *n" } 
Since moments of equation (12) are of interest, a further simplification 
can be made by integrating the molecular velocity component in the z-
direction over the full range (i.e., - » to + »). Defining 
W - i r (1) ,- x ̂  F. (y,c,c.) - ^ f :L(y,«,c.)h . dC (13) 
(2TTRT.) 
and noting that 
2 
2 
- ax . 
dx --if (15) 
then equation (12) can be written as follows: 
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(!) r R e- i* A t r ° 
F. (y,of,Ci) * Fi(ci) {i + = i J 40. Nj^SaJ^C-n'.orjB .(T)',*)' (l6) 
- B ^ T I S ^ C C ^ ^ . ^ C ^ S ^ + W ^ C T I S C V ) 2 ] + c2± 
2 _ i 
- 1 > ^ 
T]1 
Re. rt I^dfV) 
o ci 
dT]' 
Equation (l6) can now be applied directly to determine the local mass 
flow rate from the appropriate moment. 
Local and Average Mass Flow Rate 
The local flow rate can be expressed as follows from its defini-
tion : 
(i) (i) (i) " (i) Z. (i) 
m (y)=n (o,y)u (o,y)s! I gf (y,g,i),G) dgd^dQ =fff ?F (y,g,T))dSdT|(l7) 
where f (y>§?T)jC) ancL F^ (y>§jT|) with no subscript denote the complete 
first iteration, which consists of f. (y>c*,C.) or F. (y?a,c.) for 
i = 1 and i = 2. Thus, in cylindrical velocity coordinates, as illus-





m (y) ==V^r hi Fi (y3^3c1)°1






< 11 (l) - ° ?2 (yj^,c2)c'"2 Cos a dodc, >.] 




m. 1 (y) = ^ r h1 






* 2 (y) 
s "VTT"h, 
-2 : „ 2 ( D 
6 TT 
F £ (y>a»c J c ^ Cos a doflCg (20) 
equation (l8) for the local flow rate becomes 
a) . d)_ (1) _ 
m (y) = lî  (y) + m2 (y) (21) 
Consider the evaluation of m., (y) . Substituting equation (l6) 
for i = 1 into equation (19) and performing the necessary integrations 
the folio-wing form of m, (y) is obtained: 
(1) 
&i ( y ) = 
f . m . ^ 2Re-
rr 
2 









2 ^1 ?' A^"^) 
r ' c i ~-f2~ 




Cl d Cl J , 
f .m. 
where riL represents the local flow rate under free molecular con-
ditions and is given by n-./2-^f-n h,' . Introduce the following 
definitions: 
c± = VB^CTI'^) C. (23) 
bx S"VB°1(71,,Q') [u°1('n
,,Qf) Cos or + V^Cl)1 ,of)Sin ot ] (2k) 
al B 
Re^diSa) ]f Q 
(25) 
Re, J' 
a. S ,=4 1 N^Of^W 
V 2 " t) 
(26) 
where U-. (T|T ̂ or) and V, (f]' ,o?) are the nondimensional x and y components of 
ri o t h e v e l o c i t y vec to r W (T)'jO1). Equation (22:) for m, ; (y) can now be •» m »" ' h r 






{ l + T ^ l d t f j cos a N° 1(Tl
,
3«)da [ N 0 . ^ 1 ,o?) * (27) 
- T T 
2 
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- B ^ C T l S c O L U ^ T f ^ r + V ^ O n S a n «> [-c^2 + 2b1c1 - ^ ] 




" J 6 1 CldCl ] } 
0 




- - ^i2 ~2 V i + 1 3 . 
c e 1 dc, 
(28) 
(Ull'.aO E 
- [ = n
2 + ^ ] 
c e 1 dc (29) 
^(y,1)^)5 N°(T)' ,CO[N°(T)' ,or)G1(T1' 5a)e (30) 
- G0(T\' ,ot) 
the local flow rate of equation (27) can be written in the following 
final form: 
(l) f.m. h 2Re 
TT 
2 






The corresponding expression for ra ̂  ' (y) can be obtained 
directly from the results of m, ̂  (y) for the isothermal case. Thus, 
since T-. = T 






It is apparent that equations (23) through (26) and equations (28) and 
(29) are identical to the corresponding expressions written in terms of 
the downstream properties. Following the same procedure as outlined 
above for obtaining m, (y)? the contribution to the local flow rate 
given by equation (20) can be expressed as follows: 
(1) f .m. 




Cos a da H2(y>7)
,,Of)dT) ,j (3*0 
where 
P 





- GpCTl' jQ?) 
f .m. 
> 
_ / — . 1 /2 . 
(35) 
and m is the free-molecular local flow rate and is given by n /2 
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Once equations (31) and (3̂ -) have been evaluated for a given 
pressure ratio and Reynolds number for specified points across the slit, 
the total local flow rate at each of these points can be obtained directly 
from equation (21). The average mass flow rate through the slit is then 
obtained from the following definition: 
1 1/2 
(1) . " (1) _ _ 7 " (1) _ 
m (y) = m (y) cy = 2 m (y) dy (36) 
4 0 
Free Molecular Results 
Before any results can be obtained, however, the free molecular 
solution for flow through a two dimensional slit is needed. This 
solution can be obtained directly from the results of Chapter II. For 
the isothermal case the results for the nondimensional density, tempera-
ture, and velocity components can be written as follows : 
N°(T),,<*) = 1 - 1 -
(a,4 - -or ) -! 
~ ~ 2 T T 
^ ^ r %<%< ^ (37) 
N°(T)',a) = [ 1 - Y~ 
P~ \ .-
1 ' 
(<% - o^) -, 
2T\ 
+ r^ fo r 0 < ak < 2 (38) 
N ^ ^ c O u ^ T ) 1 , * ) •= 
N?(T)Sa?)V?(Ti',a?) 
rr* r " PT"I ^sin ° i " s i n ®k^ 
1 p \ 1 '1 _ JI 
p.. hJ7 





B°(T)',<>) = { 1 - ![l£(T)',c02 + V^',*)?] } (41) 
The angles, ck and a. , are, in general, functions of y, f]' , and a. From 
Figure 4l it can be seen that the following relations are applicable : 
7]' Sin a - (y + r) 
Tan ^ ( y ^ S a ) == (42) 
T)' Cos a 
T)' Sin a - (y - -) 
Tan ĉ (y,T)',a) == — (43) 
T)' Qos a 
The corresponding expressions for the angles specifying the point x", 
y", as shown in Figure kl, are 
(T]' - 1)") Sin a - (y + -) 
Tan ©.(y,!)",!)1,^ = - (44) 
(fl' ~ Tl") Cos a 
(Tl' - if) Sin a - (y - i) 
Tan c* (y,-o",TlT,c*) = — (45) 
(T)' - T|") Cos « 
Computational Procedures 
In order to determine the local mass flow rate, as given by equa-
tion (2l), it is necessary to evaluate the integrals of equations (3l) 
and (34). The integrands of these integrals are expressed in terms of 
the integrals G (f)', a) and G (^ ,a), as given by equations (28) and (29) 
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The parameters b and b appearing in the functions G (j]' ,of) and Q^irf 9oi) 
are in ttrn defined in terms of an integral over the density. In the fol-
lowing sections the methods used to evaluate these integrals, as well as the 
integrals for j]' and <y, are presented. 
Evaluation of the Integrating Factor 
Introducing equations (37) and (38) into the integrals of 
equations (25) and (26) and making use of equations (kk) and (U5) for 
the angles, the integral of of the integrating factor can be expressed 
as follows : 
1' 
' N°("n"ja)d-n" = 1 - M{v - 1 ^ [ E ( 7 I ' , o f ) - 3(-n*»a)][ + jr- if ( ^ ) 
for - - < 01 < - , 
•n' 
N ^ T f ^ d T f = 
1 P \ 0 
T _c. 
pn \ 1 / 
{ - h[E(TI'>a)"D(^'>a)J+ ^^ {h7) 
for ^ < a < ~ ? and 
E On * j a) s [ Tan 
A 
-1 _ ( T ] ' - T]M) Sin a - ( y - 5-)-
(H1 •- n") Cos a 
dT)"(48) 
n' - , i -
DOnScO = 
-1 (7)» - 7l")Sin a - (y+p) 
0 
Tan |~ -
(T)' - Tf) Cos oi 
dn" (49) 
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Performing the s t r a igh t fo rward bu t r a t h e r t ed ious i n t e g r a t i o n s of equa-
t i o n s (U8) and (h$), t he fol lowing express ions for E(7] ' , a) and 
D ^ ' , ex) a re ob ta ined : 
(" - - ) 
E(TT> a) = g
 2 {cos or [LN|(y - | ) 2 | - LN| CTIf Sin a - ( y - | ) ] 2 + (50) 
t|' Cos a I - 2 Sin a 
- 1 
Tan (Tan 01) + Tan 
-l/Tl ' - ( y - | ) S i n a 
* (y- - ) Cos a ]} + 
- 1 
T)' Tan 
T)' Sin a - ( y - ~) 1 
« n ' Cos a ' 
(y + §) r 
DCTI1, a) = — — |Cos a LN|(y
 + | ) I " LN| [ ^ Sin a - ( y + i ) ] 2 + ( 5 i ) 
2 2 n r "'1 - 1 
T)1 Cos a | - 2 Sin a Tan (Tan a) + Tan 
V - (y + p)Sin oM 




' «q« Sin or - (y + g) 
T|' Cos a 
All arctangents appearing in equations (50) and (51) are principal-valued 
arctangents, 
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r - [bx . s . x2] 
n x 
Evaluation of the Integral Q x e dx 
The only integral appearing in equations (3l) and (3̂ -) which 
offers more than routine difficulties is of the form given by the 
following definition: 
[bx -n L 
a 2 - — - x 
X 
x e In(a,b) = x e
 A dx (52) 
Comparing equations (28) and (29) with equation (52) it can be seen 
that 
(̂71',Qf) = I1(al3b1) (53) 
G^TlSa) = I^a^O) (5^) 
For the case when b = 0 and a > 0 the integral of equation (52) can be 
evaluated with an error of less than _2 x10 by using the expressions 
given by Willis [39]» These were derived from the results of 
Abramowitz [̂ -0], However, when b /= 0 and a > 0 the integral is difficult 
to evaluate in general. Following the pi'ocedure outlined by Willis 
[̂ 1] and expanding the term e in a Taylor series about zero5 inter-
changing the summation and integration^ and introducing the results 
for the case when b = 0, the following expression is obtained for 
a > 0 and b ̂  0: 
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V ^ - I fl F(n+r)« (55) 
r=0 
where 
oo r a 2 
r» L " "" " x ] 
F (a) = I (a,o) = xSe x ' dx (56) 
s s 
Equation (55) was used to evaluate I (a,b) for 0 < a < 20 and -2 < b < 2, 
and the results were compared with the numerical results of Chahine and 
Narasimha [U2] for n = 0, 1, and 2. The latter results are reported to 
be accurate to better than eight places. The comparison revealed the 
following: 
+ -6 
(1) For -1 < b < 1 the results were in agreement within - 2 x 10 
for all three values of n. 
(2) For -1.5 < b < -1.0 the maximum, error was - 8 x 10 for 
n = 0, 1, and 2. 
(3) For 1.0 < b < 1.5 the maximum errors were + 9 x 10" for 
n = 0, + 2 x lO'"' for n = 1, and + k x 10'5 for n = 2. 
(h) For -2.0 < b < -1.5 the maximum errors were + 3 x 10" for 
n = 0, -5 x 10" for n = 1, and + 9 x K)" for n = 2. 
(5) For 1.5 < b < 2.0 the maximum errors were + 1.5 x 10 for 
, -ci -k 
n = 0, + k x 10 ' for n = 1, and + 1 x 10 for n = 2. 
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It should be noted that these maximum errors occurred only for a limited 
range of a and in general the results for the other values of a were 
still within + 2 x 10 . It can also be seen that for the larger values 
of b the series of equation (55) is subject to round-off, and that the 
round-off affects the results for a positive b more than for an equal 
negative b. 
For the problem considered here the range of b was -2.0 < b <L.2. 
Therefore, the scheme discussed in the last paragraph was used to pro-
vide accurate results for the integral of equation (28). 
Evaluation of Other Integrals 
The integrations with respect to fj1 and <y can be performed by 
numerical quadrature. It is convenient to use the Gauss-Laguerre 
quadrature for the ji* integration and the regular Gauss quadrature for 
the integration with respect to a» In order to determine the number 
of points required to obtain accurate results by the numerical quadra-
ture, the integrals of equations (3l) and (3̂ -) were evaluated for 
pressure ratios of 2, 100, and infinity and upstream Reynolds numbers 
of 0.05, 1.0, and 6.U. The number of points taken for each quadrature 
was varied for each of these conditions and the numerical results com-
pared. Based on this comparison the results for the integrals are 
considered accurate to within one-tenth of a per cent for all combina-
tions of pressure ratios and Reynolds numbers considered herein. 
The integrands of equations (3l) and (3̂ -) were evaluated for a 
number of cases and the results plotted. It was found that the 
integrand, in general, for a given angle <y had a peak which occurred 
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for small y\x and then asymptotically approached zero for large fi*. For 
small Reynolds numbers (i.e., close to free molecular conditions) it 
was found that the contribution of the integrand for large f]1 was quite 
significant, whereas for larger Reynolds numbers this contribution be-
came insignificant. The contribution for small 7]* was always signifi-
cant. Therefore, the integration with respect to f|r was divided into 
two parts. For each pressure ratio and Reynolds number the range of j\* 
within which the peaks of the integrand always fell was determined. A 
regular Gauss quadrature was used for this range and a Gauss-Laguerre 
quadrature was used to evaluate the remaining contribution of the 
integrand. Finally, the average flow rate was evaluated by applying a 
Simpson integration over the five points across half of the slit. 
Results 
Local and Average Mass Flow Rate 
The results for the local mass flow rate are presented in 
Figures k-2 through kk for pressure ratios of 2,, 100, and infinity and 
Reynolds numbers ranging from zero to 6.U„ The local flow rate is non-
dimensionalized with the constant free molecular flow rate, 
(HL * *-mp * * ) , and is presented for only one-half of the slit. For 
very small Reynolds numbers the local flow rate is almost constant 
across the entire slit. For larger Reynolds numbers the local flow rate 
is still essentially constant near the center of the slit, but near the 
edge of the slit the local flow rate drops off rapidly. This drop in 
the local flow rate near the edge of the slit illustrates the shielding 
effect of the slit walls. The results for infinite pressure ratio, as 
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Figure k-2, Nondimensional Local Mass Flow Rate for 
Several Points Across a Slit for Various 
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Figure ^3. Nondimensional Local Mass Flow Rate for 
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Figure kk. Nondimensional Local Mass Flow Rate for 
Several Points Across a Slit for Various 
Reynolds Numbers and an Infinite Pressure 
Ratio. 
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shown in Figure hk, were compared with ths graphical results of Willis 
[33]. The agreement was good everywhere except at the edge of the 
slit, where the results differed by as much as approximately 15 per cent 
for a Reynolds number of 6.L. For the smaller Reynolds numbers of 
3.2, 1.6, 0.6h, and 0.32 the results differed by k.39 k.09 2.0, and 2.2 
per cent, respectively. It should 'be noted, however, that the integrat-
ing factor was analytically evaluated for the results reported herein 
and the numerical quadrature was considered more accurate than that 
used by Willis. 
The average flow rate is presented in Figureis k5 and h6. The re-
sults were nondimensionalized with the upstream free molecular value. 
In Figure ^5 the nondimensional average flow rate is plotted against 
the Reynolds number for pressure ratios of 2.0, 100, and infinity. The 
intercept for Reynolds number of 2̂ ero is the free molecular value. It 
is apparent that the average flow rate increases with Reynolds number. 
For the finite pressure ratios a slight maximum occurred for a Reynolds 
number of approximately k,^„ However, the iterative method is 
specifically designed for snail Reynolds numbers (i.e., large Enudsen 
numbers). Therefore, the slight maximum is considered to be caused by 
the inadequacy of the first iterative solution to describe the correct 
results for large Reynolds numbers. 
The nondimensional average flow rate is plotted against the 
pressure ratio for Reynolds numbers of 0, 0.05 5 1.0, and 6.k in Figure 
h6. It is interesting to note that the average flow rate increases 
quite rapidly for small pressure ratios and then increases quite slowly 
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for large pressure ratios. It should be noted also that the maximum 
average flow rates for an infinite pressure ratio are also shown for each 
Reynolds number. The rate of approach to this maximum value as the 
Reynolds number is increased can be seen to be slow. The nondimensional 
average mass flow rate for an infinite Reynolds number has been calcu-
lated by Frankl [43] for a specific heat ratio of l.if. He obtains a 
value of 1.46. Note that this value is significantly higher than the 
nearly-free molecular values presented in Figures 45 and 46. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Several free molecular internal flow problems have been formu-
lated and solved by the method presented herein. This method consists 
of determining the velocity distribution function for all boundaries of 
the flow field and obtaining the macroscopic moments directly from the 
corresponding definitions. The integral equations for the boundary 
conditions were solved by the collocation method for arbitrary length-
to-height ratios. The usefulness of this approach was illustrated by 
obtaining the complete free molecular solutions for a two dimensional 
channel and circular tube of arbitrary length-to-height ratio. The 
corresponding problem for free molecular flow through a rectangular 
channel was also formulated for a few of the lower moments. In addition, 
the local and average mass flow rates for nearly-free molecular flow 
through a two dimensional slit for arbitrary pressure ratios were ob-
tained by the Willis iterative method. The free molecular solution 
needed for this iterative method was obtained as a special case of the 
solution for the two dimensional channel. 
The results of the investigation may be summarized in the follow-
ing conclusions : 
1. The method presented herein can be used to formulate the 
general problem of obtaining the local and average flow properties for 
free molecular flow through internal flow geometries, as illustrated for 
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the cases of a two dimensional channel, a rectangular channel, and a 
circular tube. 
2. Accurate numerical results for both local and average flow 
properties for free molecular internal flow problems can be obtained by 
using the collocation method to solve the integral equations for the 
wall flux. This method is a great improvement over all previous methods 
if the approximating functions weighted by the kernel can be analytically 
integrated. 
3. The free molecular results obtained by previous investigators 
for the rectangular orifice, two dimensional channel, circular tube, and 
corresponding slit and orifice flows can be obtained as special cases 
of the general results presented herein, which are valid for arbitrary 
length-to-height ratios. 
k. The results for a linear waJLl flux over the entire channel 
length are in worse agreement with the results for linear wall flux seg-
ments for intermediate values of length-to-height ratios. The limits 
of this range depend on the particular flow property of interest, the 
geometry considered, and the accuracy desired. For all practical 
purposes the linear wall flux solutions are good approximations for 
length-to-height ratios outside this intermediate range. For the 
circular tube case, the linear wall flux solutions for some of the flow 
properties are very accurate for the entire range of length-to-diameter 
ratios. Finally, the solutions for a constant wall flux over the entire 
channel length are accurate for only small length-to-height ratios. 
5. The well-known long-channel and long-tube formulas of Clausing 
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and Knudsen, respectively, for the average mass flow rate yield accurate 
results for sufficiently large length-to-height ratios. 
6. The theoretical free-molecular values of average mass flow-
rate, as determined for the case of linear wall flux segments, agree 
quite well with the experimental values for the flow of a rarefied gas 
through a circular tube, even for inverse Knudsen numbers as large as 
one. The corresponding theoretical free-molecular average mass flow 
rates for a two dimensional channel do not agree well with the measured 
values for a rectangular channel whose width.-to-height ratio is very 
large, even in the limit of very small inverse Knudsen numbers. 
7. The backflow contribution for nearly-free molecular flow 
through a two dimensional slit is strongly dependent on the pressure 
ratio for small pressure ratios, but for large pressure ratios the 
Reynolds number effect is predominant. 
8. The nearly-free molecular flow rate through a two dimensional 
slit is larger than the corresponding free molecular value for all 
pressure ratios considered, and the magnitude of the difference continu-
ally increases with increasing Reynolds numbers. 
APPENDIX A 
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW THROUGH A RECTANGULAR 
CHANNEL OF ARBITRARY LENGTH 
Statement of the Problem 
Consider a rectangular channel connecting two reservoirs which, 
respectively, contain gas in equilibrium at P.,, T and P , T , as 
depicted in Figure A-l. The wall temperature is constant at T for 
w 
all walls. All the assumptions concerning the reflection properties 
at the channel walls and the distribution functions for the boundaries 
of the flow field are the same as those presented in Chapter II for 
the two dimensional channel. The addition of the two side walls, 
however, greatly complicates the problem in that the flow field is 
three dimensional and is divided into six regions, as shown in Figure 
A-l for the arbitrary point specified by the coordinates x, y, and z. 
The corresponding velocity space, illustrating the surfaces of 
discontinuity for the distribution functions, is similarly divided into 
six regions . In addition, the condition ths.t the net flux normal to 
the channel walls at the walls be zero provides four boundary condi-
tions . Satisfying these boundary conditions yields two integral 
equations , in terms of the nondimensional wa.ll fluxes , which must be 
solved simultaneously. The corresponding wall densities may then be 
obtained. Since the wall temperature is given and the reflection 
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readily be obtained. The procedure for obtaining the local flow proper-
ties is identical to that followed in Chapter II for the two dimensional 
channel, The solutions obtained in this chapter, however, are valid 
only for the region within 0 < z < b, 0 < y < d, -a><x <». The 
results for the other regions of the flow field can readily be obtained 
from the results presented here by eliminating the appropriate wall 
effects and changing the limits of integration over velocity space. It 
should be noted that the rectangular orifice results are also subject 
to the limits specified above. 
Since the number densities for all four walls are functions of 
the corresponding wall coordinates, the wall distribution functions 
also vary with the wall coordinates . By making use of the relation 
coupling the velocity coordinates and physical coordinates for free 
molecular flow, the wall coordinates for each wall can be expressed in 
terms of the physical coordinates of a point within the flow field and 
the angles 9 and cp, which are the polar and azimuthal angles, 
respectively, for spherical velocity coordinates as shown in Figure A-l. 
Consequently, the wall distribution functions vary with 9 and cp. It 
is essentially this point which makes evaluation of free molecular flow 
properties for variable wall densities quite difficult. It should also 
be noted that the wall densities must be obtained from the simultaneous 
solution of two integral equations, the integral parts of which consist 
of double integrations. 
In the following sections the distribution functions for the flow 
field are determined, the moments for the density and the velocity 
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components are determined in general by making no assumptions regarding 
the variation of the wall densities, the general relation for the 
average mass flow rate is derived, and the integral equations for the 
boundary conditions are derived. The results for rectangular orifice 
flow can be obtained as limiting cases by setting the length of the 
channel equal to zero. It should be noted that only the lower order 
moments have been presented due to the fact that the results are very 
lengthy. However, the higher order moments can readily be determined 
by making use of the procedure outlined in this Appendix for the lower 
order moments. 
General Formulation 
Relations Between Physical and Velocity Coordinates 
Consider the transformation equations for spherical and rectan-
gular velocity coordinates, as shown in Figure A-l. The following 
relations can be written directly: 
2- = Tan cp Cos 0 (A-l) 
£ = Tan 9 (A-2) 
T) 
L Tan cp Sin 0 (A-3) 
Since there are no gas-gas collisions occurring, functional relations 
between the angles in velocity space and the physical coordinates can 
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be obtained by setting the direction of a particle in physical space 
equal to the direction of the corresponding velocity vector in velocity 
space. For example, for particles leaving the lower wall, 
n = y 
5 Td(x-X'T) 
H = b 
c Td (z~-z"V 
where T, is the length-to-height ratio, L/d, T, is the length-to-width 
ratio, L/b, and x,y, and z are the physical coordinates, x,y, and z, 
nondimensionalized with L, d, and b, respectively. The lower wall 
coordinates are denoted by x' and z' . The molecular velocities in 
the x,y, and z directions are again defined as £, fj? and £, respectively 
Similar results can be written for particles leaving the other channel 
walls and passing through the point (x,y,z) in the flow field. When 
these results are combined with equations (A-l) through (A-3)? the 
following equations are deduced: 
Tan cp Cos 0 = ^ (Lower Wall) (A-k) 
Td(x-x'T) 
T y 
Cot 6 = (Lower Wall) (A-5) 
TAz-£< ) 
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Tan cp Cos e = r~~~ (Upper Wall) (A-6) 
T(i(x-x"T) 
Tb(y-D 
Cot 0 = — (Upper Wall) (A-7) 
Td(z"-?,T} 
Tan cp Sin 0 = (Rear Side Wall) (A-8) 
T, (x-x' ) 
b s 
T,Z 
Tan 0 = (Rear Side Wall) (A-9) 
Tb(y-y's) 
Tan cp Sin 0 = — ^ - ^ — (Front Side Wall) (A-10) 
T,(Z-1) 
Tan 0 = — (Front Side Wall) (A-11) 
Tb(y-y"s) 
where x" and z"m are the upper wall coordinates, and x' , y' , x" , T T s s s 
y" are the rear and front side -wall coordinates, respectively. Equa-
tions (A-k) through (A-ll) are the general functional relations 
connecting the physical and velocity coordinates for a particle -which 
leaves one of the channel walls and passes through the point (x,y,z) 
in the flow field. 
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The relations for the surfaces of discontinuity for the dis-
tribution functions can be obtained from equations (A-4) through (A-ll) 
by setting the wall coordinates equal to unity or zero, whichever is 
applicable. For example, referring to Figure A-l and setting x' in 
equation (A-̂ -) equal to zero, it can be seen that the azimuthal angle 
in velocity space for the plane 105 can be written in terms of the 
polar angle 0 and the coordinates of the point as 
Tan. cp (9) = ^ (A-12) 
105 T,X Cos e 
Similarly, from equations (A-6), (A-8), and. (A-IO) 
Tan cp (6) 
kOl 
Tan cp (6) 
8oU 
Tan cp (9) 
508 
Tan rp (e) 
206 
Tan cp (0) 
302 
(z-D 
T-,x Sin 0 
(A-13) 
lizii 
T,X Cos 9 d 













Tan cp (6) = (A-18) 
706 T] (x-l)Sin 0 
Tan cp (6) = ^ (A-19) 
703 Td(x-l)Cos 0 
In order to obtain the corresponding limits for the polar angle 0, 
equations (A-5)> (A-7), (A-9), and (A-ll) are evaluated for the 
appropriate values of the wall coordinates, which can be obtained by 
referring to the y z-plane of Figure A-2. Thus, 
Tan a = ~=" (A-20) 
506 V 
T (z-1) 
Tan a = (A-2l) 
102 Tby 
T r l Z 
Tan 0/ = (A-22) 
807 T b (y-1) 
T ( z -1) 
Tan a = — (A-23) 
^03 T b(y-1) 
The limiting angles shown in the y x-plane and in the x z-plane 
of Figure A-2 will prove useful in the subsequent analysis. Thus, 




Figure A-2. Side, Top, and End Views of the Hectangular 
Channel Illustrating the Separation of the Flow 




105 T,X a 
(A-24) 
Tan a JL 
206 T,(X-1) 
(A-25) 
Tan a = (y-D 
307 Td(x-1) 
(A-26) 




V Tan a = 
508 z 
(A-28) 
Tan a = V 
ifOl (z-D 
T b (x-1) 
Tan a = 
302 (z-1) 
T b (x-1) 







Before defining the distribution functions it is convenient to 
define the regions of physical and velocity space for which each 
distribution function is valid. The planes separating; these regions 
are the surfaces of discontinuity for the distribution functions. The 
relations between the physical and velocity coordinates derived in the 
last section can be used to specify these regions as follows: 
Region Q : 0 < cp < cp (6) for a < 9 < 2TT and 0 < 0 < a 
105 102 506 
0 < cp < cp (0) for a < 9 < a 
508 506 807 
0 < cp < cp (9) for a < 9 < Of 
80U 807 U(>3 
0 < cp < cp (9) for a < 9 < a 
1+01 i+03 102 
Region Q : cp (9) < cp < TT for a < 0 < 2TT and 0 < 9 < a 
d 206 102 " 506 
cp (9) < cp < TT for Qf < 6 < y 
706 ~" 506 807 
9 (0) < cp < TT for Ckf < 9 < a 
703 807 ^03 
cp (0) < cp < TT for a < 9 < a 
302 403 102 
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Region \l : cp (0)<cp<cp (e) for a < 0 < a 
ws 508 706 506 807 
cp (0) < cp < cp (e) for a < 0 < a 
401 302 403 102 
Region Q : cp (9) < cp < cp (e) for a < 9 < a 
WT 804 703 807 403 
cp (8) < cp < cp (8) for a < 9 < 2TT andO<9<a 
105 206 102 506 
The distribution functions can now be defined as follows : 
. jjdijLi-di 
f i ( ^ T ) , C ) = ^-TTP e 2 R T l Region Q (A-32) 
1 ( 2 T « T 1 )
: J / d 
f p (§ ,Tb£) = ^ 7 p e
 2 R T 2 Region Q (A-33) 
( 2 T T R T 2 )
J / " 
% (xs,ys) _ Li
2 + ^ + C23 
f ( x , y , z , ? , 7 | , c ) s - ^ - — r e
 2RTw R e g i o n Q (A-31"-) 
s (2TTRT )-3/£- s 
w 
\ (*T > zT) . I§
2 +
 TI2 + (fj 
t ( x , y , z , 5 , ^ , C ) = — ^T~ e 2RTw Region 0 (A-35) 
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where n (x ,y ) is the number density for the side walls, n (xm,zm) w s s wm 1 1 
s T 
is the number density for the upper and lower walls, and each of the 
unprimed wall coordinates, x , x , etc. denotes the primed wall 
s i. 
coordinates, x' , xM , x'T, x" , etc. 
Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions that there be no net flux of particles 
normal to the channel walls can be expressed as follows by introducing 
the average mass velocities and setting these quantities equal to zero 
at the walls: 
00 00 00 
p(x,y = n,z)v(x,y = n,z) s m 
1 -
f(x,y = 0,z,?,7i,C)71d?dT|cLC = 0 (A-36) 
-00-00-00 
p(x ,y , z = J )w(x ,y , z = ^) = m J J J f ( x , y , z = Q,Z,1\,0&&LT\&Q = 0 (A-37) 
•00-00 — 00 
where p(x,y,z) is the local density and m is the molecular mass of the 
particle. By introducing equations (A-32) through (A-35) for the 
distribution functions into equations (A-36) and. (A-37)j integrating 
over the appropriate regions of velocity space using spherical velocity 
coordinates as shown in Figure A-l, and introducing the nondimensional 
wall fluxes defined as 
Sw ( V ^ S 
\{*T>^ * 
m (x ,y ) - mn w v s' s 2 
s 
ml " m2 
Aw ( 5T^T ) " A2 
(A-38) 
(A-39) 
mL - m2 
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where 
m .n (x ,y ) - - \ / & T wv s s v w 
m (x ,y ) = 
w s s s 
2TT 
( A - 4 O ) 
m.n (iLjZ^J.ViTTHT 
W r j 1 ^ W 
% ( 5 T ' Z " T ) := 2TT 
(A-Ul) 
and m and m are the equilibrium fluxes of the tanks given by equations 
(1*0 and (15) of Chapter II, the foil .owing integral equations are 
obtained for the boundary conditions : 
'w T
( v z V = G w T
( v z V + ^ 
LI 
^ r p 
LOO T 
{ [ ^ ( X ' T ? Z ' T ) K ; ( x ^ x / ^ z ^ z ^ d x ^ (A-42) 
11 
g ( x ' , y T ) K ' ( x m , x
T , y T , z m ) d x ' d y ' + w s s w T s s T s s 
00 s s 
11 
g (xM,yM)KM ( x ^ x n , y ' * , z J d x M a y M ^r s °s w T s s ' T s s 00 s s 
g (x ,y ) = G (x ,y ) + -
°w s s w v s s TT 
11 
L00 








^ V ^ ^ V ^ T ' V ^ ' T ^ ' T + 
% (*"T>ZVK"W (v^VzT ) d^d z"' 
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where 
G w T ^
x T ' z T^ 2TT 
TdXT 
V l + T 2 X 2 
Tan 
- 1 i T d ( z T - 1 ) 
T ^ 




/ V T * 
l T b V l + T d ^ " 
_ 1 | Z T 1 _ 1 
+ Tan - Tan 
[ V T ' 
l z . T - M 
1
 V T 'J 







' T, (y - 1) ' 
b v o s _ 
T q V l + T ^xi5"' 
d b s 
(A-45) 
Tan 
- 1 / T, y b s 
^ / ^ T 
+ Tan 
• • 1 / y \ 
s - Tan 
T , X / 
d s 
- l , y - 1 , 
d s 
K'w (XT'XVZT'Z V 
2 3 
d b (A-46) 
2 + 2 c - - . \2 -u 2 2 , - - . ^2-^2 
b + T d ( Z T " Z T } + T d Tb ( X T ' X T } ^ 
K,wm^
Xs'XVys'Z V r 2-2 2 
v S , 2 ^ 1 - z~V 
2 ^ 2 2 / - - , N 2 n 2 [Tv, y o + T, U - Z J + T , TK (Xo - X j ] 
(A-^7) 
K' ( x m , x ' y ' z m ) = 
T d
2 T b
3 z - T ( i - y ' s ) 
^ T > - g " S >- T > 2 - 2 2 _ 2 2 2/- - o
2 i 2 




T , T, 
K' (x , x ' ,y , y ' ) = = = ^ ^ - ^ =-5- (A-^ , ) 
s [ T , + T , ( y - y + T , T, (x - x ' 
L d b s s d b x s s J 
T a
2 T b
3 ( i - S T ) ( i - y " ) 
K" ( x m , x " . ,y" ,zm ) = —a s - M \ - 2 - ^ r ( A - 5 0 ) 
S tTd
c(v1) + Tb ̂  - ̂  + TdV^;n 
_ _n _ _M
 T d V ( l - y s ) ( l - z " T ) 
KV ( xs 'XVys 'ZV" r 2 7 ^ ~ " ^ 2 ~ 2 . -ffv2 , 2 2 , - -„ x2 "2
 ( A ' 5 l ) 
T [T , (y - ! ) + T, (l-Zn-) + T-, T, (X -X J ] 
The details of the derivation of equations (A-̂ -2) and (A-̂ -3) are presented 
in Appendix D. 
It has been shown that the nondimensional wall fluxes possess 
symmetric properties as follows: 
*» <vyB>-«„
 ( v x - y 8 ) <
A - 5 2 > 
s s 
B^CV^) - S^T'1 - ZV (A"53) 
It has also been shown that for the limits of T, = 0 and T finite, or 
b d 
vice versa, equations (A-^2) and (A-̂ -3) reduce to the corresponding two 
dimensional result given by equation (l6) of Chapter II. It is also 
expected that the nondimensional wall flux is anti-symmetric with respect 
to the axial coordinate about the midpoint of the channel; however, this 
has not been proven. 
2l4 
Moments for Arbitrary Wall Flux 
Density. By definition, in terms of spherical coordinates, the 
density can be written as 
oo 2 r r TT 
p ( x , y , z ) s m 
0 0 0 
f ( x , y , z , 5 >e,cp)f S i n cp dcpdeS (A-5*+) 
r r r 
Substituting equations (A-32) through (A-35) into equation (A-5^) yields 
p ( x , y , z ) 
Pi f e 
( 2 T T R T J 3 / 2 t 
2RT 
r C*506 ^ ^ ( 6 ) 
1 2 




r S i n cp dcp + (A-55) 
^807 % 8 ( 9 ) ^ 0 3 %
( e ) 
J de ' 
^ 0 6 
Qok 
cp (e) 
^102 4 0 1 
ft 
S i n cpdcp de 
a 8 0 7 
* 
S i n cpdcp d9 








_ (2TTRTC ) 
3/2 J 
2RT2 





S i n cpdcp 
cp (e) 
206 
^ 0 3 TT cv ^807 
r 
de 
*5o6 <£<?> °5307 cp (e) 
102 TT 
S in cpdcp + de S i n cpdcp + de S in cpdcp 
706 
703 










(e) ' "J ( 2 - R T w )
3 7 ^o 
5 2 d? ^p *P de 
^ n A 9 (?) 











0 ^ 3 q» (9) 
Pw (9,cp) Sin cp dcp + d9 
a 8 o 7 cp (e) 
W T 804 




de I p (e,cp) Sin cp dcp + [ d6 J p^ (e,cp) Sin cp dcp 
"102 cpJ(e)WT 0 cP(ef
T 
105 105 
where p, and p are the mass densities in the upstream and downstream 
tanks, respectively, and p (6,cp) and p (e,cp) are the mass densities 
Wryi 
s T 
of the channel walls. Equations (A-38) through (A-4l) can be combined 
to give the following expression for the wall mass densities in terms of 
the nondimensional wall fluxes: 
/ T 
P w (9><p) = 
s,T 










The following integrals will prove useful: 
a Sin 8 de 
V b 2 + a'~ S in
2 0 
- 1 ^ 
= Sin 
a Cos 0 
LV7~~^ J + b 
(A-57) 
a Cos e d9 
V b + a Cos 
= Sin - \ 
a Sin 6 
V a ^ + \>d J 
(A-58) 
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Substituting equation (A-56) in equation (A-55), integrating over the 
angle cp and expressing the results in terms of the angle 0 by using 
equations (A-12) through (A-19)? and performing the remaining 
integrations by using equations (A-57), (A-58), and equation (32) of 
Chapter II yield upon rearrangement 
.p(x,y,z)-p, 
L ?1 ~ P2 
1 ! 1 
2 I " 2^-p 2) 
P1"P21 T~ Sin (Cos a Sin a )+ (A-59) 
105 506 
-1 -1 
Sin (Sin ĉ na Cos Qfon,7) - Sin (Sin a' A Cos a^s) ~ '508 ""* u80? 508 ^ b u506-
-1 -1 
Sin (Sin a Cos a-™) + Sin (Sin akQ1 Cos 0^3) -
-1 -1 
Sin (Cos Q^QQ Sin a ) + Sin (Cos a^0g Sin ag07) -




Sin (Cos ck'2063ina'506) 
-1 -1 
Sin (Cos a Q Sin a* Q ~ ) + Sin (Cos a3 Q 7 Sin a ^ ) + 
-1 -1 
Sin (Sin GU , Cos o t w J - Sin (Sin a ^ , ; Cos a , - ^ ) -^ 0 6 U O S a807 ^706 L O S a 5 0 6 ' 
-1 -1 
Sin (Sin a Cos 0fnPiO) + Sin (Sin a Q n o Cos a . J -*302 *102 302
 u403' 
-1 
Sin (Cos a2 ( ) 6 Sin a ^ ) 
IT IT \ 
1 _1 i j 
p l U T " P 2 T ' 
v w w ' 
217 
9 (e) 
^807 706 a. 
9 (e) 
102 302 
j ae R (Ojcp) Sin cp dcp + J dG g, (9,cp) Sin q> dcp + 
°So6 ? ^ 
- ^ 508 
%03 9 (e) 
4oi 
a cp (e) 










"102 cp (e) T 
10'? 




ae [ g (6,cp) Sin cp dcp 1} 
0 cp (e) 1 
105 
It should be noted that equations (A-2U) through (A-3l) have been used 
in order to express equation (A-59) solely in terms of the geometrical 
angles specifying the point in the flow field. 
Equation (A-59) is "the general expression for the local density 
for free molecular flow through rectangular channels. Once the wall 
flux variation has been determined for each wall, the integrals of 
equation (A-59) c a n ^ e evaluated. For an isothei'mal system, T-, = T = 
T , the density variation is anti-symmetric with respect to the axial 
w 
coordinate and satisfies the following relation: 
p(x,y,z) - p, 
pl " P2 
r pC
1 " x,y,z) - p2 
Pl ' P2 
= 1 (A-60) 
Consider now the rectangular orifice limit. Setting L equal to 
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zero and holding b and d fixed, it can be seen by referring to equations 
(A-12) through (A-31) and Figures A-l and A-2 that the following 
relations hold: cp2o6(e) == cp^Ce), yJ03W = ^ ( e ) , cp^Ce) = V^QQW > 
CP302(9) = ^ 0 1 ( 9 ) ' *206 == ai05' ̂ 307 = ^03' *302 = %0V a n d *706 = 
2TT + Qfc-QQ* Substituting these expressions into equation (A-59) yields 
the local density for a rectangular orifice. It can be shown that the 
resulting orifice limit reduces to the expression for the local density 
for rectangular orifice flow as derived independently by Howard [22] 
and Gustafson and Kiel [23] for a vacuum downstream. It can also be 
shown that equation (A-59) reduces to the corresponding two dimensional 
limit, as given by equation (26) of Chapter II, by setting T-, equal to 
zero for finite L and simplifying. 
x-Component of Velocity. By definition, in terms of spherical 
coordinates, 
oo 2jT TT 
p ( x , y , z ) u ( x , y , z ) = m 
t 
f (x ,y ,z \ ,£ ,9,cp)§ 3 Sin cp Cos cp dqjde? (A-6l) 
r r r 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n func t ions from equat ions (A-32) through 
(A-35) i n t o equat ion (A-6l) y i e l d s 
oo __?L 
p ( x , y , z ) u ( x , y , z ) = 
; 1 2RT 
(2TTRT 1 )
3 ^I ! ) *P
 spLt 
« c *
 ( 9 ) 
506 105 
de Sin cp Cos cp dcp (A-62) 





Sin cp Cos cp dcp + 
0ic 








S in cp Cos cp dcp 
(2nRT_)3/2 b 
r» 2RT ~ 
e 5 5 
c>06 TT 




J d e . 
ak03 TT a 102 • TT 
S i n cp Cos cp dcp + J de S i n cp Cos cp dcp + de 
a506 <P (e) 
706 
a807 cp (9) 
703 
^ 0 3 








S i n cp Cos cp dcp 
9 (e) 
206 





a cp (e) 
807 7 ° 6 




cp ( 8 ) 
102 302 






p (e ,cp)Sin cp Cos cp dcp + 
w 
de P T (QjCp) S i n cp Cos cp dcp + 









p (e , cp )S in cp Cos cp dcp + 
"W, 
de p. (9>cp) S in cp Cos cp dcp 











^ [a 2 + b 2 S in 2 3 ] V a 2 + b 2 




r a d3 
-1 
a m a Tan 3 
? ? 2 
[a + b Cos 3] 
, 2 Tan 
Va + b 
LVa2 + b
2 J (A-65) 
Substituting equation (A-56) into equation (A-62), integrating over the 
angle cp and expressing the result in terms of 9 by using equations 
(A-12) through (A-19), and performing the remaining integrations by 
using equations (A-63) through (A-65) yield upon rearrangement 
p(x,y,z)u(x,y,z) = _1_ 
/. . N 2TT 




Tan (Sin a Tan a ) 
105 506 
(A-66) 
-l _, -1 
Tan (Sin a Tan t?102 )J + Cos o' Qg Tan (Sec ot0g Tan (XQ^) -
-1 
Tan (Sec ot0Q Tan cv ^ ) + Sin Qfi r4o8 
-1 
Tan (Sin o^ g Tan a^ Q0 -
-1 
Tan (Sin a^Qg Tan (*g07) + COS Qfi '401 
-1 
Tan (Sec a I+01 Tan a±02) -
- 1 
a807 ^ 0 6 ( 9 ) 
Tan (Sec c ^ 0 1 Tan o ^ ) + 2 d0 I g (0,cp) S i n cp Cos cp dep 
a
5o6 * w* 
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°io2 * (e) aHo3 * ( e ) 
3 0 2 v ; ° 703 
•» ^ r* f 
d0 g (6,cp) Sin cp Cos cp dcp + d0 g (6,cp)Sin cpCos cpdcp + 
^ 0 2 cp (e) s *807 cp (e) T 
U01 80U 
2n W 9 ) "5°6 W 9 ) 
j de g. (9>cp) S in cp Cois cp dcp + I d8 g (9,cp)SincpCos cp dcp I 
J J / ^ T '6 c(» (8) WT J 
"102 ? J S ) 105 105  
•where equations (k-2k) through (A-3l) have been used in order to express 
equation (A-66) in terms of the angles specifying the point in the flow 
field. 
It can be shown that the axial velocity component given by 
equation (A-66) satisfies the following property: 
p(x,y,z)u(x,y,z) = p(l - x,y,z) u(l - x,y,z) (A-67) 
The results for a rectangular orifice can be obtained by following the 
procedure outlined for the density. Similarly, the two dimensional 
limit of equation (A-66) can be shown to be identical to the correspond-
ing expression given by equation (33) of Chapter II by following the 
same procedure as outlined for obtaining the two dimensional limit for 
the density. 
y-Component of Velocity. The definition for the y-component of 
velocity can be written in terms of spherical coordinates as follows : 
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oo 2 T T TT 
p ( x , y , z ) v ( x , y , z ) = m 
3 2 
n< ~> air.1-f ( x , y , z , ? ,9,cp) EI S i n cp Cos 0 dcpd9d£ (A-68) 
P r P 
0 0 0 
Substituting equations (A-32) through. (A-35) into equation (A-68) and 
expanding yield an. expression similar to that of equation (A-62). In 
order to perform the integrations, the following integral formulas are 
introduced: 
Cos 9 d9 
2 2 2 




+ b ' 
a Tan 9 
SE 75 » \ Va" + b " / 
(A-69) 
Cos 9 S i n Q d9 1 T.T , 2 2 _. 2 , 
— p p = — - - L N | a + b S i n 9 | 
[a + b S in 9 ] 2 b " 
(A-70) 
- 1 - 1 
Tan ( a Csc 9) Cos 9 d9 = S i n 9 Tan ^ [+ | -m\ 
2 2 
a \ , a T.„iSin 9 + a (A-71) 
-1 -1 
Tan (a Sec 9)Cos 9 d9 = Sin 9 Tan (a Sec 9)+a( (A-72) 
-J? 
-1 
a + 1 • Tan 
a Tan 9 
KF a + li 
Performing the necessary integrations and simplifying yield 
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p(x ,y , z )v (x , y , z ) 
(m± - m2 ) 
— {cosof 
2TT l 105 
-1 -1 
Tan (Sina Tana ) -Tan (Sine* Tana ) |+ (A-73) 




Tan (Sinof Tana ) - Tan (Sina Tana ) \ + 










cos e de 
506 
•j 







gw(e,cp) S i n cpdcp + 
s 















Cos 6d0 1 ^ ( 9 , c p ) S i : i 2 cpdcp + 
a" T 






cos ede S w ( e ,cp)Sin cpdcp j 
9 (e) 
105 
Equations (A-24) through (A-31.) have been used again %o write equation 
(A-73) in terms of the angles specifying the point in the flow field. 
It can be shown that equation (A-73) satisfies the following 
property: 
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p(x,y5z)v(x5y5z) = •- p(l-x,y,z)v(l-x,y,z) (A-7*0 
The results for a rectangular orifice can be obtained directly from 
equation (A-73) by following the procedure outlined for the other 
moments. Likewise, the two dimensional limit of equation (A-73) can be 
shown to be identical to the corresponding expression given by equation 
(36) of Chapter II. 
z-Component of Velocity, In terms of spherical coordinates the 
z-component of velocity is defined as follows: 
°°2TTTT 
- - - - - - rrr - - - s 2 
p(x ,y 5 z )w(x 5 y , z ) =m | f ( x , y , z , § ,9,cp)§' Sin cp Sin 9 dcpd9d£ (A-75) 
Wt P P P 
Comparing equations (A-68) and (A-75) it is apparent that the only 
difference is interchanging of the sine and cosine of the angle 6. Con-
sequently, when equations (A-32) through (A-35) are introduced into 
equation (A-75), all the integrations, with the exception of the inte-
gration with respect to the angle 93 will be the sane as before. In 
order to carry out the integrations with respect to 9 the following 
integral formulas are needed: 
2 -1 -\/~2 2 \ 
Sin 9 d9 1 f a a _ Va + \T Tan 9 \ ,. „,y. 
[a + b Sin 9] b Va + b ' 
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J cos e sin e ae -i _.. , 2 ̂  ,2 „ 2 A — ^-2- = — - m I a + b Cos e 
[a + b Cos 9] 2b 
(A-77) 
J' 
-1 -1 2 2 
Tan (a Sec e)Sin 9 d9 = - Cos 0 Tan (a Sec 6) - » M | a °?—-| (A-78) 
. -1 -1 
Tan (a Csc 9)Sin 9 d9 = - Cos 0 Tan (a Csc e) + a 9 (A-79) 
V^ 
••1 
a + 1 Tan 
Va + 1 Tan 9 
a 
Following the same procedure as used in determining the other two 
velocity components the general expression for the 2;-component of 
velocity becomes : 
p(x,y,z)w(x,y,z) _ 1 f r
 _1 -1 1 
r-^Sina Tan (Seca Tana ) -Tan (Seca Tana ) +(A-8o) 
^ L 508L 508 506 508 807 J 
Sina 
hoi 
-1 - 1 
Tan (Seca Tana ) - Tan (Sec a Tan© ) 
401 h03 401 102 
a cp (9) 
807 706 
a cp (9) 
102 302 















g^ (e,cp)Sin cpclcp + 
T 01. 
807 9 (e) 
801+ 
Sin 0de g (e,cp)Sin cpdcp + 











§ v (9,cp)Sin cpicp 
Again following the procedure as outlined for the other two velocity 
components the rectangular orifice limit can be obtained directly from 
equation (A-80). Similarly, the two dimensional limit of equation 
(A-80), which is p(x,y,z)*w(x,y,z) = 0, can be deduced by following the 
procedure outlined to determine the two dimensional limits of the other 
velocity components. Finally, the z-component of velocity satisfies the 
anti-symmetric property given by 
p(x,y,z)w(x,y,z) = - p(l-x,y,z)w(l-x,y,z) (A-8l) 
Average Mass Flow Rate 
The nondimensional average mass flow rate crossing the channel at 
x is defined as follows : 
A(X,T„ ,TJ = tiJLxJhlLLil = { f Pfoy?z)ufoy?z). d-d-
' d ' b ' ( i r^ - i& 2 ) X) X) (ir^ - m2) 
(A-82) 
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Introduce the following definitions: 
1 1 
A (*'V T lHIvFf3 
- 1 / 
Tan V 
\ 
2 - 2 i T ^ " - -
W b V y + T d x / 
dydz (A-83) 









When equation (A-66) is substituted, into equation (A-82) and the result-
ing integrals, with the exception of the wall contribution, expressed 
in terms of the coordinates x,y, and z, the following result is obtained 
A ( x , V T b ) = | { A(x,Td,Tb) + B(x ,T d ,T b ) + (A-85) 
an * ty 
1 1 a807 706 
HI* dz b de a 
g (9,cp) Sin cp Cos cp dcp + 
506 * <*> 
ot-, 
cp ( e ) 
1 1 102 302 1 1





•» r* f* f f* 
g (0,cp)Sin cp Cos cp dm + dy dz d.0 g [9,cp)Sincp Cos cp dcp 
W J J «J J ^ m 
^03 cp(e) 
toi 
o o a 
807 <P ( 9 ) 
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cp ( e ) 
1 1 2TT 206 
cp ( e ) 
1 1 a306 206 
I dyj dzl del g (9,cp)Sin cp Cos cpdcp + dyjdzlde g (.G,cp)Sin cp Cos cpdcp | 
0 0 a 0 0 0 





In order to perform the integrations with respect to y and z in the 
wall contribution, it is necessary to transform from the velocity 
coordinates 0 and cp to the wall coordinates. Equations (A-4) through 
(A-ll) are the necessary transformation equations. By applying the 
appropriate transformation equations for each integral of equation 
(A-85)} the following relations are deduced: 
Sin cp Cos cp dcpdG = H* (x* , x , y ' , y , z ) dx 'dy ' (A-86) 
Sin cp Cos cp dcpdG = - H" ( x n , x , y M , y , z ) dx"dyM w s ?l7s ' s s 
s 
(A-87) 
Sin cp Cos cp dcpdG = - H ^ x ^ y ^ z " ) d x ^ ' (A-88) 
Sin cp Cos cp dcpdG = H " W i ( x ; , ; , y , z ^ , z ) a * ^ (A-89) 
where 
H \ ( x ' , x , y ' y ,z ) w s s 
s 
T. 3 T - 3 Z ( x - XT ) 
b d ^ s 
r 2-2 _,_ 2 , - - , N2 ^ 2 2 / - - t N 2 . 2 [x d z + r b (y - y s ) + Tb r d (x-x ) ] 
(A-90) 
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HM (xM,x,y",y,£) = 
w N s s s 
T A 3(l-z)(x-x") b d N K s 
[ T C L
2 ( Z - D 2 + T b
2










3y (x - x.< ) 
r 2-2 ̂  2,- - M 2 ̂  2 2/- -,N2n2 







K 2(y-D 2 + T / - ( Z < ) 2 + T 2 T
 2(x-<) 2] 2 
d x T' b d x T' 
(A-93) 
and the primes have the same meaning as for the wall coordinates. Intro 
ducing the following definitions, 
1 1 1 1 
C(x,T / q ,T, )= gTT ( x ' , z ' ) H ' ( x l , x,y,z" ' z )dx 'dz 'dydz (A-9*0 d b 4 4 i 4 ¥ T T T V1 T
J ' T T 
and 
1 1 1 1 
D ( x 3 T d , T b ) 
t) X) t) t) v s ' s 
g ( x ' , y ' ) H ' (x ' , x , y ' , y , z ) d x ' d y ' d y d z 
°T .T N c - ^ ' c ' W S S S S 
(A-95) 
and noting that all the integrals for the wall contributions in equatior 
(A-85) can be expressed in terms of the definitions in equations (A-9'0 
and (A-95)j the following form for the average mass flow rate is ob-
tained from equation (A-85) : 
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A ( x , V T b ) = |{A(x,Td,Tb) + B(i,Td,Tb) + C ^ T . ^ ) + D(x, T ^ ) } (A-96) 
The task of determining the average mass flow rate has been reduced to 
that of evaluating the functions appearing on the right-hand side of 
equation (A-96) from the definitions in equations (A-83), (A-84), (A-9^)* 
and (A-95)• After straightforward but rather tedio\is integrations the 
following results are obtained: 
A(X,T,,T, ) = Vl+T, x Tan d b d 
-3i ~] 
"T7 7^2 
T,V1+T, X I 
b d 
- T-,X Tan 
d IT,-*/ b b 
(A-97) 
2 L C T | T _ 2 + T . 2 ( 1 + T 2 £ 2 ) | - W\ 1 + T / x 2 | - LBTk 2 + T 2 
(1 + Tb
2X2)| - M I T / I ] +
 T±[W\ 1 + T d
2 X 2 | + m\^\ -
2 . 2, 2-2-^ I V + T d " ( 1 + V^G + w 2[LNI2 + T D 2 * 2 I -
LN|T 2 + T / ( 1 + T h x ) | + LN J 1 + T
2x2 J - LN|x 2 I 
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C ( x , V T b ) 
1 1 
0 0 v^'^^^i'^vV'^ (A-98) 
where 
^wf'^T'VV 
T, ( x - x i ) 
{ 
Tdl X ~ X T 
-1 
Tan 
1 - z 
(A-99) 
I T, X-X, T 
Tan 
•7 ' \ 
IT i _ I 
|x -xMlJ "VI + T *(£-£,)* \ |x - xT 
- 1 / 
Tan 
Td(l-Z>) 
d v T' 
•Vl~h T / ( x - x ' ) ^ 
-1 
Tan 
V ' T 





I ( x t , y , ) F t ( i x S y S T ^ T . J c k ' d y ' w s s w v s s d b s s s s 
(A-100) 
The express ions fo r B ( X . T , » T , ) and F1 ( x , x T , y »Tn9T, ) can be ob ta ined ? d b w s"s' d b 
s 
from equations (A-97) and (A-99) by interchanging the variables and 
parameters. Thus, 
B(x,Td,Tb) = A(x,Tb,Td) (A-101) 
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F' (x,x',y',r ,T ) = F* (x,x'y',T , T J 
w s s d. b wrn s s o d s T 
(A-102) 
Combining equations (A-96) through (A-lOl) and simplifying the result-
ing expression yield: 
A ( x , V T b ) = | { V T T ; d
2 x 2 T a n 
-1 / T.. 
cL 
- 1 ' 1 * 
1 T A / 1 + T / X ' b d 
= r - T,X Tan Z=Z 'd" \ T X / 
+ (A-103) 
V1+T 2 x 2 Tan 
b 
- 1 
1 T ^ T ^ I 
d b 
- T, x Tan b "I—1 
' T , X ' 
T , T , X 
b d 
[ m\ 1 + Tb
2x2| + m\ 1 + Td
2x2| - LN|T„2+ T ^ 2 ( I + T , 2 X 2 ) | - M | X 2 
d b x c. 
1 1 
ft % ( ^ T ' Z " T ) F V T ^ ^ T ^ " T '
T d . ' T b ) ( ^ T d z " T + 
1 1 
* f* - - _ _ _ _ „ " i 
g ( x ' , y ' ) F ' ( x , x ' , y ' , T , ,T , )dx 'dy ' ^ 
J J w s s w s s d b s s J 
0 0 s 
Consider t he two dimensional l i m i t of J\ ( X . T . . . T , ) . S e t t i n g T, = 0 i n 
d b b 
equation (A-103), performing the necessary integrations, and simplifying 
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the resulting expression, it can be shown that equation (A-103) reduces 
to equation (65) of Chapter II. It should be noted that the same 
argument, as presented for the two dimensional case, aoncerning the inde-
pendence of the average mass flow rate on the axial coordinate is also 
applicable here. Thus, in order to determine the average mass flow rate 
passing through the channel, equation (103) can be evaluated for any x 
in the range 0 < x < 1. Following the normal procedure and evaluating 
equation (103) at x = 0 yields 
A ( T , , T J 




Z'T^d'Tb)(te>'T + < A- 1 0 4 ) 
1 1 
X) 
I gw («)Fw ^s'V Tb ) cW } u s s 
where 




Again setting 1 = 0 it can be shown that equation (A-104) reduces to 
the two dimensional limit given by equation (69) of Chapter II. 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION AND APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL 
EQUATION REPRESENTING BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR 
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW THROUGH TWO DIMENSIONAL CHANNELS 
Derivation of Integral Equation 
The boundary condition for free molecular flow through two 
dimensional channels of finite length is given by equation (ll) of 
Chapter II as 
00 
JJJ* T).f(*, y = J , ?, T\, C) d^d-pdC == 0 (B-l) 
-00 
Rewrite equation (B-l) as separate integra.ls over positive and negative 
values of f|« Introducing equations (l) through (k) of Chapter II for 
the distribution functions and noting that for a point on the upper wall 
the angles a (x,y) and o,r(x,y) take on the values of TT and 2TT, respec-
tively, equation (B-l) can be written as follows fo:r y = 1: 
n, (xn) * ° T . L52 + TI2 + r,2] 
v ; r r r 2PT , N 
3/2 J J; J. Tl-e U d,;dT,dC + (B-2) 
( 2 T T R T U )
J / - 'oo-'oo-l 
n 1 
. I52 + H2 + (fJ 
R̂T 
( 2 ^ )3 7^> t JTXTI Tl-e d ^ d C + 
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2 2 2 
oo oo TXT] _ [ g + 1 1 + C 1 
i r • r r 2RTT 





oo oo T ( 1 - X ) H _ [g 2 + T12 + C2'\ 
r> r» 2RT 
(2„RT J 7 U JJ .„ Tl-e d ^ d C = 0 
It should be noted that the upper wall density function has been taken 
outside the integration but the lower wall density function has been 
kept inside. The reason is obvious when one remembers that the point 
in the flow field under observation is that located at y = 1 and 
x = x". Since the upper wall density varies only with x", rL. (x") 
is a constant for the particular point and can therefore be taken 
outside the integral. However, it can be seen from equation (9) of 
Chapter II that x' is a function of the molecular velocities and 
correspondingly the lower wall density must be kept inside the 
integral. 
Introducing cylindrical velocity coordinates defined as 
s V ^ - ^ (B-3) 
Tan 01 = 5-
and noting from equation (9) of Chapter II that the variable x' can be 
replaced by the polar angle a, then equation (B-2) becomes 
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i\j(x") p - 2 R T 
(2nRTu)
3/2i e W d^ 
2TT 
U , J 2RTU 2,- [ 
J e F d? J 
F dF J Sin a da + 








Sin a dot + 
2RI. 
(2nRTT)
3/2-i S d£ 
2RT, ?2 
Q\ 
n (a)Sin a da + 
jj 
2RT; 
( 2 T T R T 2 )




Sin a d a = 0 
•where the angles a, and a„ are the angles a (x,y) and ap(x,y) 
d d 








I ax 2 , x dx 1 
J+TT 
3/J 
equation (B-4) reduces to 
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n (x n )V2TTRT n V 2 T T R T , V ' 2 T T R T L 
- + ^ ( 1 - Cos 01 ± ) + 
2TT ¥rf (B-6) 
Qf, 
d n2Y2rrRT2 
J n T ( a ) Sin ff da
1 + r ( l + Cos a 0 ) = 0 




mT (a) = 
L £TT (B-7) 
^(5") > ^ - ^ 
TTRT, 
U 
n r \ l 2TTRT 
m i = 2TT 
n ? V 2 T T R T , 
m 2 = 2V 
and note t h a t m and m a re t he mass f luxes from the l e f t and r i g h t 
r e s e r v o i r s , r e s p e c t i v e l y , ini;o the channel . Equation (B-6) can now 
be w r i t t e n as 
^ ( x " ) =. 
( 1 - Cos a1 ) ( 1 + Cos a ) 
m l + 2 m2 + (B-8) 
oi, 




In a similar manner the boundary condition for y = 0 reduces to 
(l - Cos a. ) (1 + Cos a ) 
. /-fx 0 . , ^0 . 
m[x') = mn + mr + 
L 2 1 2 *• 
(B-9) 
i r̂ o 
2 J iTL (a?) Sin or dcy 
30 
where ct\ and cy denote the angles a« (x, y = 0) and cy (x, y, = 0 ) 
0 ^0 ^ 
respectively. Noting that for x' = x * - v " 
or. = 2TT - or i 
d 4 0 (B-10) 
and 
t h e n 
a 0 = 2TT •- oi 
'"d ^ 
Cos or. = Cos a 
0 d ( B - H ) 
and 
Cos oi = Cos 0io 
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Comparing equations (B-8) and (B-9) and making use of equations (B-10) 
and (B-ll) it can be seen that for xf = x" 
mL(x') = DI (?) (B-12) 
Introducing the new variable, rh (x1), which denotes either ITL. (x*) or 
nL (x"), and defining the nondimensional wall flux, 
g^U) = 
\ - *2 (B-13) 
equations (B-8) and (B-9) reduce to the common integral equation 
(1 - Cos of1 ) 1 ^2 d 
g (x) = 1- + 2 J R (a) Sin a da (B-lU) 
W d. Q! W 
d 
Since a < a < oin , the angle a satisfies the equation 
Sin a = 
'VT2(X» - x"f + 1 (B-15) 
where x" now denotes the wall coordinate of the opposite wall. 
Remembering that equation (B-lU) determines the wall density at x', 
then as oi varies from oi to ap , x" varies from 0 to 1. Therefore, 
d d 
substituting equation (B-15) into equation (B-lU) and writing Cos a, 
d 
in terms of the variable x', the following integral equation for the 
boundary condition is obtained: 
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1 
g (x') = F(x') + [ g(x") K(x\ x") & x" 
W Jo W 
(B-16) 
where 
F(x«) = | 1 - JZL 
V 7 ^ 2 + i 
(B-17) 
and 
K(x«, x") = -
2 [T2(X" - x")2 + l] 
372 
(B-18) 
Approximate Solution of Integral Equation 
The collocation method of solving integral equations is used to 
obtain an approximate solution for the integral equation representing 
the boundary condition. In order to apply this method it is necessary 
to choose a series of functions which together satisfy the known 
properties of the exact solution. For the integral equation in equation 
(B-l6) the following approximation was chosen: 
M 
w 
(x') = x1 + 
K= 
B (T) cp (x') 
2k-l 2k-l (B-19) 
where 





and the coefficients, B̂ , -.(r), are functions of T and can be obtained 
' 2k-lv /? 
by satisfying the integral equation at discrete points over the 




B (T) L cp (x') - $ (xf) J 2 F(xf) + $ (x!)'- x' (B-21) 









> (x«) = [ x" K(x*,x") d x1 
-1 '-o 
(B-23) 
and the kernel, K(x',x"), and F(x*) are given by equations (B-l8) and 
(B-17), respectively. 
Consider equations (B-22) and. (B-23). Making the following 
change of variable, 

















\\ ( f" + X«) K'(F') d£r (B-26) 
where 
K* (F«) = 
r*2 i 






(c',x») ==[ P'/T + (x« - ~ ) _ 
2k-l 
(B-28) 
Substituting equation (B-28) into equation (B-25) and using the binomial 
expansion gives 
2 k - l 
( x« ) - i. Y P / , 
2 k - l ik) 





T(I-X') 0. ., . p, J ^k-l-i 
A (T,X«) = 2 | 
2k-l-i 
£ ' K(£ ' ) d :T ' 
-TX 
(B-30) 







Making use of the definition of A (T,XT) given in equation (B-30) 
equation (B-26) can be expressed as 
x « ) - i L 
-l 
( ») =27 LA^T.X') + Tx» AQ (T?X') J (B-32) 
The task of evaluating the functions $_., ., (x1 ) and $ _. (x! ) has now been 
2k-I -1 
reduced to that of determining the expressions for the functions 
^ k - i - i ^ ' * ' ) -
Define the following indefinite integral: 
B 0-') s 
m 
,m 
• 2 ~^72 
?f + 1 
d ?' 
(B-33) 
















r1 + 1 
3/2 
^} \ v~* i^Tl &v 
then equation (B-3*0 can be written as 
B (o = r"*
1. +m r e .
m + i v ^ n - 5
m - v +i) (B-35) 
V 5 , < L + I 
(m-l) f V
m'2 ~^pl + 1 d F 
Replacing m by m + 2 in equation (B-35)> making use of the integration 
formulas appearing after equation (B-3^), and substituting equation (B-35) 
for the remaining integral yield the following recurrence formula: 
m+2 « • > - * [ 
,m+l 
g;'  
"V?'2 + l 
- (m+l) Bm(e
f) m = 233?
i+3... (B-36) 
In order to determine B (l*1) for m ~ 0,1,2, and 3? which are necessary 
in order to determine the expressions for B (F') for m = ̂ 95 9 etc. 
m 
from equation (B-36), return to equation (B-33)» Substituting the 
appropriate values of m and performing the simple integrations yield 
the following: 
2̂ 5 





*2(l') = --=£= 
Vj.2 + ! 
+ LN ?' + VT~ + 1 (B-39) 
B 3 ( r ) ^ = V ^ 5' + 1 + — 
v; F! + I 
(B-40) 
Evaluating equation (B-33) for the limits - TX5 and T(1 ~ x') gives the 
functions, A (T,X')« Therefore, evaluating the expressions appearing ii m 
equations (B-36) through (B-40) for these limits yislds 
A ^ ( T , X ? ) = -
m+2 ^ 7 m 
[TOjor1 




T X5 + 1 
(B-if l ) 
(m+1) A ( T . 3 X
? ) x m m 3, ^. 
where 
A Q ( T ? X ' ) 
T ( l - X ' ) , TX 
V T - ( i - x
, ) 2 + l v T
2 x ' 2 + i 
(B-42) 
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A i ( T ' ; , ) =v?^Tr^ 
1 
(l-x1) + 1 
(B-U3) 
A Q(T,X») = LN 
Vr2(l-x,)2+l+T(l-xt) 
VT^X* 2+ 1 - TX» 
- A 0(T,X«) (B-ij-ij.) 
A 3( T >X») = V?(:_-x«)
2 + i - V?£«2+:_ - A 1(T >X») (B-U5) 
Equations (B-Wi) and (B-ij-5) were obtained by combining the results of 
equations (B-39) and (B-4o) with equations (B-ij-2) and (B-lj-3). 
Equations (B-29), (B-32), and (B-4l) through (B-J+5) are suffi-
cient for evaluation of the functions $_, .(x*). By choosing M points 
in the interval 0 < x* < — and evaluating equation (B-2l) at each of 
these points a M x M system of equations for the coefficients, B (T), 
is obtained. Once this system of equations has been solved, the. 
results for the coefficients, B -,(T), are substituted in equation 
(B-19) and the approximate solution of the integral equation is com-
pleted. 
For the case of M = 1 the system of equations resulting from 
evaluation of equation (B-2.1) at the point xT = 0 reduces to one 
equation which can readily 'be solved. The result for the coefficient 
B 1(T) is 
B ^ T ) = -
1VT 2+ 1(T + l) - L_ 
,2 VT




DERIVATION AND APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OF INTEGRAL 
EQUATION REPRESENTING BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR 
FREE MOLECULAR FLOW THROUGH CIRCULAR TUBES 
Derivation of Integra J- Equation 
The boundary condition for free molecular flow through a circular 
tube of finite length is given by equation (9) of Chapter III as 
co 2rr TT 
m 
0 0 0 
f(y = i: 
3 2 
i9d̂  = 0 (C-i; 
Noting that when equations (6) through (8) of Chapter III for the dis-
tribution functions are substituted into equation (C-l) the resulting 
expression is equivalent to setting equation (2h) of Chapter III equal 
to zero, and observing that 
3(e) s p(e) = sin e + I sin e| 
y = 1 
yield for the boundary condition 
= < 
2 S i n 0 0< 9 < TT 






J S i n 6 Tan \ TZ ' / cL0 -
0 
Tz
f 6(e) Sin 6 
[T2z- '2 +I(ef]





J i ( e ) gw(e, 9)
 S i n
 <P
 d c P = o 
where cpn (6) and cp (9) denote the angles cp-. (9) and cp0(G) evaluated at 
y = 1. From equations (h) and (5) of Chapter III and equation (C-2) 
we have 
<ft(e) = < 
-1 
Tan 




f2 Sin 9 
TT - Tan I T ( - z ' ) 
(e) H 
TT 
0 < 13 < TT 
TT < 0 < 2TT 
0 < 0 < TT 
TT < 13 < 2TT 
(c-iO 
(C-5) 
where the arctangents are defined for the principal value range of - TT/2 
to TT/2. Introducing the expression for 3 (9) into ":he first two inte-
grals of equation (C-3) gives 
2TT 
J -1 §in 0 Tan 
Mil 





2 Sin 9 
TZ Sin 9 de \ L. - vj ) 
2lT TZ' g(9)Sin 9 d9 
[T2Z"'2 + f(9)2] 
Y 2TZ' Sin" 9 d9 
[T2zf2 + U Sin2 9] (C-7) 
2^9 
Consider t h e t h i r d i n t e g r a l cf equat ion (C-3) . Dividing t h e i n t e g r a t i o n 
with r e s p e c t t o 9 i n t o two p a r t s , 0 < 9 < 2TT. and ,, < 8 < 2TT, and ^ m g 
eqpsiyl&ftg (C-4) and(C-5) give 
2TT 






fre) ^'^ Sin * dcp 
TT 9. 
Sin 0de * 
(e) 





6 d-6 ^ gw(
(^cp) S :Ln cp dcp 
where t h e angles cp-, (9) and cpQ(9) a re given by equat ions (C-4) and (C-5) 
for t h e range 0 < 9 < TT. Noting t h a t a t t he p o i n t under c o n s i d e r a t i o n , 
y = 1 and z = z ' , t h e wa l l f lux i s cons tan t and given by gT T (z ' ) j t hen 








£(9) gJQ^ Sin <Pd<P = (G-9) 
TT 
J Sin 0d6 fc 
& (e) 
1 g (9,cp)Sin cp dcp - rr g (z*) 
Cp C W T T T °-vT\ 
Now the integral on the right-hand side of equation (C-9) is expressed 
in terms of the wall coordinate z'. Introducing equation (C-2) into 
equation (2) of Chapter III and defining 
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T, = L/d = T/2 (C-10) 
the transformation from cp to z' becomes 





T dz ' =-- Sin 0 Csc'~ cpdcp (C-12) 
Since z" = 0 for cp = cp, (9) and z" = 1 for cp = cp (e), equation (C-9) can 
"be written as follows by using equations (C-ll) and (C-12) : 
2TT q£(e) 
J Sine^dS Jl/Q\ 
o c^(e.) 
2 
gw(Q3cp) Sin q> dcp (C-13) 
k 
TT 1 g (z""j Sin 8 dz" 
w 
^ re- 2 Q JL
 2 ^ - t - <M 2 - i 2 - n g ( z 1 ) d9 J l_Sin 9 + T - , ( z ' - z J J w 
0 0 d 
Combining equations (C-6), (C-7), and (C-13) with equation (C-3) the 
boundary condition becomes 
TT 
J 
2 Sin 9 
-1 
Tan i T z 
11 2 T z' Sin2 9 d9 
Sin QdG - [ T 2 Z'2 + h Sin2 9] + (C-14) 
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TT 1 
J ae J 
g (z") Sin 0 dz' 
w 
2T, dG  [Sin2 9 + T.2(Z' - z")2]2 = 2TT g (zT) 
d o 0 d w 
Introduce the following integration formulas : 
r _ii . i 
J Tan a Sin 0 
-1 




r Sin e dG 
[[a2 + S in 2 e] 
-•v^T 
-1 




Tan IjajV a + 1 Tan 9 (c-16) 
J 
h 
Sin 9 d9 
p p o 
[Sin 9 + BTT 
e - M J d y ) Tan" 
( a 2 + 1 ) 3 / 2 
VFTi Tan 9 1 + (C-17) 
2(a + 1) 
Tan 0 _,_ 1 "1l*^42 
—P p p— + - — - 7 = 2 = Tan 
[a + (1 + a )Tan 9 ] afVa + 1 
a + 1 Tan 9 
Making use of equations (C-15) through (C-17) and expressing T in terms 
of T-, the final expression for the boundary condition becomes 
1 
8|r(S')-F(z-')+Td J g^W^r/')*?' (c-18) 
where 
2- 2 
T, Z' + 0.5 
F(Z') = d ^ ^ - - T.2' V~2-t2 . r 
»T, Z' + 1 
(C-19) 
2;>2 
K (z«, z") = 1 - | Td(z' - z
Tf) 
2 T * ( Z ''T + 3 
2[TC:(Z' -- zM):" + 1] 
- CL -1 
372 
(C-20) 
Approximate Solution of Integral Equation 
The collocation method is used to obtain an approximate solution 
for the integral equation representing the boundary condition for free 
molecular flow through circular tubes . The integral equation is giv<en 
by equation (C-l8). In order to obtain accurate results} integrable 
functions are chosen to represent the nondimensional wall flux. There-
fore, the following polynomial is used; 
M 
g(z') = T +y 
W .c Z_ 




^k- y) — C't J 
It should be noted that the form of equation (0-2l) satisfies the anti-
symmetric property of the exact solution of equation (cViB). 
Introduce the following transformation into equations {/-l8) and 
(C-21) ; 
I = * z • (2-S3) 
The results are 
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M 












K(^ =: x " ̂ -S3 
T* 5 
T* ? + ! :[T,V + ^ 
(>S6) 
Removing the absolute value signs in equation (C-26) the kernel can be 
expressed in two parts as 
K + ( ? ) = 1 -
y s 
VA*+1 
T * ? 
2 [ T d V + T ? ^ S>0 
(C-27) 
K " ( 5 ) = i + 
T„ ? T d S 
V 2 2 + ; r 2 2 "7372" F 
VTH ?
 + 1 2 [T- , ? + 1 ] ' b 
(C-28) 
< 0 
The i n t e g r a l equat ion of equat ion (C-25) can be w r i t t e n as follows "by-








{l + I W ^ ^ ' 
k=l 
( l - z » ) 
I)]2*"1} K"(§) d S + T d . J {|+ 
0 
M 
l B 2 k _ ; L ( T a ) [ l + ( S ' - | ) ]
2 k - V ( ? ) d ? 
k=l 
In t roduce the fol lowing d e f i n i t i o n s : 
- 1 (V"
zt) - -i 
, ( ! - ' ' ) ^ + 
KT(§) d§ (C-30) 
0 
$ ( T d , z « ) = - | J K" ( § ) d§ 
"1 _"• 
(C-31) 
( l - z » ) 
§ (V"T ) s T d , 
2 k - l 
2k - l 
[§ + ( z 1 - | ) ] " K+(§) <1§ k > 1 (C-32) 
0 
2 k - l 
2 k - l 
(T^5Z.V)~ t , - f t§
 + ^ ' - ^ ) ] " k ^ " ( ^ d? k > 1 (C"33) 
then equation (C-29) can be expressed as 
M 
_ + 
I w ^ W-i("z,) {WTd'"z,) + 
k=l 
(0-3*0 
§" (T.,Z«)1 } = F(Z') + [V (T,,Z») + f (Td,z»)l- \ 
2k-l a J J L -1 -1 
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By evaluating equation (C-3*0 at M points for z1, a M x M system of 
equations is obtained for a given value of T.. This: system of equations 
can be solved for the M unknown coefficients, B_, ,(T-,), once the 
' 2k-1 • d ' 
+ +. 
expressions for $_, , (T-JJZ1) and $ -.(T.JZ') are known. 
The expressions for $ (T. ,z') can be obtained directly from 
equations (C-30) and (C-3l). Introducing equations (C-27) and (C-28) 
into equations (C-30) and (C--3l) and performing the straightforward 
integrations yield 
-1 V>° (l-so -VT
2 (i-z-)2 + i + (c-35) 
1 1 1 + 1 2 r ^2d-?:.)
2
 + i" 
• (v z " ' ) - f T,z' - "VT,





Consider the functions §" - . ( T ^ Z ' ) given by equations (C-32) and (C-33) 
C.K. -1. CL 






-i(vz"'>=I 2k-1 i 
«£*0 






(z"' - | ) i A " 2 k - i - i ( v





 ( T z-o = r F(2k-i-D + 











K'" (?) = T,K" (§) (C-iU) 
l2k-l 
The binomial coefficient is defined in equation (B-3l) of Appendix 
B. The task of determining the functions $" 1(T-,.,Z') has been reduced 
c-K~-L d' 
to that of determining the functions A (T^S;') of equations (0-39) 
(2k-l-i) 
and (C-UO). Combining equations (0-2?)y "(C-28), and (C-Ul) with 
equations (C-39) and (C-^O) and changing variables by introducing f\ as 
Tl = T,5 42) 
yield 
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A ( T , , Z » ) 
2 k - l - i 
T d ( l - z
J ) 
2k-i T d ( l - Z 0 
( 2 k - i ) 
1  
( 2 k « l - i 
2k-i 
^ i 7̂7 dj2 Tf + 1 (CA3) 
T d ( l - Z
J ) 
ft [TI + i ] 
2k-l , -, 
21 Mr- \ 
2
 + 1^72 i 
A (T.,>,.Z») = 
2 k - l - i 
/. - n 2 k - i T d ( . z ' ) 
" i 
>k-l..i) L 
^-^ T. (2k-i..i) uT -, y r ^ 
2k-i . 







. d 2 + i ] ^ j 
Define t h e fo l lowing: 
\ H - I ^ ) S 
m+1 , 
_P ^ H _ 
[Tl2 + 1 ] ^ 
(C-1+5) 
The following recurrence formula has already been derived for B (qr]) in 
Appendix B: 
r m ^ 
V i W - - 7S37 W ^ — + ]^i (^ i m - 2 ( c^6 ) 
V jj + l 
For m = 0 and m = 1 the results can be obtained directly from the defini-
tion of equation (C—i+5)» The results are: 
Vi> = - ^ (C-1+7) 
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B
P (T|) = - i-n '' ' + LN V7 + 1 
^/~2—T 
T) + V Tl + 1 
T) 
(C-U8) 
Introduce the following definitions :: 




T d ' 2 , ) = "^i^il J r 2 k n l 3 / 2  
2k- i , 
J] d (C-U9) 
. ( 2 k - l - i ) ^ k - i ^ 
T d d - Z ' ) 
B ( T „ , z ' ) S 
2k - i , 
ja d' a-i v ' = ^ " N -, Ln2 + rp* 
V 
(C-50) 
( 2 k - l - i ) B^^C-n) 
-v 




C m + 1 ^ ) " V7T? 
The following recurrence formula can be derived: 
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Cm+lW
 = J^J U* '^Tl " r" Vl^ I m > 2 (C-52) 
For m — 0 and m = 1 the results can be obtained d:.rectly from equation 
(C-5l) by performing the necessary integrations. The results are: 
C-. (T)) ==V^+ 1 (C-53) 
c2 (n) « i Tl V Tl 1 - LN 
r~2 
11 + *>T| + 1 (C-5*0 











Gov ,(T,,Z«) = 2k-i Ud'  ; " 'T2k^iT J ^7 2 s " 





j2k-r^i7 c if-n) 
-V 
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Combining equations (C-^3), (C-M), (C-hj) through (C-50), and (C-53) 
through (C-56) yields: 
+ Td(l-z') + 
A 2 k - l - i ( T d ^ ! ) = " T 2 k < 5 C 2 k - i ( T d ' Z ' ; " (G-57) 
2 ^k-i^d'1 2"^ ( 2 k " i ) ^ 1 
V-i-i^d'*'5 = " —r 
/ -,\2k-i 
(2k-i) + C_. . ( T . , Z ' ) + 2 k - i v d ' 
(C-58) 
•1 




B 0 1 _ , ( T „ , Z ' ) = ^ ^ - r y 
V, 
f l - zM 2 *" 1 " 1 . (2k- l - i ) (c-59) 
T / ( l - z ' )
f c + 1 d 
^k-S- i^d ' 2 " ' ) 
(2k-i) > 3 
WV 2 "' 5 
- 1 
l2k-2-i7 
B 2k-2- i ( T d^ ' ' ) 
/ -,x2k-l-i 
(~z') + <2k-l-i) 
VT ., z + 1 T ̂  
d TH 
(2k-i) > 3 
(C-60) 
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C2k-i(V*'J = I^±T 
2 k - l - i r—K 2— 
( i -z ' ) V T / ( I - Z ' ) 2 + : (C-61) 
( 2 k - l - i ) + 
2 C 2 k - 2 - i ^ T d ? z ^ 
(2k - i ) > 3 
c2k-i (Td^ , ; ) = wh 
2 k - l - i / — 
( «z«) V T V < K L + 
v d 
(G-62) 
( 2 k - l - i ) 
2 
T-, 
C 2 k ^ - i ( T d ' £ , ) 
(2k-i) > 3 




B l ( T d ' z " ' ) = 
1 
V H ^ T , Z 1 + 1 
d 
(c-6M 
B2 ( V z ' ) = LN (1-z
1) + VT 2 ( l - z*) 2 + 1 I - (C-65) 
( 1 - z ' ) 
V " T , 2 ( 1 - Z " ' ) 2 + 1 
d V 
B2 ( T d ' Z " , ) = 
'd 
n / 2~̂ ""2 - I z ' 
LN V T , Z 1 +1 - T , z
f + ., 





:'(l - £ « ) * + 1 - 1 ] (C-67) 
1 
(Td,Z») = [l - " V T / Z * 2 + 1 ] (c-68) 
C+(Td,z») = I [l-zOV^d
2(l - z»)2 + 1 - 7- LN|Td(l-z») + (C-69) 
V^2(l-z»)2 + l| ] 
C (T,,z«) = i Fz^VT
2!;'2 + 1 + i- LN|V 2-2 
T-, Z* + 1 - T-.Z* 
d d 
(C-70) 
Substituting equations (C-57) and (C-58) into equations (C-37) and 
(C-38) yields the final expressions for $ J T ^ Z ' ) * The procedure for 
obtaining the coefficients, B__ n(r-,)s is the same as that outlined in 0 9 2k-l d ' 
Appendix B for the two dimensional case. 
For the case of M = 1 the system of equations resulting from 
evaluation of equation (C-3̂ -) at the point z* = 0 reduces to one equa-
tion which can readily be solved. The result for the coefficient 




 + 1) - V ^ + 1 (1 + 2Td)] 
(c-71) 
VT 2 + 1 + 1 
_ d 
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This coefficient is related to the nondimensional inlet wall flux. 
g ( T J , by the folio-wing; 
wo d 
V ( Td> = " \ V T a } (c"72) 
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APPENDIX D 
DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS REPRESENTING 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR FREE MOLECULAR FLOW 
THROUGH RECTANGULAR CHANNELS 
Integral Equation for the Upper and Lower Walls 
The boundary condition for the upper and lower walls is represented 
"by equation (A-36) as 
00 00 00 
m J J J f(x,y== Q, z,g,T),Ch) dfdTldC = 0 (D-l) 
-00 -00-00 
If one notes that equation (D-l) is identical to equation (A-68) when 
the latter is set equal to 2',ero, then it can be seen that setting the 
right-hand side of equation (A-73) equal to zero and evaluating the 
resulting expressions at y == 0 or y = 1 yield the same result as obtained 
by integrating equation (D-l). Thus, referring to Figure A-2 and equa-
tions (A-12) through (A-3l) and notingthat for y = 1, OKQO = 2TT, C^QK = 
3TT/2, OU0O = TT/2, cp~Q (G) = TT, and C(VQO(G) = 0, equation (A-73) becomes 
d*r rm -
1/ W 1 * \ m -
1/ V |~Tan 
Vi+T 2-2 L 1 T V T / - X V I ' U A / 
- Tan d T • ^ r 
(D-2) 
l Td^T ' V^d
 A T ^ ' * V T d
 x "T
+ 1 ' 
r-.f r 
-1 I Z 
Tan 











cos e ae 
506 
'j 





















Cos 6 d6 
•J 
Bw (6?cp)Siri cp dcp + 
a 102 cp (e) 
105 
T 





Note that the third integral of equation (D-2) can be readily evaluated 
since the nondimensional wall flux is constant for the point under con-





cos e de 
TT 
2 
g (e,cp)Sin cp dcp = g (xM :,z" ) wT T w^ l 1 J cos e de 
Sin cpdcp=(D-3) 
- TT V ( V ZV 
where x" and z" have been replaced by x„ and z™, respectively. Con-
sider now the other integrals of equation (D-2) . Equations (h-k) through 
(A-ll) can be used to transform the variables e and cp to the appropriate 
wall coordinates for each integral. By applying the appropriate trans-
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formation equations for each integral of equation (D~2) the following 
relations are deduced: 
n . <v2 XM ^ V ^ V ^ ' a ^ ' 
Cos 0 S i n cp dcpdG = oZ~2. 2 [T "z " + T^(l-y' f + T/T, 2(:L - x' )2f u d T b x s d b ^ T s J 
(D-U) 
for the rear side wall 
Cos 0 S i n cp dcpdG = • p 
-dV^V^^'V^"/^* 
i— / -i " l l V C_ £1 £_ 
[Td
£(£T-D^ + Tb'(l-y"0)
£ * T /V(* . , - i"J"J 
/-> o ^ -̂  • 
d b T s 
for the f ront s ide w a l l , and 
Cos 0 Sin cp dcpd0 = 
Td V^'T^'T 
[Tb + T d (Z • 
o O O 
\C. ci d. 
J + T, T-
d 'b v T (xr 
o n 
x * T ; ] 
(D-6) 
for the lower wall. Introducing equations (D-4) through (D-6) into the 
integrals of equation (l-2) and using equations (A-4) through (A-1.1.) to 
change the limits of integration yield 
cp (e) 
607 
Cos 0 d0 
*506 
Sw(e,cp)Sin cpclcp = JJ g„. (











d0 j g w (0,cp)Sin cp dcp = J J g w (x;
,,y; ,)Kw ( x ^ x ^ y ^ z ^ d x ^ 







cos e ae K ( 
J J "Wrp 





cp ( e ) 
206 
2 r r 2 
g (e,cp)Sin cpdcp + Cos 6 dQ g (e,cp)Sin cpdcp = (D-9) 
Wm J (J ¥m 
0 0 
cp ( e ) 
105 
gw ^XVZVKw ^ T ' ^ T ' ^ T ' ^ V ^ ' T ^ ' T 
where K' (x ,x', y', z ), etc. are given by equations (A-46), (A-U8), 
s 
and (A-50). Combining equations (D-2), (D-3), and (D-7) through 
(D-9) and making use of the expression for G (xm,z;m) given by equation 
W~ 1 ± 
(A-M+), the following relation can be written for the boundary condition 
at the upper channel wall (y = l): 
^vzV Wj, T ' Z T ^ + TT " , . t \ ^ m ? ^ m 
1 1 
LOO T 
gTT(<,z r[1)K; r ( x m , x r 
T 
"n i ,zm )dxm dzm + (D-10) 
11 
00 
I (x ,y )KS (xT1,x ,y , z„ dx dy + 
w s s ' w v I s s ' T s s 
s s 
1 1 
XT r\ "W *
 s 
0 S 
!! It It II 
(K>y"K ( v v v s T > <̂ s
 dys 
s 
0 . Likewise , for % = 0 equat ion (D-10) reduces t o t he 
I t can e a s i l y be shown t h a t equat ion (D-10) i s i d e n t i c a l t o t h a t ob 
t a i n e d for y 
a p p r o p r i a t e two dimensional l i m i t , which i s given by equat ion ( l 6 ) of 
Chapter I I . 
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Integral Equation for the Side Walls 
The boundary condition for the side walls is given by equation 
(A-37) as 
CO 00 CO 
p(x,y,z= )w(x,y,z=n) = m 
' - _ _ i 
f(x,y,z=nJ 5;,T)?C)C
 d?dT)dC (D-ll) 
-00-03-00 
Noting that the result of integrating equation (D-ll) is identical to 
equation (A-80), when the latter is set equal to ze:ro, the following 
result can be written directly for z = 1: 
1 b s 
_ 1 , T V I + T , 2 X * t 
r d. b s 
2 
Vl+T, X 
u b s 
i & n • -L 1 V s I 
- Tan 
I . T n V l + T n X . 
-1 / d b s 
1 -T, (y - l ) b s 
+ (D-12) 
Tan 
- 1 / T-.X d s 
\ y - 1 
°S 
- Tan 
- 1 / T x \ 
d s 
\ v / -
1 708 
y 
s J a, 
cp (e) 
607 
J ^e-S i n G dQ | g__(9,cp.) S i n cp dcp + s 
506 cp (9) 
508 
2TT TT TT 
cp307(e) 








^ 0 8 cp (9) ' 
i+08 
. 2 
gTr (9 ,cp)Sin cp dcp = 0 




The second integral of equation (D-12) can "be evaluated immediately by 
it tt 
noting that g: (6,cp) is a constant at the point x = x , y = y , z = l. 
s 
Thus, 
2TT TT 2TT TT 
Sin 9 de f g (9,cp)Sin2 cpdcp = g (x" ,y" ) \ Sin 9d9 S in 2 cp dcp = (D-13) 
J «J W W S S J J 
TT OS S n 0 
- ngw ^ V ^ 
where x and y have been replaced by x and y , respectively. In 
s s s s 
order to transform the integrals of equation (D-12) from the variables 
6 and cp to the appropriate wall coordinates equations (A-4) through 
(A-U) are used. From these equations the following results are obtained 
directly: 
3 2 -' -' 
2 T, T-, dx dy 
Sin 6 Sin cp d6dcp = 5 5" ^ ^—5 -^-^ (D-lU) 
[ ^ +T 2 ( y - y * ) 2 + T / T 2 ( x -x ' ) 2 ] 2 L d b v s s d b s s J 
for the rear side wall, 
«• . , - 2 H.M V 3 T b % ^ - 2 " ' l ) d i T d 2 " T , n _ 
Sin 6 Sin cp d6dcp = - 2 . 2 2 2 g 2 2 2 (D-15) 
[Tb ys +Td ( l " V +Td Tb ̂ " V 3 
for the lower channel wall, and 
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2T^-(x -x" ff 
(D-16) 
for the upper channel "wall. Introducing equations (D-l̂ -) through (D-l6) 
into the integrals of equation (D-12) and using equations (A-̂ -) through 






gw (e,cp)Sin- cpdcp = J J g w ( ^ , y p K w (xg , f ; , y a , y - )d*.dy • ( D - i r ) 




a506 2 U b , 1 1 
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307 1 1 
Sin 9d9 Jgw(9,cp)Sin
2 cpdcp = / / ^ ( ^ I ^ K ^ s ,x£,y{ j , z ^ c b ^ d ^ (D-19) 
°708 cp (9) 
^08 
00 
where K' (x , x ' ,y j y ' „ ) , e t c . a re given by equat ions (A-^7) , (A-^9) , 
w S 0 0 'o 
s 
and (A-51). Combining equations (D-12), (D-13), and (D-17) through 
(D-19) and making use of the expression for G (x ,y ) given by equation 
s 
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(A-^-5), the following result is obtained for the boundary condition at 
the front side wall (z := l) : 
rii 
^ V ^ G (x ,y ) + -W v S S TT 
S Loo 







g (x̂ ,z")K« (x ,x" y ,z") <ta"dz*" 
=VT
V T' T' w g, T, ^ T .̂ T 
It can easily be shown that the result for the boundary condition at 
z = 0 is identical to equation (D-20). Similarly, setting T, = 0 it 
can be shown that equation (D-20) yields the result g (x ,y ) = 0. 
w s s 
s 
For T-, = 0 equation (D-20) reduces to the two dimensional result given 
by equation (l6) of Chapter II with the nondimensional wall flux now 
Siven by g (x ,y ) 
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